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xii i InTroduCTIon

Towards Warsaw  
of the Future: 

 An Introduction

“Enormous is the responsibility of those who form Warsaw’s future. 
On today’s decisions depend, to a great extent, the physical, social 
and aesthetic life of future citizens, and the capacity of the city to 
perform its natural economic and administrative tasks.

–Stefan Starzyński, preface to Warszawa Przyszłości1

Brothers, his spirit has left and far it wanders: 
It has not returned yet—maybe it reads the future from the stars, 
Maybe he is greeted by spirits familiar, 
And they will tell him, what the stars have pondered

–Adam Mickiewicz, ǲiady, część III   2

1 Stefan Starzyński, preface to Warszawa Przyszłości, (Warszawa: Wydawnictwo Komitetu 
Wystawy ‘Warszawa Przyszłości,’ 1936), 6.

2 Adam Mickiewicz, Dziady: część III, A. Sekuła, O. Sutkowska, & S. Pigoń, eds., (Warszawa: 
Wolne Lektury  Fundacja Nowoczesna Polska, n.d.).

“Ogromna jest odpowiedzialność tych, którzy formują przyszłość 
Warszawy. Od dzisiejszych postanowień zależy w wielkiej mierze 
zdrowie fizyczne, społeczne i estetyczne przyszłych obywateli, 
zależy zdolność miasta do pełnienia jego naturalnych zadań 
gospodarczych i administracyjnych.”

Bracia! duch jego uszedł i błąǳi daleko: 
Jeszcze nie wrócił—może przyszłość w gwiazdach czyta, 
Może się tam z duchami znajomymi wita, 
I one mu powieǳą, czego z gwiazd docieką.
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I.

Moving between design and writing as co-dependent modes 
of production, Towards Warsaw of the Future frames three 
architectural imaginaries. 

In the first, the city emerges as capital of a sovereign 
Polish state, hopeful but ill-prepared for the new function, 
struggling for recognition even among its elites. In the 
second, the city is re-instituted as a Socialist capital, a ‘new’ 
Warsaw to be founded on the ruins of the ‘old’ one in an act 
of historical justice, and technological and social progression. 
In the third imaginary, that of present-day Warsaw, we see a 
city that, despite political freedom, economic development 
and opening onto the world, often seems incapable of 
progressing beyond familiar paradigms of, on the one hand, 
neo-liberal (non)planning and an authoritarian design culture 
on the other. 

These three imaginaries seem to hold many possible 
others, locking the city’s architectural future between the 
Romanticist and the Positivist traditions of philosophy, 
literature and politics of representation. In these traditions 
Warsaw is reduced either to a symbol of sacrifice and 
heroism in the hands of a metaphysical force (God, Nation 
or History) or to an inanimate object in the hands of expert 
agents (historians, urban planners, architects). These two 
positions often go hand in hand in restricting speculative, 
critical forms of thinking about the cultural heritage of the 
city and its architectural future.

II.

This thesis attempts an alternative scholarly and 
representational approach, positing Warsaw’s past in an 
insistently post-historical and archtiectural way. Instead of 
thematically or chronologically ordered chapters, Towards 
Warsaw of the Future presents  a series of ‘objects’ of 
different kinds—texts, images, drawings and physical 
objects—that form the trinity of the thesis as book, archive 
and exhibition. Volume One of the thesis contains twelve 
of these objects, with the following fifteen forming the 
tectonic corpus of the exhibition in the Matthew Architecture 
Gallery—these fifteen object are represented, as drawings, in 
the Volume Two.

Titled after the Polish word for “objects”, Obiekty 
[singular: Obiekt], the twelve objects present a series of 
essayistic studies of both (immaterial) phenomena and 
their consequences in the (material) substance of Warsaw’s 
architecture.

All of these are concerned with Warsaw, and all in their 
respective ways represent Warsaw, but at the same time they 
point to broader issues that are relevant to other cities and to 
architectural practice as such. 

Among these issues, the thesis turns towards the dominance 
of reductive symbolism in representing highly complex 
phenomena, whether of tectonic (such as a city, a site, a 
building) or conceptual kind (e.g. a hypothesis, a concept, 
a body of thought). A kind of representation that seeks 
to ‘resolve’ the world’s paradoxes and contradictions in 
the name of unity, which in turn renders the world more 
predictable and controllable. 

III.

This thesis opens with an archival photographic image 
from the opening of an architectural exhibition Warszawa 
Przyszłości, or “Warsaw of the Future,” in 1936.1 One 
hesitates to call the image ‘historic’, as at the time of its 
appearance within the thesis—as a critical, heuristic object—
it was outside of historical discourse. The image emerged in 
an online search engine of a recently digitalised photography 
collection, which magnified its reach and simultaneously 
reduced the image’s archival character into a historical 
subject with a fixed currency and meaning. The thesis posits 
that this is part of a broader problem with dominance of 
historical imagination in Polish culture, which is discussed 
mostly in Obiekt 7. This thesis seeks to restore at least 
part of its incredible potency as an index to a fascinating 
development of modern architectural imaginaries of 
Warsaw. The relationships indexed by the photograph seem 
particularly present in a reading between Obiekt 1, 3, 5
and 10.  

1 I would like to thank Maciej Czeredys from Warsaw for bringing my attention 
to this image.

IV.

Introducing Warszawa Przyszłości in the preface to the 
exhibition catalogue the Warsaw mayor writes of the city’s 
future as an “artifice of imagination” [twór wyobraźni], 
while at the same time referring to the existing condition 
of the city as a “reflection of history” [odzwierciedlenie 
historii].2 Between these two radically complementary 
conceptions, and between the two places in the source text 
where these conceptions are posited, there exists a thesis the 
size of an entire city, though irreducible to the city itself—an 
exposition of Warsaw’s imaginaries, described in the book 
and simultaneously inscribed into the city’s future. 

To say what a thesis is and what a thesis does is not 
necessarily to say the same thing. In Waiting for Kafka 
Vilém Flusser writes that a textual work performs two 
basic functions in culture: it acts as an answer and as a 
provocation. In the former sense one critically analyses the 
text, in the latter one enters a conversation with it.3 The two 
functions of the work and the two modes of engagement with 
it can never be entirely separated.

Thinking through the first mode, “speculation about the 
message spontaneously awakens our curiosity about the 
elements that have made the work possible.”4 Thinking 
through the second mode, we enter “the sphere of speculation 
[that] corresponds to the attitude of sympathy,” which Flusser 
describes through its Greek root, in music, as ‘resonance’ 
with one another.5 In both, whether through the spontaneous 
feeling of curiosity about the conditions of a work’s exegesis 
or by the ‘attitude’ it is evident that no inquiry starts with an 
argument. Rather, it develops as a relationship between the 
work and the Self. 

2 Starzyński, Preface to Warszawa Przyszłości, 5-8..

3 Vilém Flusser, “Waiting for Kafka” in Writings (Minneapolis, London: 
Minnesota University Press, 2002), 150.

4 Ibid.

5 Ibid.
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V.

An analogous positioning of imagining appears in the preface 
to the 1936 Warszawa Przyszłości exhibition:

“Warsaw of the future is currently but an artifice of our 
imagination. And not only of this [kind of] imagination that 
constructs, out of known or calculated notions, a probable 
image of tomorrow, but also of the free imagination, the 
visions of which are often much more creative. Conversely 
to makeshift factoring, such conquering ideas often create 
forms of unfamiliar or improbable future needs of social 
and cultural kind.

By organising the Warsaw of the Future exhibition 
we present not only designs that are real, projects the 
realisation of which has already started or will start in 
near future, but also designs that merely search for ways 
of resolving the capital’s problems, even if they seem 
impossible or even quite fantastic.”6

Strictly speaking, an analogy is not an exactitude, and the 
above analogy is not exact either—one speaks of an attitude 
to a work of literature, another to a work of architecture—but 
their ‘function’ does seem analogical: they both describe 
one’s relationship with meaning, with semiosis, whether 
tectonic or textual. An unfolding of this relationship, 
through examples of both violent pathology and constructive 
empathy, occurs most notably between Obiekt 2, 4, 6 and 8. 

VI.

The role of imagination in forming of relationships between 
the self and the meaningful drives much of this study: it is a 
study of Warsaw’s imaginaries, of how the city populates our 
imagination. As much as a real city, Warsaw is a conflation 
of imaginaries. It is through imaginaries that we think about 
Warsaw and Warsaw ‘thinks’ itself into being. 

6 Starzyński, Preface to Warszawa Przyszłości, 8.

One the one hand, such thesis may appear as radical: what 
would it mean to consider Warsaw as ‘imaginary’? Would 
it not disengage any sense from the materiality of the city 
itself? In the course of unfolding the radical character of the 
thesis becomes truly radical—understood through the Latin 
meaning of ‘radix’ as ‘root’—this thesis is but an exposition 
of a series of theses by other authors who tried to point out, 
and to work-out (for themselves as much as for others, it 
seems) what the character of Warsaw may be. On the other 
hand, then, the radicalness of the thesis turns out to be shared 
with others: ‘common’, one may say, if not quite ‘ordinary’. 
An unfolding of the imaginary character of Warsaw can be 
found in every Obiekt, though perhaps most pronouncedly 
between Obiekt 1, 3, 4 and 8. 

VII.

Objects represented in the Obiekty are of different kinds. 
There are facsimiles of archival documents and this author’s 
own re-drawings of these; in the exhibition these are 
accompanied by 1:1 physical pressings of select architectonic 
surfaces in Warsaw. Amongst the archival material indexed 
by the objects there are: photographic documentation of 
the Warsaw of the Future exhibition and catalogue [Obiekt 
1 and 3]; reproductions of a 1934 publication Warszawa 
Funkcjonalna that formed part of the exhibition; documents; 
a drawing for an unrealised 1944 National Exposition 
in Warsaw [Obiekt 3 and 5]; a selection from a folio of 
unpublished documents related to two key figures of the 
international modernist avant-garde, Polish-Jewish architects 
Helena and Szymon Syrkus [Obiekt 3]; and a selection from 
the archive of the Warsaw Reconstruction Office (BOS), with 
surveys of war-time destruction and surveys made ahead of 
another wave of planned destruction to make space plans for 
monumental urban projects of the 1940s and 1950s [Obiekt 
4 and 5]. Special attention is given here to an art studio and 
archive at 36 Smolna Street in central Warsaw—a place of 

particular significance for art and architecture history, and a 
working site of artistic production, culture and research.  
An architectural study of the Studio’s interior, also 
represented at 1:1 scale in the thesis exhibition, opens a 
critique of the new urban masterplan for the surrounding 
area, which, while seeking to rectify mistakes of monumental 
planning of the 1940s, threatens existence of sites of 
cultural significance still holding the archives of Warsaw’s 
imaginaries [Obiekt 4 and 5]. A discussion of ‘Archive’ as 
a conceit for the workings of imagination complements this 
archival material in Obiekt 9, with a further discussion of a 
‘distracted’, character of archive-as-exhibition and archive-
as-publication in Obiekt 10. 

VIII.

In the body of this thesis, Obiekt 11 and 12 appear somewhat 
different: they act as the thesis conclusion, while at the 
same time positing a point of their own, speculating on the 
character of the thesis itself. They may seem more distant 
from Warsaw, and if this is the case, then it is because 
they point to a broader significance of this thesis that, 
tentatively, attempts to present a methodological ‘example’ 
of paradigmatic, constellatory representation theorised and 
practised by Giorgio Agamben.7 An example that, although 
developed between a discontinuous city (morphologically 
as well as ideologically) and a necessarily discontinuous 
subjectivity of the scholar—and thus doubly specific—can 
offer something that is characteristic of things beyond these 
conditions. Not as a ‘theory of Warsaw’, or as a proposal for 
Warsaw’s urban future, but precisely as it is: an example, for 
future reference.

7 Giorgio Agamben, “The Paradigm,” in The Signature of All Things. On 
Method, (New York, Zone Books, 2009), 9-32.  
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Thesis Argument. 
Introducing Each 
Obiekt.

ThesIs argumenT

There is a Culture of Violent Reductivism in Representing 
Warsaw, which means that:

—Warsaw is reduced to a symbol of heroism in the hands of 
God/History or the Expert;

—imagining is reduced to historic imaginary and—by the 
same token—futuristic imaginary;

    both based on a positivist-romanticist system of thought;

—the reductivism deploys philosemiotic violence (acts of 
offering with expectations attached);

—the reductivism/violence is a symptom of a ‘neurosis’ of 
the social national/imaginary;

—the reductivism stops Warsaw/Poland from imagining 
present and future more openly.

An alternative is to represent Warsaw as a series of post-
historical objects that:

—are discrete texts, singular images, drawings, physical 
objects;

—are paradigmatic and analogical; they move from 
specificity to specificity;

—offer different forms, where ‘form’ is non-objective and 
means relationship;

—are a series of critiques, reflections, descriptions that work 
as architectural hypotheses;

—represent three exemplar imaginaries of Warsaw (the 
Birth, the Rebirth, the Second Rebirth);

—together form a ‘distracted’ architectural archive of 
Warsaw’s imaginaries.

In this way, the thesis posits an example of a methodology 
of representing Warsaw that opens the possibility for 
Warsaw/Poland to imagine itself differently.

key Themes

Culture of violent reductivism in representing Warsaw,

reduction of Warsaw to a symbol of heroism,

domination of the historic—futuristic imaginary,

philosemi(o)tic violence,

neurosis of the social imaginary (guilt),

positivist romanticism,

post-historical object, paradigmatic knowledge,

non-objective form,

seriality of representation,

architectural hypothesis,

three imaginaries of Warsaw,

‘distracted’ archive of imaginaries.
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oBIekT 1. bOhater .  on The 
romanTIC-PosITIVIsT ImagInary.

Obiekt 1. is a review of select literature related to Warsaw’s 
and Poland’s Romantic Imaginary. It opens with a question 
posited by the recent emergence of a body of literature—
fiction and non-fiction—interested in imaginary Warsaw(s), 
in which the city is cast as the ‘main protagonist.’ Positing 
Warsaw as a ‘protagonist’ leads to asking about the 
‘character’ of Warsaw.

The text progresses through a reading of a canonical Polish 
theorisation of the Romanticist imaginary (by Maria Janion, 
1984,1989), and then moves through four other related 
texts—one historic (by Jan Lechoń, 1940), and three more 
recent ones spaced across the last four decades (by Janion 
writing in the late 1970s; by Marta Zielińska, 1989-1994; 
and by Marcin Napiórkowski, 2016). A fifth ‘text’ comes 
in form a of an archival photograph from 1936 taken at a 
key moment for Warsaw’s imaginary. The photographic 
image indexes themes and questions reviewed and theorised 
throughout the thesis,  such as ‘defeat of the future’ and 
conflation of Positivism and Romanticism in Warsaw’s 
imaginary. In this text-object the photograph is presented 
through the imagery (and the imaginary) of this author’s 
exhibition Towards Warsaw of the Future (2016).

The text-object ends tentatively on a brief reference to a 
theory of ‘signatures’ by Giorgio Agamben, in which the 
author points to a certain inadequacy of semiotics (signs and 
symbols) in addressing the imaginary. Instead of ‘sign’ the 
theory posits ‘character’ as a material-immaterial kind of 
mark that operates between the real and the imaginary.

Key themes:

‘Other’ Warsaws (the imaginary), 
Polish Romanticism in literature, 
Warsaw between life and death, 
defeat; 
Warsaw as a symbol of heroism, 
politics of memory, 
Positivist Romanticism.

Key material:

Maria Janion, Projekt Krytyki Fantazmatycznej (1989),
Jan Lechoń , Pieśń o Stefanie Starzyńskim (1940),
Maria Janion, Płacz Generała (1978),
Marta Zielińska, Warszawa. Dziwne Miasto (1994),
Marcin Napiórkowski, Powstanie Umarłych. Historia Pamięci 1944-2014 (2016),
Giorgio Agamben, Theory of Signatures, in The Signature of All Things: On Method (2009),
Photograph from the Warszawa Przyszłości exhibition opening day (1936).
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oBIekT 2. on PhIlosemI(o)TIC 
VIolenCe. maChInes for  
(re)ProduCIng narraTIVes.

This text-object discusses the concept of ‘philosemitic 
violence’ coined by two Warsaw scholars, Elżbieta Janicka 
and Tomasz Żukowski, to describe a phenomenon of 
acts of interest in the Jewish heritage in the city, that are 
underpinned by structures of cultural expectations and 
imaginaries about Jewishness. The emergent hypothesis is 
that similar structures of violence may be found in relation to 
non-Jewish heritage as well, in situations where a dominant 
imaginary faces a ‘minor’ semiotic object.

The text opens with a glance at the status of Warsaw’s 
iconic heritage—the ‘historic’ part of the city inscribed by 
UNESCO as an exemplary post-war reconstruction. With 
the assistance of Mark Jarzombek’s writing on politics 
of heritage, the text posits that there is violence at play in 
Warsaw’s framing of its urban past. The text then moves 
to analyse and critique an animated film that in the words 
of its creators ‘reconstructs’ the city in its 1935 from with 
extensive use of architectural techniques (3D modelling and 
rendering). 

The text posits that the film fails to ‘bring history to life’ and 
instead presents an architectural fantasy (in a quasi-erotic, 
fetishistic sense), that operates through violent structures 
analogous to those described by Janicka and Żukowski, 
turning architectural representation into a machine for 
reproducing only the expected narratives. 

Key themes:

Philosemitic and philosemi(o)tic violence, 
culture of violent reductivism in representing Warsaw, 
reduction of Warsaw to a symbol of heroism, 
neurosis of the social imaginary.

Key material:

Elżbieta Janicka, Kryjówka w wersji demo (2013), Hide-out in Demo Version (2014),
Elżbieta Janicka, Tomasz Żukowski, Przemoc filosemicka (2012),
Newborn Studio, Warszawa 1935 (animated film, 2013), 
Mark Jarzombek, The Metaphysics of Permanence (2011).
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oBIekT 3. arChIVe of The fuTure 
(1).  fragmenTs from warsaw’s 
arChITeCTural modernITy

This text-object presents select archival documents related 
to two canonical imaginaries of Warsaw: the ‘birth’ of a 
modern capital in the 1930s and the ‘rebirth’ of the city as a 
Socialist capital after the catastrophe of the World War Two. 
A third imaginary of war-time projects, developed in secrecy 
under the Nazi occupation, bridges the two imaginaries 
contributing to the thesis that across ideological difference 
between pre-war and post-war Poland there emerges a pattern 
of continuity of architectural imagining in the city.

The object offers a series of reproductions and discussion 
of specific archival material from largely under-researched 
and unpublished collections from several Polish archives: 
the Warsaw Reconstruction Office archive, the National 
Museum archive, the archives of the Museum of Art in Łódź, 
and the archives of Poland’s only Museum of Architecture 
in Wrocław. The collections, diverse both chronologically 
and in regards to their origin (private and institutional), are 
related by their connections to two figures of international 
architectural avant-garde, architects Helena and Szymon 
Syrkus. 

Their vast professional and pedagogical legacy, worth a 
body of scholarship of its own and only touched upon in 
this thesis, offers an insight into key ‘moments of arising’ of 
modern urban imaginary—from the 1920s, through war-time, 
to post-war reconstruction and beyond—not only in Poland 
but, through personal connections with key figures of the 
Western avant-garde, in Europe.

Key themes:

Fragmentary continuity of Warsaw’s imaginaries, 
destruction and reconstruction of Warsaw, 
Architectural avant-garde of modernism, 
Positivist Romanticism.

Key material:

Stefan Starzyński, introduction to Warszawa Przyszłości exhibition catalogue (1936),
Jan Chmielewski, Szymon Syrkus, Warszawa Funkcjonalna (1934/2013),
Warsaw Reconstruction Office (BOS) archival documents:  
 Plan of Futur(e) Warsaw (author unknown)
Muzeum Sztuki in Łódź archival documents:  
 Personal  documents from the Syrkus’ archive. 
Muzeum Architektury in Wrocław archives:  
 Personal  documents from the Syrkus’ archive 
Jerzy Elżanowski, Basics of Material Conversion, (2014).
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oBIekT 4. an ImagInary 
of ConTemPorary warsaw 

The fourth text-object engages with problems of planning 
and cultural heritage preservation in Warsaw, looking closely 
at one very specific example: a historic art studio at 36 
Smolna Street.

The text opens with a fragment of this author’s address to 
the municipality of Warsaw, submitted as part of public 
consultation process in the making of a masterplan for 
the area, in which authors point out the threats that the 
masterplan poses for the existence of the Studio. It then 
moves through an architectural description and a design 
survey of the studio space, looking at its surfaces and 
tectonics, which point to the complexity of Warsaw’s past 
and the fragility of its future. The text also indexes the 
significance of the Studio as at once a critical and heuristic 
object which, in its very tectonic as an ‘interior’ built within 
a ‘ruin,’ brings to the fore a series of problematic dialectics 
of Warsaw: between the inside and the outside, the past and 
the now, the material and the immaterial.

Through the precarious position, the Studio puts in a sharp 
relief the inadequacies of urban planning and heritage 
preservation policies in Poland. An emergent reflection is that 
there is a need for a more eloquent, more sensitive design 
language for describing Warsaw’s material history and, by 
the same token, the future of the city and its heritage.

Key themes:

Cultural heritage in urban planning, 
36 Smolna Studio (site), 
Problem of reductive representation.

Key material:

Ella Chmielewska, A Warsaw address: dossier on 36 Smolna (2010),
DAWOS, Raport o stanie istniejącym dla MPZP Foksal (2011),
Sculpture studio-archive at 36 Smolna Street, 10A, Warsaw (site as ‘text’).
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oBIekT 5. maP of ImagInary 
warsaw

Obiekt 5 is a drawing of Warsaw at 1:15,000 showing sites of 
the thesis’ interest.
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oBIekT 6. fIreBIrd.

This text-object engages with the dominant structure of 
Warsaw’s imaginary: the myth of Warsaw as a Phoenix 
among cities, reborn from the ashes of the World War Two 
catastrophe.

The text begins with a reading of a critical theorization of 
the catastrophe and spatial escapism in literature, especially 
the figures of the bunker and space colony, as posited by 
scholars John Beck and Mark Dorrian. Both these figures, 
write the authors, offer an illusion of a possibility for a 
new beginning. In both, however, is contained a structural 
disregard for the present condition, which in turn heralds 
the possibility—indeed the necessity—of a catastrophe. The 
text then moves to a section on Warsaw. It begins with a 
description and critique of a specific example of escapism in 
Warsaw: an exhibition/publication project Miasto Feniksa, 
in which imagery of wartime destruction and mortal danger 
are laboriously merged with images of the contemporary 
city. The project seems in many ways exemplary of the 
nostalgia-driven phenomenon of reduction of Warsaw’s 
urban discourse to the single genre of ‘varsaviana,’ briefly 
described in this text. With the assistance of Jacques 
Rancière, the text then engages in a critique of the heroic 
figure of Little Insurgent (a sculpture and a text), which 
offers an ethically problematic substitution of symbols 
between war and childhood. 

Two hypothesis emerge in this object. The first one suggests 
that there is a representational culture of escapism in 
Warsaw that is structurally analogous to that posited by the 

Western science-fiction literature: instead of a positivist-
scientific escape into a bunker or space-colony, however, 
the escape operates through transcendence into death and 
‘afterlife’ (religious or historical). The second, more tentative 
hypothesis posits that the myth of the Phoenix, historicised 
and reproduced with the use of design representation 
methods (exhibition, photomontage, sculpture), projected 
onto the city’s space, is analogous to what Andrzej Leder 
describes as a ‘symptom’ of ‘urban neurosis,’ thus stagnating 
the imaginary of Warsaw in perpetual reliving of the images 
of war trauma and thus preventing the city (institutions and 
practitioners) from realistically addressing its present urban 
condition.

Key themes:

global catastrophe, 
fiction—non-fiction (literature), 
reduction of Warsaw to a symbol of heroism, 
the historic—futuristic imaginary, 
imaginaries of Warsaw, 
exhibition, 
‘urban neurosis.’

Key texts:

Piotr Margas, Maciej Kościelniak, Miasto Feniksa – WAR*SAW EVERYTHING / The City of Phoenix, 
(exhibition 2008; publication 2009),
John Beck, Mark Dorrian, Postcatastrophic Utopias (2014),
John Beck, Global Catastrophe and Applied Fiction (lecture, 2014),
Jacques Ranciere, The Pensive Image (2009),
Andrzej Leder, Nerwica miejska (2008).
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oBIekT 7. The ProBlem of 
hIsTorICal ImagInaTIon

This text-object opens with a series of images from the 
author’s (born 1983) childhood imaginary of history, woven 
through oral narratives of a family member and those present 
in one specific publication (Lata Okupacji). These images 
prelude the thesis by a poet Adam Zagajewski that the Poles 
seem to come to the world with “Hitler or Stalin [standing] 
by their cradle.” 

The object progresses through discrete discussions of 
four texts that share interest in history and forms of 
representation. Starting with a text by Adam Zagajewski 
(b. 1945), the object looks to the problem of “historical 
imagination” under the specific guise of historical 
materialism that the author identifies as compromising 
imagination’s capacity for compassion. It then moves to 
a brief position of an author a generation earlier (Czesław 
Miłosz, b. 1911), to posit a different perspective on historical 
materialism, which points to the messianistic character of 
Eastern Marxism. 

The third text follows Georges Didi-Huberman (b. 1953) 
through his description of the experience of visiting the 
Auschwitz-Birkenau Memorial and Museum, and specifically 
the curatorial-representational strategies deployed there 
that seem to reduce the charge of a place that witnessed the 
unimaginable. The question of ‘how to represent history’ 

posited there opens towards a reading of a critical post-war 
essay by Witold Gombrowicz (b. 1904), in which the author 
traces the reductive tendencies in Polish culture to the need 
for ‘solacing of hearts’ in response to history’s injustice.

The questions that emerge, concern ways in which design 
and representation in places of history, such as museums or 
sites of trauma, can progress beyond that doubly historic 
need and offer a fuller  imaginary of the past.

Key themes:

history, 
historiography, 
Marxism—Communism, 
historical imagination, 
domination of the historic—futuristic imaginary, 
filosemiotic violence. 

Key material:

Stanisław Kopf, Lata okupacji. Kronika fotograficzna walczącej Warszawy (1989),
Adam Zagajewski, Historical Imagination,in Two Cities: On Exile, History And The Imagination (1995),
Georges Didi-Huberman, Kora (2013),
Czesław Miłosz, Native Realm: A Search for Self-Definition (1981),
Witold Gombrowicz, “Sienkiewicz” in Dziennik 1953-1969 (2013).
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oBIekT 8. exPosIng ImagInarIes. 
fragmenTs on TeCTonIC and eThIC.

This Obiekt opens with a brief description of Warsaw’s 
three urban imaginaries that seem to condition all possible 
others: the imaginary of modern institution of the city as a 
capital of Poland (the “prewar”), the imaginary of post-war 
reconstruction and re-framing of the city as a Socialist capital 
(the “post-war”) and the contemporary Warsaw that, while 
often marked as “post-Communist” or “post-Socialist” also 
contains the previous two.

Through reproductions of select photographs and design 
drawings, the Obiekt then turns towards the architectural 
framing of these three imaginaries in the course of an 
exhibition curated and designed by the author in the space of 
the Matthew Architecture Gallery in Edinburgh, where the 
three imaginaries were represented spatially as a ‘layered’ 
assemblage of tectonic objects that reference, at 1:1 scale, 
fragments of three gallery spaces in Warsaw: the National 
Museum, the exhibition pavilion affiliated to the Polish 
Architectural Association, and the art Studio at 36 Smolna 
street.

Returning to the body of the text, the Obiekt then posits two 
“fragments” that follow this author’s speculative reading 
of literature related to the themes of the imaginary. Raising 
some of the questions already presented in the previous 
Obiekty, the discussion provisionally detaches itself from 
the research corpus of Warsaw, which in turns allows for a 
drawing out, with the help of critical scholarly literature, a 
speculation on the ethical character of imagination.

Key themes:

the imaginary, 
archive, 
psychoanalysis, 
neurosis of the social imaginary—guilt, 
Self—Other.

Key material:

Maria Janion, Projekt krytyki fantazmatycznej (1989),
Ronald D. Laing, Self and Others (1961),
Ronald D. Laing, Divided Self (1965),
Fyodor Dostoyevsky, Crime and Punishment (1866, 1991),
Paul Ricoeur, Imagination in Discourse and Action (1994).
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oBIekT 9. arChIVe of The 
fuTure (2).

Obiekt 9 attempts to work through theoretical questions 
related to the character of thought, memory and imagination, 
here framed specifically by Jacques Derrida’s reading 
of Freud’s ‘multiple’ archive—his nachlass, the place of 
its depositing, and the Freudian conceptualisation of the 
imaginary.

The opening question for this attempt is the returning 
problem of history’s representation—returning in the thesis, 
but also in Warsaw itself. In one of the canonical works of 
Polish history of ideology (by Leszek Kołakowski), historical 
consciousness is posited as a condition for existence of 
community. Drawing on analyses by both Derrida and Paul 
Ricoeur, Obiekt 9 seeks to re-frame the question by turning 
towards a trans-generational understanding of ‘community.’ 
A contemporary debate on expectations (political and 
curatorial) placed on history representation in Warsaw’s 
institutional context, in the specific example of the Museum 
of the History of the Polish Jews, becomes a critical object 
for a closing speculation on the character of ‘community,’ 
which—in a radical reframing—can also be understood as a 
‘spectral community’ with one’s desire, thus opening up the 
question of representing history towards imagination.

Key themes:

archive (concept—institution), 
history representation, 
museology and exhibiting, 
community, 
the imaginary—desire. 
 

Key material:

Leszek Kołakowski, The Idolatry of Politics (1997).
Jacques Derrida, Archive Fever: A Freudian Impression (1994),
Paul Ricoeur, “Imagination in Discourse and in Action,” (1994) 
Helena Danter, Kacha Szaniawska, Żydowski Punkt Widzenia, an interview with Helena Datner (2015).
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oBIekT 10. dIsTraCTIng arChIVe. 
on desIgn, researCh and 
rePresenTaTIon.

This object attempts a reflection on the ‘ancestry’ of the 
thesis, both in terms of its contemporary exegesis, its 
grounding in the design research pedagogy of the Edinburgh 
School of Architecture, as well as the ‘archival’ origin of the 
work in the international avant-garde movement and critical 
theory of Walter Benjamin.

The object opens with the Benjaminian metaphor of 
theological and teleological structure underpinning the 
(Orthodox) Marxist theorisation of history as posited in his 
essay On the Concept of History. The image of history as a 
‘deceitful mechanism’ that disguises its mechanisms leads to 
a speculation on the character of deceit in design practice—
one that turns out to be radically different from that of 
theology and closer to Benjamin’s position.

The text progresses into questions of the character of 
research in architectural design practice and, at the same 
time, the character of engagement with architectural objects. 
In the course of a series of brief studies of representational 
strategies offered as part of the professional programme in 
architecture at Edinburgh, a moment of arising for the diverse 
methodologies that con-figure and ground the thesis (both 
the design and the methodological preoccupation), appears 
in Benjamin’s conception of ‘distraction’ as a condition in 
which an architectural object is engaged with.

Key themes:

history—historiography, 
museum—city, 
the post-Socialist city, 
seriality of representation, 
book—publication—format, 
throught-image, 
critical theory (Walter Benjamin), 
distraction. 

Key material:

Walter Benjamin, On the Concept of History (1940),
Walter Benjamin, One-Way Street (1928/1979), 
Frederick Schwartz, Distraction: Walter Benjamin and the Avant-Garde (2005),
Dorian Wiszniewski, City as museum, museum as city: Mediating the everyday and special narratives of life (2012),
Dorian Wiszniewski, Florence: Curating the City, Representation and Seriality (2010),
Mark Dorrian, Adrian Hawker, The tortoise, the scorpion and the horse - partial notes on architectural research/teaching/practice (2003),
Mark Dorrian, Ella Chmielewska, in: Mark Dorrian (ed.) Warszawa: Project for the Post-Socialist City (2009),
Giorgio Agamben, Philosophical Archaeology, in The Signature of All Things: On Method (2009).
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oBIekT 11. urBan ImagInarIes, 
arChITeCTural ParadIgms, 
researCh oBjeCTs. a form of 
ConCludIng.

Obiekt 11 concludes the textual body of the study posited in 
the book part of the thesis while attempting a reflection on 
the ‘character’ of the thesis itself. 

The text opens with a brief return to the some of the key 
themes and questions raised in the preceding Obiekty, such 
as philosemitic violence, reconstruction and the imaginary. 
A further unfolding and theorisation of these themes posits 
that the Romantic heroic trait can be found in quite different 
projects—the Keret House, Miasto Feniksa and Warszawa 
1935. At the same time, all three projects seem to address the 
perceived demand for the “solacing of the hearts” that Polish 
history and historiography, framed by Romanticist-Positivist 
imagination, impose on Polish national culture.

The Obiekt then moves to a more detailed re-assessment of 
the source document analysed in Obiekt 4, the Report on 
Existing Condition for the Smolna area that forms the basis 
for the design of the local masterplan. What emerges from 
the furthering of the critique, are significant shortcomings 
of the Report as an analytic document, especially in the field 
of cultural history of the site and its heritage, as well as in 
regards to the evidence of research methodology.

Throughout the following two sections of Obiekt 11, the 
text ventures onto series of fragmentary theorisations of 
representation on the basis of several distinct yet surprisingly 
resonating sources: the writings of Giorgio Agamben on the 
concept of Paradigm and Signature, and the commentaries 
on Witold Gombrowicz’s idea of Form as a subversion of the 
relationship between the object and its author.

The Obiekt, and thus the text part of the thesis, conclude on a 
speculative attempt of gathering these distinct theorisations, 
and the notions emergent from other Obiekty under 
architecture’s own remit—through a structural discontinuity 
inherent in the polysemy of the Polish compound założenie 
urbanistyczne which translates as both “urban designs” and 
“urban hypotheses.” 

Key themes:

Paradigm—Example, 
Form as relationship, 
architectural hypotheses, 
design—speculation, 
urban imaginaries of Warsaw,

Key material:

Stefan Starzyński, introduction to Warszawa Przyszłości exhibition catalogue (1936),
DAWOS, Raport o stanie istniejącym dla MPZP Foksal, (2011),
Giorgio Agamben, The Paradigm, in The Signature of All Things: On Method (2009),
Giorgio Agamben, The Signature, in The Signature of All Things: On Method (2009),
Michael Goddard, Gombrowicz, Polish Modernism and the Subversion of Form (2010),
Witold Gombrowicz, Testament (1969/2012).
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oBIekT 12. a ConsTellaTIon of 
oBjeCTs.

Obiekt 12 is a montage of photographic documentation 
of select research material—primarily texts and this 
author’s research notes, but also publications drawings and 
photographs—which contributed to the development of the 
research. Physically assembled and exposited in the space 
of the Matthew Architecture Gallery in November 2016 
the exposition served as a critical event in the process of 
reviewing of material and final framing of the thesis. 
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OBIEKT 1. Bohater. 
On the Romantic-
Positivist Imaginary.

And thou, what? Thinking that it’s history’s crater 
Blowing with the same old, Romanticist lava 
That yet another mad hero possessed 
the unwary, impetuous Warszawa. 
And thou still dream of a miracle, 
of those super-humans who fight without rest. 
Fancy thou miracles? Think, there are people 
Like him, ordinary, who want to always do their best.

– Jan Lechoń, Pieśń o Stefanie Starzyńskim1

Not even history itself, but poetry gives events their 
undying, marble scalp which posterity sees. God only 
knows what truly happened in Troy, but the centuries 
blindly trust the one who never, not even as a blind 
man, has cast his eye on it. Had we had, in Iliad’s 
stead, just accounts of chroniclers or even eye-
witnesses on both the Greek and Trojan sides, surely 
Alexander the Great would not have got the drive and 
the strength to awe and conquer the world.

It is the poet then, not the chronicler, who is history’s 
true chaplain. It is only through poetry that history can 
act the humanity’s teacher. But what kind of poetry 
should it be? Surely, not art for art’s sake, but rather 
truth for truth’s sake. 

– Adam Mickiewicz2 

1 Jan Lechoń, “Pieśń o Stefanie Starzyńskim,” 1940.

2 As noted by Antoni Edward Odyniec. Adam Mickiewicz, Dzieła wszystkie 
(Wydanie Sejmowe), vol. XVI: Rozmowy z Adamem Mickiewiczem, ed. S. 
Pigoń, (Warszawa, 1933), 60. Cited in: Michał Kuziak, “Pisanie (o) Historii,” 
in Inny Mickiewicz (Gdańsk: słowo/obraz terytoria, 2013), 72. 
Both translations by the author. 

A ty co? Myślisz pewno, że to dziejów krater 
Wciąż tę samą wyrzuca romantyczną lawę 
I że to jeszcze jeden szalony bohater 
Nieopatrzną, ułańską opętał Warszawę. 
I tobie jeszcze ciągle marzy się o cudzie 
I o owych nadludziach, co się biją chrobrze. 
Cudów chcesz? Pomyśl tylko, że są zwykli ludzie, 
Jak on, co zawsze wszystko chcą wypełnić dobrze.

Nie historja bowiem sama, ale dopiero poezja nadaje 
wypadkom tę posągową, nieśmiertelną postać, pod 
którą widzi je potomność. Bóg wie, jak tam było w 
istocie pod Troją; ale wieki wierzą na ślepo temu, który 
sam nawet, jako ślepy, okiem ludzkim na to nie patrzał. 
Gdybyśmy zamiast Iliady mieli tylko relacje kronikarzy, 
choćby nawet naocznych świadków trojańskich i 
greckich, pewnoby z nich Aleksander Wielki nie 
zaczerpnął pochopu i siły do zadziwiania i podboju 
świata.

Poeta więc, nie kronikarz, jest prawdziwym kapłanem 
historji. Historija przez poezję tylko może być mistrzynią 
ludzkości. Ale jakaż to być powinna poezja? Zapewne, 
nie sztuka dla sztuki, ale chyba prawda dla prawdy.
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 ImagInarIes of anoTher warsaw

I.

‘The Rising of the Dead,’ (2016),

‘Never-built Warsaw,’ (2013),

‘The Night of the Living Jews,’(2012), 

‘Cwaniary,’ (2012),

‘Specters,’ (2012),

‘Stacja Muranów,’ (2012),

‘Sronghold Warsaw,’ (2012),

‘Warsaw: Strange City.’ (1994).

We seem to be witnessing a plentiful moment for Warsaw’s 
imaginaries. According to one literature review published in 
2012, the city has taken over as the ‘main character’ [główny 
bohater] in several recent titles—they are listed above along 
with two others with the same focus that have been published 
since. In all, the reviewer posits, Warsaw overshadowed 
other figures and the narrative itself: 

“All of these books show, in their respective ways, 
that underneath the Warsaw we know hides another, 
unknown city. One that must be imagined. All bring forth 
imaginaries and fears.”3

3 “Wszystkie te książki pokazują na różne sposoby, że pod miastem, które 
znamy, kryje się inne, nieznane. Trzeba je sobie dopiero wyobrazić. Wszystkie 
przywołują też wyobrażenia i lęki związane z tym miejscem.”  Justyna 
Sobolewska, “Miasto-Zombi,” Polityka, November 12, 2012. Translation by 
the author.

What would it mean to imagine a city as a ‘character’? What 
kind of ‘character’ does Warsaw play in the contemporary 
literary imaginaries? With ‘the imaginary’ and ‘the fearsome’ 
at work it seems appropriate to address these questions in 
the context of the the very formation of these concepts in the 
Polish cultural context: Romanticism.

The ImagInary reVoluTIon, The 
reVoluTIon of The ImagInary

II.

In her essay The Project of Fantasmatic Critique [Projekt 
krytyki fantazmatycznej], Maria Janion, literary scholar of 
Polish Romanticism, marks the development of Romantic 
literature as nothing short of a “revolution of the imaginary;” 
a moment of imagination’s representational liberation, 
prophesised already by Hieronymus Bosch but only realised 
at the turn of the 18th and 19th centuries.4 According to Janion, 
there are six main characteristics of this revolution.

First Romanticism broadened the idea of intellectual tradition 
beyond classicist limits laid out by the Cartesian scientism. 
The myth and the imaginary were freed, on the one hand, 
of their medical association, where ‘fantasy’ was equal to 
sickness. On the other, they were no longer subject to ‘truth’ 
as its necessary opponents. Instead, the Romanticists opened 
the possibility that myths and imaginaries may contain truth, 

4 Maria Janion, Projekt krytyki fantazmatycznej. Szkice o egzystencjach ludzi i 
duchów (Warszawa: Wydawnictwo Polska Encyklopedia Niezależna, 1991), 
158. All citations from this text translated by this atuhor.

so long as the symbols present in them can be deciphered. 
There appeared an alternative to logo-centric iconoclasm of 
Classicism—images and imaginaries were ‘allowed’ into the 
discourse.5 No longer a sign of illness, malice or falseness, 
the imaginary was recognised as an act of thinking.

This opened the intellectual world onto a part of reality 
that was so far unacknowledged. Here, Janion continues, 
Romanticism is indebted to Paracelsus who posited the 
imagination as “creative, cosmic force of spiritual kind.”6 
His theory “revealed this whole new, internal reality, 
connected by non-consequential relations of sympathy and 
appropriateness with the outer, cosmic reality, which it 
also made visible.”7 This, in turn, enabled the Romantics to 
distinguish between creative imagination, which connects 
man’s internal life and the cosmos, and the much more 
inferior fantasy.

Thirdly, Romanticism transferred into art and literature 
the structure and the vocabulary characteristic of religion 
and mysticism. “Next to the ‘subconscious man’”, Janion 
writes, “in Romantic literature appeared the ‘internal 
man.’”8 And immediately next to the inner man and his 
‘psyche’ reappeared ‘soul’—though this time not necessarily 
belonging to God. Rather, it is a moment where next to 
positivist psychology there appears a “completely different 
inquiry of existence”: the practice of phenomenology.9 The 
search for another state of consciousness soon resulted in 

5 Ibid., 157-159.

6 Ibid., 158.

7 Ibid., 159.

8 Ibid., 160.

9 Ibid.
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multiplication of realities, such as the world of the dead, the 
undead, and various other intermediate states. The author 
continues: 

“The Romanticists were particularly interested in the 
borderlands of existence, especially between life and 
death; thus, the new existential reality they discovered 
attracted such ‘products of imagination’ (often 
aesthetically distasteful, terrifying and overwhelming) 
as ghosts or spectres (...). The dead were given superbly 
elaborate life as wraiths, vampires, werewolves etc. not 
to mention the wide fantastic world imported to literature 
from folk imagination.”10 

By this eloquent multiplication of realities Romanticism 
unsettled ontology: to this day, Janion notes, scholars debate 
on whether a certain key character appearing in a key Polish 
epic drama of the early 19 century, the Forefather’s Eve by 
Adam Mickiewicz, is ‘actually alive’ or perhaps (un)dead.11

The broadening of the reality, the multiplication of worlds, 
has its price as through figures of dreams Romanticism 
structured imagining in opposition to the Here and Now. 
“The Romantic imaginary sets across two places of existence 
and two realities. What is more it does so through evaluation: 
the better is ‘over there’ while the worse is ‘here.’ This is why 
the romantic dreamer is always where he isn’t, and not where 
he is.”12 In its radical guise, the Romanticist tradition shuns 
the reality as simply not worth the effort to make things 

10 Ibid., 161.

11 Ibid.

12 Ibid., 163.

work. Change can only occur through transcendence into 
another reality, whether internal (as fantasy) or external (as 
another world or an afterlife). At its most extreme, this lack 
of interest in the material world shows the darkest side of the 
Romantic tradition: the fetishisation of the death drive and 
the suicide.

Another aspect of Romanticism described by Janion is the 
broadening of culture by incorporating various ‘minor’ 
cultures. Local folk beliefs of the Nordic and Slavic 
peoples—so far remaining in opposition to the international, 
by their very nature, Enlightenment philosophy and 
Christian theology—were amplified and transposed into the 
mainstream, forming the popular culture of the 19th century. 

“This is particularly true for the two main genres of 
popular culture that are also the creation of Romanticism: 
melodrama and horror. They both abound in two kinds of 
‘romantic’ fantasms—the ‘sentimental’ and the ‘cruel.’ It is 
particularly interesting when the two conflate, for example 
in the plot depicting the story of an oppressed innocent 
beauty, who finds her champion.”13 

Figures of “oppression” and “saving” are of particularly 
significance—not just for the Romantic literature, but for 
much of today’s culture that draws from it. Without these two 
figures “the basic plot structures of the 19 century, which to 
this day form the iron depository for film scripts, would not 
be possible.”14

In the sixth point we are coming closer to addressing the 

13 Ibid., 161-162.

14 Ibid., 162.
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question about Warsaw’s ‘character’ posed at the opening 
of this inquiry: the figure of the Romantic hero [bohater 
romantyczny]. It is in him that almost all of Romanticism’s 
“charge of novelty” is placed. His features are drawn 
very clearly, he must be instantly recognisable. Noble in 
struggle against evil, ready for sacrifice like the protoplast 
Prometheus, but often also “fatally dark,” his beauty 
tainted with marks of lurking demonism.15 Prone to risk but 
skilful. Maverick, always male. Romantic hero, is always 
ultimately  successful, even when met with a crushing defeat. 
This is only possible through the structure of Romanticist 
narratology, in which the defeat—no matter how seemingly 
pointless—is always compensated.16 And thus never without 
meaning.

In the face of the Romantic hero we may begin to recognise 
features of Warsaw’s imaginary character.

15 Ibid.

16 Ibid.

hero’s faTe: where PosITIVIsm 
meeTs romanTICIsm

III.

A photograph: a group of men standing around a large 
table. Grave, distinguished, powerful: military uniforms 
and business-suits, distinctions and medals. One man in the 
middle is holding a long white pointer: he holds it lightly 
with both hands. The pointer, the hands, the whole body are 
in delicate movement registered by the camera as a slight 
blur of the left hand and the back of the man’s head caught in 
multiple exposure. On the eve of an impending end, in about 
three-and-a-half years time, most of these grave men will flee 
the city and seek refuge abroad. 

The man in the middle will stay. As the city’s mayor he 
will address the besieged inhabitants in a radio speech—“I 
wanted Warsaw to be great, and I see it great today.”17 He 
will manage to leave instructions to his staff—keep working. 
Then he will be taken away, never to return. Freed from his 
body, deposited to earth in an unknown place, the mayor 
was raised to the national pantheon as a figure of utter 
commitment.

At the time, few would have expected this turn of events. 
Writing his anthem to destroyed Warsaw, poet Jan Lechoń 
brings in Starzyński as tiny figure amidst the catastrophe, 

17 “Stefan Starzyński – Prezydent, Który Poświęcił Życie Dla 
Stolicy,” Polskieradio.pl, 2016, http://www.polskieradio.pl/39/156/
Artykul/909881,Stefan-Starzynski-–-prezydent-ktory-poswiecil-zycie-dla-
stolicy.  Last accessed 20/01/2017.

“little man in the rain of fire.”18  Unsuspicious. A mayor’s 
friend will later emphasise his tremendous work ethic and 
organisational skills as the city mayor, but not so much his 
charisma: “More people respected him than liked him.”19 But 
then the worst happened.20

“How shall I, Warsaw, reach you with a song,
So as not to touch your hurting walls,
When each precious path is now but a wound?

(…)

Silence, oh song! Our brothers lie in graves,
You will return, ah, return when we hit the drums
And our armies’ marching you shall hear the steps!”21

In the opening verses of the Song to Stefan Starzyński we see 
a city set on fire. We read a list of wounded monuments and 
churches. With the smoke and dust we breath-in the nostalgia 
for the bygone peaceful days—we are witnesses to a lament 
over an image of defeat. In the final verses, in turn, we hear 
drums: a promise of repayment for the harm done, of pride 
restored in victory. We seem to be drawn into an exemplary 
Romanticist imaginary. It is the middle part of the anthem, 
speaking of the mayor, that seems to spoils this clarity:

18 Jan Lechoń, “Pieśń o Stefanie Starzyńskim,” 1940.

19 Marian Marek Drozdowski (ed.), “Wspomnienia o Stefanie Starzyńskim” 
(Warszawa, 1982), 315, in Marian Marek Drozdowski, Starzyński: Legionista, 
Polityk Gospodarczy, Prezydent Warszawy (Warszawa: Wydawnictwo Iskry, 
2006), 213.

20 Marek Drozdowski, biographer of Starzyński, offers five hypotheses of what 
may have happened with Starzyński after his imprisonment by the Gestapo 
in October 1939. His death, however, is uncontested. See: Drozdowski, 
Starzyński: Legionista, Polityk Gospodarczy, Prezydent Warszawy, 440-442.

21 Lechoń, “Pieśń o Stefanie Starzyńskim.”

Fig. 01 Photograph from the opening day of the Warsaw of the Future exhibition [Warszawa Przyszłości], Warsaw, the National Museum [Muzeum Narodowe],
28 March 1936. Author unknown. From the collection of the National Digital Archive [Narodowe Archiwum Cyfrowe]. 1-U-8484-2.  >>>
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“And thou, what? Thinking that it’s history’s crater
Blowing with the same old, Romanticist lava
That yet another mad hero possessed
the unwary, impetuous Warszawa.
And thou still dream of a miracle
of those superhumans who fight without rest.
Fancy thou miracles? Just think, there are people
Like him, ordinary, who want to always do their best.”22

The fragment on Starzyński begins with a tribute to his 
achievements and a hyperbolised paraphrasing of his radio 
speech. But then, as soon as the anthem addresses the reader 
(“And thou, what?”) the verses turn vividly against the 
Romanticist tradition, against “the same old, romanticist 
lava” that scalds with the history of fated insurrections. Is 
this a pedagogical agenda at play, is it a warning? Starzyński 
is represented not simply as yet another “mad hero” that the 
Romanticist tradition cherishes and exemplifies—this role 
the anthem leaves to Juliusz Konstanty Ordon, a sacrificial 
figure who blows up a besieged fort in Mickiewicz’s anthem 
Ordon’s Redoubt.23 On the contrary, Starzyński appears 
here as an ‘ordinary man.’ Not a ruthless destroyer but an 
urban planner who must watch the destruction of his work: 
herein lies the tragedy. If there is heroism at play here, it 

22 “A ty co? Myślisz, że to dziejów krater/Wciąż tę samą wyrzuca romantyczną 
lawę/I że to jeszcze jeden szalony bohater./Nieopatrzną, ułańską opętał 
Warszawę./I Tobie jeszcze ciąle marzy się o cudzie/I o owych nadludziach, 
co się biją chrobrze./Cudów chcesz? Pomyśl tylko, że są zwykli ludzie,/Jak 
on, co zawsze wszystko chcą wypełnić dobrze.” Fragment of Pieśń o Stefanie 
Starzyńskim, by Lechoń. Translation by the author.

23 Adam Mickiewicz, Reduta Ordona, ed. Aleksandra Sekuła, Jan Bystrzycki, and 
Olga Sutkowska (Wolne Lektury, n.d.). Public domain. https://wolnelektury.pl/
szukaj/?q=Reduta+Ordona. Last accessed 22/01/2017.

is the heroism of ordinary commitment—of manning the 
post—that only through the extreme context of the war gains 
extraordinary, heroic significance. As if against itself, in 
these several verses Lechoń’s anthem offers a momentary 
conflation of two seemingly distant imaginaries of Polish 
culture—the Positivist and the Romanticist.

IV.

The table in the described image is in fact an urban model 
presenting a design for the 1944 National Exposition, with 
white volumes representing exposition pavilions and seats of 
institutions: museums, and galleries. By pointing towards the 
model the mayor is pointing across time, towards a future of 
Warsaw that will never exist.

Historians agree this future never came. One of the seven 
titles listed at the beginning, the Never-built Warsaw, 
shows in detail several projects planned in the second half 
of the 1930s that “remain only on paper,”24 architecturally 
unborn. Precisely because of this, we read, this immaterial 
city is particularity valuable as a repository of past dreams 
and aspirations in their purest, Platonic form. Freed from 
restraints of urban materiality, Warsaw’s architecture—the 
book’s thesis goes—is here to speak for those who are no 
longer around.25 The future, paradoxically, is tasked with 
speaking for the past before history’s tribunal.

Polish literature registers Warsaw defeated at least twice: 
in 1939 and 1944, writes Janion in her essay General’s 

24 Jarosław Trybuś, Warszawa niezaistniała: niezrealizowane projekty 
urbanistyczne i architektoniczne Warszawy dwudziestolecia międzywojennego, 
ed. Grzegorz Piątek (Warszawa: Muzeum Powstania Warszawskiego, Muzeum 
Narodowe w Warszawie, Fundacja Bęc Zmiana, 2012).,19-22.

25 Ibid., 405.

Grief [Płacz generała].26 The difference between the first 
defeat, in the field, of and the suppression of the Uprising 
five years later is fundamental, writes Jerzy Andrzejewski.27 
The former, though devastating, allows for reflections: how 
was this possible? Were we decieved by our leaders? How 
does one find one’s entire existence in the new unforgiving 
situation? “We returned to our abandoned homes,” writes 
Kazimierz Wyka in the Memoirs After the Defeat [Pamiętnik 
po klęsce].28 Zofia Nałkowska begins writing her war diary—
day by day.29 As the social life dwindles under the occupation 
terror, the internal life accelerates. Wyka starts writing after 
the September campaign in Poland but stops after the fall 
of France: the defeat became too generic. On the same note, 
Nałkowska looks at what is happening to the government 
officials who fled to Romania to be interned there: “It 
does not look like any of them has resorted to suicide.”30 
Words “shame” and “honour” appear with regularity in the 
description of “recent events”.31 Nothing happened after all, 
dear gentlemen? “Perhaps one day,” she notes bitterly, “they 
will become tragic.”32 

26 Maria Janion, “Być w klęsce,” in Płacz generała. Eseje o wojnie (Warszawa: 
Wydawnictwo “Sic!”, 1998), 173.

27 Jerzy Andrzejewski, “Dziennik z powstania warszawskiego,” in Dialog, 1, 
(1984), 107. Cited in: Janion, “Być w klęsce,” 171.

28 Kazimierz Wyka, Życie na niby. Pamiętnik po klęsce (Kraków-Wrocław, 1984), 
225. Cited in: Janion, “Być w klęsce,” 171.

29 Zofia Nałkowska, Dzienniki czasu wojny (Warsaw, 1970). Cited in: Janion, 
“Być w klęsce,” 171.

30 Ibid., 175.

31 Ibid., 174.

32 Ibid., 176.
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Fig. 02.  Photograph from the Warsaw of the Future exhibition [Warszawa Przyszłości] in a serial (multiple) display at a public exhibition Towards Warsaw of the Future. Matthew Architecture 
Gallery, Edinburgh, September 2016. The exhibition was designed and curated by this author as part of the research by design methodology. Photograph by Piotr Leśniak.



narratives, usually written with scrupulous positivist 
commitment.36 What seems to escape these narratives is a 
sense of certain tragedy, which only becomes clear if the 
image is removed from the historical trajectory and put back 
into its proper moment of formation.

The gesture of mayor, after all, is almost nonchalant: a new 
bridge over here, a tower here, a museum over there. The 
concentration of power in a single image is unmatched, 
with the president, the prime minister, at least one minister 
and the mayor of Warsaw around an urban model. We are 
not only witnesses of a significant event, but also of the 
significance of architectural representation: by rendering 
of the overwhelming as manageable, writes Mark Dorrian, 
white urban models are particularly efficient in amplifying 
the sensation of power.37 With all of its complexity, the city 
is reduced to a series of objects—those gathered on the 
photographed table—that are controllable and malleable.

36 For example, in Jarosław Zieliński, Pałac Kultury i Nauki (Łódź, Warszawa, 
2012), 16; and in Beata Chomątowska, Pałac. Biografia intymna (Warszawa: 
Znak, 2015), 24, the image is presented in relation to post-war designs for the 
Palace of Culture and Science actually built in Warsaw in the 1950s, which 
bears a “striking resemblance” to the central structure of the model in the 
1936 photograph. In Trybuś, Warszawa niezaistniała, the photograph (pp. 
40-41) illustrates the narrative of a broad national project of “‘symbol-guised’ 
modernisation” (p. 405) of which the design for the 1944 national exposition, 
visible in the image, were key part.

37 Mark Dorrian, “The Aerial Image: Vertigo, Transparency and Miniaturization,” 
Parallax, vol. 15, no. 4, November (2009), 83–93.

In the end, the powerful themselves become mere pawns 
on the History’s chessboard: their world collapses under 
the German-Soviet invasion. Mayor Starzyński is arrested 
in October 1939 and later killed at an unknown location. 
President Ignacy Mościcki flees and dies in exile shortly after 
the war (Switzerland, 1946). As does the Prime Minister 
Marian Zyndram-Kościałowski (1946, England) and the 
Commissar Władysław Jaroszewicz (1947, New York). 
Juliusz Nagórski, the architect of the scheme for the National 
Exposition represented in the model, stays in the city and 
is killed in 1944—the very year in which the exposition he 
designed was meant to open. 

VI.

The photograph will remain too—at once a marker of tragic 
volatility of control and an index to a history of a heroic 
defeat, exile, death. As will a folio of documents and design 
drawings for some of the unrealised projects, the Museum 
of Industry and Technology, the exposition grounds and 
pavilions, folded into neat files of the National Museum’s 
archive, the very site of the exhibition where they were first 
unveiled38

38 For references of select items related to the Museum of Industry and 
Technology and the national exposition design accessed in the course of 
this research see the archival indexes in the annexe of this thesis. For a 
compherhenisve index see Trybuś, Warszawa niezaistniała, 357-364.

The latter defeat brings nothing but death, despair and 
exhaustion: “[i]t cleaned nothing,” Andrzejewski wrote in 
November 1944 when the uprising fell.33 There are no homes 
to return to. 

In his memoirs Wyka posits an existential thesis: a separation 
of history from morality.34 There is nothing moral in the 
course of history, moral justice and historical justice walk 
different paths. This, however, is precisely where a chance 
for the defeated lies; this is a “historiographic weapon.” “The 
most important lesson that [Wyka] got out of the defeat,” 
writes Janion, “is that the historical man, creating only by 
force, cannot always beat the moral man and his ethical 
reasoning.”35 Only morality, metaphysical in origin, can 
stand up against the physical matter in which history plays 
itself out. 

V.

Since the photograph first appeared in the search engines of 
digitalised archives around 2011, it has been reproduced in 
several publications, in which it illustrates various historical 

33 Andrzejewski, Dziennik z powstania warszawskiego, 107. Cited in: Janion, 
“Być w klęsce,” 171.

34 Wyka,  Życie na niby. Pamiętnik po klęsce, 233. Cited in: Ibid., 178.

35 Ibid., 235. Cited in: Ibid., 179.

Fig. 03. Fragment of the photograph from the Warsaw of the Future exhibition.
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Fig. 04.  Photograph from the Warsaw of the Future exhibition [Warszawa Przyszłości] at the Towards Warsaw of the Future exhibition. Photograph by Piotr Leśniak (2016).
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Fig. 05.  Collage made after a site section drawing from a draft design for the National Exposition [Powszechna Wystawa Krajowa] planned to take place in Warsaw in 1944. In a different form, the design was presented 
at the 1936 Warsaw of the Future exhibition. Original section drawings by architect Juliusz Nagórski (dated May 1938); original title Szkicowy Projekt Terenów Wystawowych w Warszawie; original scale 1:1000. 

From the National Museum, collection of Polish Drawing [Zespół Rysunku Polskiego], Rys. Pol. 18940.  Collages by the author.
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which haunted me for many years to come whenever I 
entered a flat that was being renovated. The stink of the 
cement render, sewer and concrete (…)”40

Reflecting on her very first visit to Warsaw as a student 
of a research institute based in the city of Łódź—largely 
untouched by war—Maria Janion recalls that the memory of 
the “ruin stench” would haunt her for the rest of her life.41 It 
is precisely because of the bodily experience of the war, she 
says, that the generations that witnessed it have appreciated 
the peace—even if meant the crooked Pax Sovietica and 
being stuck on the wrong side of the Iron Curtain.

Throughout most of her life, Janion’s imaginary of Warsaw is 
that of an alien city, merely a place of habitation. “I loved my 
Vilnius and my friends loved the ruins of [their] Warsaw.”42 
In the heroic reconstruction of Warsaw she could sense “a 
note of melancholy” visible in the presence of absence of 
the destroyed buildings, their living spaces reduced to a 
volume of rubble. Janion brings forth here Paulo Virillo’s 
observation that a ruin is a “sudden gap in reality and 
time.”43 To Janion, an outsider, the post-catastrophic Warsaw 

40 Maria Janion and Kazimiera Szczuka, Janion: traumy, transe, transgresje, 
(Warszawa: Wydawnictwo Krytyki Politycznej, 2012), 66. 

41 Ibid. For the discussion of the bodily experience of ruins also see the canonical 
work by Winfried Georg Sebald, On the Natural History of Destruction (New 
York: Modern Library, 2004).

42 Ibid., 92.

43 “Dla mnie to powstawanie miasta z gruzów miało w sobie jakąś 
nieprzezwyciężalną nutę melanholii. Jak u francuskiego filozofa Paulo Virillo, 
który ospisywał nagłe zniknięcia budynków podczas bombardowań wojennych 
jako szczególną przerwę w rzeczywistości, nagłą dziurę w czasie, odbieraną 
przez człowieka jak wstrząs epileptyczny (…).”

 “For me this rising of the city from the rubble had an a  note of melancholy that 
was impossible to overcome. Like in Paulo Virillo, who described the sudden 
disappearance of buildings during war bombings as a particular kind of gap in 

seemed haunted. For her friends, witnesses of the uprising 
brought up in Warsaw, the rubble was an organic part of 
the city’s substance—only dislocated. Even then, however, 
the symptoms of trauma were in plain sight. Varsovians of 
her generation—and particularly those a few years older—
carried an unshakable weight of surviving, visible even in 
small details of their daily life: 

“Even this chain-smoking,” Janion writes about her friend, 
“purely compulsive, frantic. As if not for pleasure but for 
self-destruction. (…) Something remained in these people 
forever, something they couldn’t work out or change in 
themselves. They put this into their heads. They stayed 
silent for years, but bred various characteristic symptoms. 
They had a specific look: they wouldn’t care about their 
health, they would starve themselves and take up drinking; 
some would turn towards religious devoutness and the cult 
of the Uprising.”44 

Like an infectious bug, death migrated from the city of the 
dead onto the city of the living.

VIII.

The bug proved resilient. Over forty years after the war, 
Marta Zielińska wrote about Warsaw: 

“We cannot admit this, but we are inhabiting a city of 
death. It is the only thing certain here. It is the principle 
of existence and not only for the sole reason of so 
many epochal catastrophes, so many varsavians killed 
unnaturally and suddenly. Warsaw generally holds nothing 

reality, as sudden hole in time, similar to an epileptic shock (…).”  Ibid.

44 Ibid., 96.

In turn, on the site where the exposition was planned, an act 
of moral-historical repayment will take place on 11 October 
2014. On the National Stadium, Polish men’s football team 
will beat Germany for the very first time in the history of 
both nations. “29 German strikes against 5 Polish say a lot 
about the match,” we will read on the Polish Radio’s website. 
“We played against the current champions of the world, 
after all. But in a few weeks time no one will be recalling 
the statistics, it is the result that matters, that will resonate 
around the world.”39

The historic victory will come nine days after the 
70th anniversary of the fall of the Warsaw Uprising. 
Metaphysicians of history and historians of football will 
never agree as to whether on this occasion the matter was 
late or the ethos came early—and by how much exactly.

surVIVIng ImagInary

VII.

“In 1946 or 1947 I came to Warsaw for the very first time. 
It was a heap of horrible ruins. Something absolutely 
terrifying. (…) When I stood in these ruins I understood 
that something horrible, unimaginable happened. The 
ruins were grey, with dust hovering above. The whole city 
looked like this. And it smelled of this typical ruin smell, 

39 Paweł Słójkowski, “Polska - Niemcy 2:0. Historyczne zwycięstwo. ‘Możemy 
grać z najlepszymi,’” Polskieradio.pl, 2014, http://www.polskieradio.pl/43/265/
Artykul/1256522,Polska-Niemcy-20-Historyczne-zwyciestwo-Mozemy-grac-
z-najlepszymi. Last accessed 22/01/2017.
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Fig. 07.  Photograph of a sheet with calculations and diagrams from the assessment of the amount of rubble left at a damaged building at  
Marszałkowska 63 in Warsaw, later demolished to make space for the monumental housing district MDM opened in 1955. Document dated 
25 May 1946. Author’s signature illegible to the author of this thesis. The drawing was revised and approved (red marks and stamps) by a site 
manager [kierownik robót] W. Rudomina, possibly a female as suggested by the surname ending with an “a”. From the Warsaw State Archive 
[Archiwum Państwowe w Warszawie], collection of the Warsaw Reconstruction Office [Biuro Odbudowy Stolicy], 4327, p. 15.

Fig. 06.  Photograph of central Warsaw, Edmund Kupiecki (1947).
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permanent, nothing reinforces this city—everything falls 
apart, dissipates, vanished. This applies to the people, the 
milieux, the entire city.”45

In this bleak imaginary, Warsaw emerges as a ‘strange city,’ 
[dziwne miasto] a place between life and death,  slowly 
draining life from its inhabitants like a vampire. “The 
conflation of matters between this world and another has 
long been a natural state of affairs. Life feeds off death, 
and death feeds off life. The boundaries between them are 
blurred.”46 It is no surprise then, that in Warsaw existence is 
an incredible phenomenon, writes Zielińska. 

“Only in Warsaw, for example, mere lasting, someone 
or something surviving, is among not just unusual but 
supernatural phenomena. And as such is always treated 
as the victory of the spirit of the city over the all-evil 
matter. Evil because, as if by law, matter is [here] subject 
to change and entropy. (…) To notice this, it is enough to 
watch any film that was made, say, fifteen years ago. To 
notice a different city, that is.”47

Zielińska wrote in late 1980s, amidst the agony of a system 
that operated through permanent negotiation of shortages 
of basic goods and services, requiring every effort to make 
even a small move, taking away nearly all the energy but not 
quite enough to kill. The agony was followed by an eruption 
of enthusiasm and then a period of painful transition, with 
triple-digit annual inflation rates and general turmoil, that 
made most projects questionable. By 1994, when the Dziwne 
miasto was eventually published, Warsaw was a different city 
again.

45 Marta Zielińska, Warszawa - Dziwne Miasto, (Warszawa: Wydawnictwo 
Instytutu Badań Literackich Polskiej Akademii Nauk, 1995), 85.

46 Zielińska, Warszawa - Dziwne Miasto, 85.

47 Ibid.

Fig. 08. Photograph from the viewing terrace of the Palace of Culture and Science, looking West along Złota Street. Photograph by Mr Wałkowski (early 1960s). 
From Mr Wałkowski’s personal collection. >>>
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lasTIng ImPressIons: PolITICs of 
memory

IX.

Since the publication of Dziwne miasto, Warsaw has made 
everything to prove Zielińska’s thesis of a perpetually 
revolving (revolting?) city. It is worth to list several political 
moves that are related to these revolutions.

2004: the Museum of the Warsaw Uprising opened on the 
initiative of the conservative mayor Lech Kaczyński, whose 
father fought in the Uprising.48 

2005: the conservative Law and Justice party, run by 
the mayor’s twin brother Jarosław, formed a coalition 
government announcing a radical, new beginning for the 
country. The attempt to establish the “Fourth Republic” 
[Czwarta Rzeczpospolita] was short-lived: early elections 
were called after two years.

2006–2007: the centrist parties return to power in both local 
and central elections. At the same time, the conservative 
mayor is elected the President. 

10 April 2010: air-plane catastrophe in which the President 
and 95 other passengers including key military commanders 

48 “Muzeum Powstania Warszawskiego Otwarte!,” Urząd M.st. Warszawy, 2004. 
http://www.um.warszawa.pl/aktualnosci/muzeum-powstania-warszawskiego-
otwarte. Last accessed 23/01/2017. 
For an outline of history of the Kaczyński family see: B. Mikołajewska, E. 
Winnicka, and A. Dobosz, “Saga Rodu Kaczyńskich,” Polityka, 2016. http://
www.polityka.pl/tygodnikpolityka/kraj/1505132,1,saga-rodu-kaczynskich.
read?print=true. Last accessed 23/01/2017.

and politicians of several parties die. A date with significance 
analogous to ‘9/11’ in the US, marking the start of Poland’s 
own internal political war in which the ruling centrist party 
is accused of, first, gross neglect and then of collaborative 
conspiracy with Russia to murder the President.

2013: the Museum of the History of Polish Jews opens in 
Warsaw.49

2015: after years in opposition, the conservatives win 
both presidential and parliamentary elections and revives 
the project of radical reconstruction of the state and its 
institutions, resulting in a constitutional crisis, and rising 
concerns at both national and European level.

X.

The rise of right-wing conservatism, and its “politics of 
memory” into which historic events are inscribed, poses the 
question of who is actually controlling whom in Poland. It 
is possible to suggests that it is the undead—or rather the 
unmourned—who hold the contemporary politics hostage 
to chauvinistic forces. This is the hypothesis of The Rising 
of the Dead. A History of Memory 1944-2014, by a Warsaw 
semiotician and cultural historian, Marcin Napiórkowski.50 

Napiórkowski’s thesis, could be put in this way: the 
imposition of Soviet-driven Communism in 1945 effectively 

49 Rick Lyman, “To Celebrate Its Jewish History, Poland Presents ‘a Museum 
of Life,’” October 2014. https://www.nytimes.com/2014/10/22/world/europe/
warsaw-museum-of-the-history-of-polish-jews.html?_r=0. Last accessed 
23/01/2017.

50 Marcin Napiórkowski, Powstanie Umarłych. Historia Pamięci 1944-2014 
(Warszawa: Wydawnictwo Krytyka Polityczna, 2016).

prevented the appropriate mourning of the 1944 insurgents. 
As a design of the Home Army [Armia Krajowa] responding 
to the Polish government-in-exile in London, the Uprising 
would always be a liability for the new Communist 
authorities: its very purpose, as part of the broader Operation 
Tempest [Plan Burza], was to prevent the turning of Poland 
into a soviet-controlled territory by a series of uprisings 
that would put the Poles in control just ahead of the Red 
Army’s arrival.51 It had to be silenced. With the censoring 
of the Uprising, “The soldiers of the Home Army were cut 
off from the practice of memory,” writes Napiórkowski. At 
the same time, “the mourning of the civilians was inscribed 
into a propaganda narrative of heroic inhabitants and evil 
leaders.”52 It is not the event itself, then, that brought about 
the contemporary politics of memory. Rather it is the decades 
of, first, active prevention during the Communism and 
then, in the first twenty years of post-communist Poland, of 
general indifference to the addressing of the past traumas as 
most looked forward to rejoining the West—NATO and the 
European Union.

There is one more point in Napiórkowski’s thesis that seems 
relevant for the tracking of the origins of the Romantic-
positivist imaginary in Warsaw: the period of Communism 
was not the first time in history when censorship and 
suppression of memory resulted in a split of the official and 

51 James W. Blackwell, “The Warsaw Uprising: The View from Lublin,” Slavonic 
and East European Review, vol. 89, no. 2 (2011), 274–300. Also: Norman 
Davies, Gods’ Playground - A History of Poland (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 
1981).

52 Marcin Napiórkowski, “Powstanie Warszawskie jako apokalipsa zombie,” 
Dziennik Opinii, no. 205 (1405), (2016).

Fig. 09. Scanned page from a book by Elżbieta Janicka Festung Warschau (2011). The photograph in the top right corner captioned: “the whole length of former 
Umschlag-platz [a site in the former Ghetto where the Jewish awaited—and died waiting—their turn to be transported to the death camps], looking North-East. 
A cavalry regiment of the Polish Army returns from a parade at the Piłsudski square on the Day of Polish Cavalry [cała długość d. Umschlag-platzu, widok 
w kierunku północno-wschodnim—Szwadron Kawalerii Wojska Polskiego wraca z parady a Placu Piłsudskiego w dniu Święta Kawalerii Polskiej]. Dated 2 
September 2011.  >>>
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the private imaginaries. The Warsaw Uprising was one in 
a series of lost national insurrections against the foreign 
powers that took place throughout the 19th and early 20th 
century.53 By 1944 cultural protocols for moving the memory 
‘underground’  were already in place.54 

What poses the problem today is that these patterns have 
proved to be more robust than the oppressive system they 
were originally to contest: by equating patriotism with 
anti-systemic, anti-state resistance, the conservative elites 
who took power in the 2015 presidential and parliamentary 
elections are bound to their militant narrative, treating the 
state they inherited not only as flawed and corrupt, but 
as fundamentally alien, and thus worthy only of violent 
reconstruction.55 The ongoing constitutional crisis in Poland 

53 The three national insurrections that the conservative discourse usually 
mentions took place in: 1794, 1830-31 and 1863. To this, the Left (e.g. 
historians and publishers grouped around Dziennik Opinii and Krytyka 
Polityczna) would add the 1905 insurrection in Poland, Lithuania and Russia 
that carried both national and class/welfare postulates. For an English-
language outline history of these insurrections see for example: Davies, Gods’ 
Playground - A History of Poland.

54 Napiórkowski, “Powstanie Warszawskie jako apokalipsa zombie.”

55 Even conservative commentators seem post-factum perplexed by the character 
of the ‘good change’ as the 2015 turn was named by its authors from the 
winning Law and Justice party. In a conversation with Adam Leszczyński, 
Jadwiga Staniszkis, sociology professor from the University of Warsaw and 
once a supporter of the party’s programme, writes about its leader Jarosław 
Kaczyński: “[He] has a Bolshevik vision of transformation: it is the conflict 
and will that reveals true existence. This way of thinking, still present in 
Russia, is deeply embedded in a canon formed by Bolshevism and grounded in 
the Eastern Christianity.” 
“[On] ma bolszewicką wizję przemiany: to konflikt i wola wydobywa 
prawdziwe istnienie. To myślenie głęboko wbudowane w kanon, który 
uformował bolszewizm, i jest nadal obecny w Rosji, a wywodzi się ze 
wschodniego chrześcijaństwa.”  
Adam Leszczyński and Jadwiga Staniszkis, “Jadwiga Staniszkis: dla 
Kaczyńskiego władza znaczy przydeptać, kopnąć,” Gazeta Wyborcza, 

is part of self-inflicted violence—a political death drive—
that the Romantic imaginary had left structures for. 

hyPoThesIs. The CharaCTer of The 
CharaCTer.

XI.

What is the character of Warsaw? Let us put aside the initial 
imaginary of this text, in which “character” points to a 
protagonist or a hero, and instead think of “character” as a 
specific kind of mark—a signature, to be exact. 

At one point of Theory of Signatures Giorgio Agamben turns 
our attention to the question of the “efficacy” of a sacrament. 
In other words: to what makes sacraments such as baptism 
or marriage valid and effective.56 Clearly, it is not the mere 
‘sign’ understood as a gesture of cross or the act of washing a 
body in the water—even when the relevant formula ‘I baptise 
you’ accompanies it. Nor is it the document that merely 
certifies the sacrament for various administrative uses. 
Something more is needed. 

Whether a sacrament is valid despite the questionable status 

November 19, 2016. http://wyborcza.pl/magazyn/7,124059,20998851,jadwiga-
staniszkis-dla-kaczynskiego-wladza-znaczy.html. Last accessed 22/01/2017.

 A brief note on the connection between Eastern Christianity and Bolshevism/
Marxism also appears in: Czesław Miłosz, Native Realm. A search For Self-
Definition, (London; Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1981), 108-
127 and esp.: 123.

56 Giorgio Agamben, “Theory of Signatures,” in The Signature of All Things. On 
Method (New York: Zone Books, 2009), 43-54. 

the baptised (such as excommunication) or the baptising (for 
example when the agent is later deemed a schismatic) has 
been the source of a debate nearly as long as Christianity 
itself, writes Agamben. Augustin, for example,  advocated for 
what we would considered an ‘inclusive’ understanding of 
the sacrament, where baptism leaves a “permanent mark” on 
the soul that is largely autonomous from political-discursive 
contexts. The nature of his argument is so paradoxical, 
however, that the ancient theologian felt compelled to 
multiply his examples to make it comprehensible. One of 
them is that of a hall-mark made on a piece of precious 
metal with the authentic royal press—but without the 
royal authorization. “[I]f caught”—Agamben relates the 
argument—“[the maker of the mark] will certainly be 
punished, but the coin remains valid and is incorporated 
into the public treasury.” The efficacy of the mark, though 
impossible to pin-point, seems to condensate somewhere 
between the necessity of both contiguity and authenticity of 
both objects, the stamp and the coin.

This leads Agamben to point out a certain inadequacy of 
the semiotic model for explaining of the sacraments, which 
emerges in one of the canonical works of Christian theology: 

“What is the difference between the sign and the 
sacrament? The sign signifies by means of an institution 
(ex institutione); the sacrament represents also by means 
of similarity (ex similitudine). Furthermore, the sign 
may signify the thing, but not confer it (conferre). In the 
sacrament, instead, there is not only signification but 
also efficacy, such that it signifies by means of institution, 
represents by means of similarity, and confers by means 
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Fig. 10.  Photograph of the entrance to the Towards Warsaw of the Future exhibition at the Matthew Architecture Gallery, Edinburgh. Photograph by Piotr Leśniak (2016).
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of sanctification”57 In other words, a sacrament cannot be 
reduced to a sign: to be valid, it requires an institutional 
context, a representational apparatus and a metaphysical 
‘signature’ that will “make it speak.”58

XII.

If the theory of signatures finds its way into the end of the 
beginning of this thesis, it is because of at least three things. 
Firstly, it is due to a realisation, in the course of this research, 
that a discussion of Warsaw’s imaginary character inevitably 
brings about the question of metaphysics. Secondly, it is 
because of the realisation that many existing discussions of 
Warsaw’s imaginaries either ignore metaphysics, or take it at 
face value. 

The third reason is a certain elusive sense of trans-epochal 
sympathy with the image of an ancient scholar struggling 
to imagine and describe the impossibility of representing 
something unimaginable.

57 Agamben, “Theory of Signatures,” 45. Citing: Hugh of St Victor’s Sacraments 
of the Christian Faith, PL, 176, p.35a.

58 Ibid., 61.
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OBIEKT 2: On Philosemi(o)tic 
Violence. Machines for  
(Re)producing Narratives.

The possibility of understanding phenomena is based 
upon the ability to place them within context. What is 
incomprehensible in one constellation will be clear, or 
even banal, in another. In this way, a provisional and 
ephemeral object, at first neither recognisable nor 
acceptable as a house, appears as a house if there 
is a change of context and—in connection with it—a 
relativisation of the category of house.

–Elżbieta Janicka, A Hide-out in Demo Version 1

the boy is similing trustfully the only shadow he knows

is the shadow of a straw hat of a pine tree of the house

and if any glow in the sky then the glow of the sunset

  

  my little boy my Isaac bend your head

  just a moment of pain and then you will be

  anything you like—a swallow a lilly of the valley

   
  so I have to spill your blood my little boy

  for you to stay innocent in summer lightning

  forever safe like an insect caught in amber

  pretty as a fern’s cathedral preserved in coal

 
–Zbigniew Herbert, Photograph2

1 Elżbieta Janicka, “A Hide-out in Demo Version: The Keret House in Warsaw as 
Re-enactment of Jewish Hiding,” Holocaust Studies, 20(1–2), (2014), 83–116. 
Polish original: Janicka, “Kryjówka w wersji demo,” Autoportret, 4(43), (2013), 
48–57.

2 Zbigniew Herbert, “Photograph,” in The Collected Poems: 1956-1998, A. Valles, 
ed. (New York: HarperCollins Publishers, 2008), 369. Polish original: Herbert, 
“Fotografia,” in Z. Herbert & R. Krynicki, eds. 89 wierszy (Kraków: Wydawnictwo 
a5, 2008), 13.

Możliwość rozumienia rzeczy i zjawisk zasadza się na 
umiejętności lokowania ich w kontekście. Co niepojęte 
w jednym układzie odniesienia, okazuje się czytelne, 
wręcz banalne w innym. Tym sposobem prowizoryczne 
i efemeryczne coś, w pierwszej chwili nie do pojęcia 
i nie do przyjęcia jako dom, objawia się jako dom 
pod warunkiem kontekstualnego przemieszczenia i 
odpowiadającej mu relatywizacji kategorii domu.

chłopiec uśmiecha się ufnie jedyny cień jaki zna

to cień słomkowego kapelusza cień sosny cień domu

a jeśli łuna to łuna zachodu

 

 mój mały mój Izaaku pochyl głowę

 to tylko chwila bólu a potem będziesz

 czym tylko chcesz – jaskółką lilią polną 

 więc muszę przelać twoją krew mój mały

 abyś pozostał niewinny w letniej błyskawicy

 już na zawsze bezpieczny jak owad w bursztynie

 piękny jak ocalała w węglu katedra paproci
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maTerIal erraTa, edITaBle arChIVe.
I.

To think about Warsaw without attending to the postwar absence 
of its Jewish inhabitants would be to omit the core of its spatial 
trauma and exertions of its imaginaries and discourses. Among 
over three hundred thousand Jews that lived in the city in the late 
1930s were artists and architects. Among these were members 
of the international avant-garde, including partners in life and 
architecture, Szymom Syrkus and Helena Syrkus neé Eliasberg 
who had a significant contribution to the way the city works 
and looks today—though not necessarily how the city wishes to 
imagine itself. One of their key contributions is the architectural 
concept of a ‘social housing estate’ [osiedle społeczne], their 
authorial, morphological solution to Warsaw’s housing and 
infrastructural problems, as well as the broader programme of 
an architectural imaginary of a ‘functional city.’ This imaginary, 
however, seems largely overlooked—apart from Helena Syrkus’ 
own two books published in the 1970s, the body of publications 
related to the Syrkus’ work seems disproportionally small in 
relation to its impact. 

Perhaps, in some way, one may speak here not simply of anti-
Semitism—still present in Warsaw—but also of violence against 
the more vulnerable kinds of semiosis that the Syrkus’ Nachlass 
is an example of. What is at risk is the broader material and 
intellectual heritage of Warsaw: architectural ideas and buildings. 
Particularly, but not exclusively, those accused of ‘Communist 
origin.’3 

We thus need to consider the wider material heritage of both the 
socialist and the pre-socialist cultures—of architectural objects, 
buildings, pavilions, interiors, storefronts and the city’s historic 
iconosphere that have been subject to processes of editing, 
described by Ella Chmielewska as ‘material errata’ of the city.4 A 
correction of the past’s scripts, in other words, purportedly with 
the city’s best interest at heart. A practice that in Warsaw seems 
to have a long past of its own as noted in the city’s mayor Stefan 
Starzyński’s preface to Warsaw of the Future that speaks of the 
city as an editable archive.5 

3 Filip Springer, Źle urodzone. Reportaże o architekturze PRL-u (Kraków: 
Wydawnictwo Karakter, 2012).

4 Ella Chmielewska, “Material Errata: Warsaw Neons and Socialist Modernity,” The 
Journal of Architecture, vol. 15, no. 1 (February 2010), 53–70. Chmielewska, “Sites 
of Display: Iconosphere of Warsaw, 1955 to the Present Day”, in Peter Martyn, The 
City in Art, (Warsaw: IS PAN, 2007), 127-143.

5 Stefan Starzyński, preface to Warszawa Przyszłości, (Warszawa: Wydawnictwo 
Komitetu Wystawy ‘Warszawa Przyszłości,’ 1936), 5-6. 

Fig. 01. >
Fig. 02. >>
Fig. 03. >>>

Scanned cover (01) and pages 
(02, 03) of the catalogue to 
the Warsaw of the Future 
[Warszawa Przyszłości] 
exhibition. Cover design 
by Jerzy Hryniewiecki 
and Stefan Osiecki (1936) 
Warsaw. 
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is also its strongest poison, is concentrated in the conception 
of “Outstanding Universal Value” that candidate sites must 
satisfy to be granted the World Heritage status.9 There are 
exactly ten criteria to this Value: listed in the institution’s 
web page, one item underneath another in centre alignment, 
they seem akin to a modern Decalogue.

(i)

to represent a masterpiece of human creative genius; 

(ii)

to exhibit an important interchange of human values, over 
a span of time or within a cultural area of the world, on 
developments in architecture or technology, monumental 

arts, town-planning or landscape design; 

(...)

National institutions—museums and conservation bodies—
often reiterate this seductive formula on  local scale with 
analogous objective in mind, securing a permanent imaginary 
of urbanism, architecture and art. “When you add to this 
the touristification and commodification of architectural 
imaginaries,” Jarzombek continues, “you get that now 
ubiquitous and toxic relationship between heritage, 
museology, politics, pedagogy and art history.”10 

9 This and the following articles (i-iii) from: UNESCO, World Heritage List. 
The Criteria for Selection. http://whc.unesco.org/en/criteria/.  Last accessed 
22/01/2017.

10 Jarzombek, “The Metaphysics of Permanence - Curating Critical 
Impossibilities,”  130.

II.

The hypothesis emerging in this object is largely based 
on one specific scholarly critique of a cultural pattern of 
violence grounded in anti-Semitism, which Elżbieta Janicka 
and Tomasz Żukowski describe as “philosemitic violence.” 
By this, the authors mean acts of good will and gifting that, 
although driven by genuine interest in the Jewish culture, 
come with a set of invisible strings attached. Invisible—
also to the perpetrators, who see their actions as noble and 
generous.1  In other words, philosemitic violence emerges as 
an elaborate form of self-deception, directed to both the Self 
and the Other as an unconscious mechanism of dealing with 
guilt.

Although identified in an altogether different field of study, 
philosemitic violence also operates through architectural 
design and art, and it can be helpful for highlighting 
analogous patterns of violence in other aspects of material 
heritage in Warsaw. Janicka shows this also in two other 
texts, by drawing her theorisation on an investigation of 
the iconosphere of the former Jewish Ghetto in Festung 
Warschau, and an analysis of one specific architectural 
installation that attempts to negotiate the Polish-Jewish 
relations in A Hide-out in Demo Version: The Keret House in 
Warsaw as Re-enactment of Jewish Hiding.6 In both of these 
studies, the violence is not only directed against the Jewish 
minority itself, but also affects the imaginary of the city, 
reducing it to a series of stereotypes and narratives that are 
convenient for the Polish majority’s imaginary of the Self. As 
a form of metaphysical violence, philosemitic violence could 
be seen as violating the thought itself.

6 Elżbieta Janicka & Tomasz Żukowski, “Przemoc filosemicka,” in SLH, 1/2012, 
pp.1–39. Janicka, Festung Warschau, (Warszawa: Wydawnictwo Krytyki 
Politycznej, 2011). Janicka, “A Hide-out in Demo Version.” 

The meTaPhysICs of PermanenCe. 
reConsTruCTIon (1)

III.

All metaphysics involves some form of violence, writes 
Mark Jarzombek. In religions or nationalist ideologies it is 
a matter of casting out non-believers and aliens as separate 
categories. In Plato, it is a matter of philosophy marking out 
the unenlightened minds and then dragging those minds out 
of their dark cave into the light of wisdom.7 

Jarzombek imagines institutions charged with protecting 
and propagating urban history: their eyes are set on keeping 
things in a permanent order, their policies are prescriptive 
and judgemental, surprisingly analogous to a catechist 
practice. For the largest of these institutions, the UNESCO, 
protecting means “unify[ing] the human condition in the 
face of its complexity and diversity,” in order to ensure a 
“permanent notion of historical past.”8  And, as Jarzombek 
points out, any ideology that lays claims to historical 
permanence, unity—albeit worded as a ‘unity in diversity’—
also lays claims to metaphysics. It engages in a peculiar kind 
of violence, tempting like a spectacular flower that induces 
hallucinations when touched.

The UNESCO World Heritage scheme seems a fine example 
of a seductive specimen like this. Its attractive power, which 

7 Mark Jarzombek, “The Metaphysics of Permanence - Curating Critical 
Impossibilities,” Log, no. Winter (2011), 125–135.

8 Ibid., 130.
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While in the post-wart era a good dose of romantic 
positivism that fuelled internationalisation of heritage 
preservation may have been healthy, today it seems 
inauthentic, reductive and patronising. “There is never any 
snow, rain, or sleet, and above all, no signs of poverty”11 in 
the images presenting heritage sites, writes Jarzombek. And 
one can download this ideal imaginary straight to his or her 
phone from the WikiMedia heritage site run by UNESCO.

(iii)

to bear a unique or at least exceptional testimony to a 
cultural tradition or to a civilization which is living or which 

has disappeared;

(...)

IV.

Warsaw is a host to one World Heritage site, its historic city 
centre. For a mediaeval town layout, it is quite modest in 
size and hardly exceptional. Its status, however, rests not 
on its uniqueness as a mediaeval settlement, but on the very 
fact that it is not authentic: the “Historic Centre of Warsaw” 
is listed as a World Heritage site as an exemplary post-war 
reconstruction.12 

11 Ibid., 129.

12 UNESCO, Historic Centre of Warsaw. http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/30. 
UNESCO reference no. 30bis. Last accessed 22/01/2017. 
For an outline of the process of Warsaw site’s inscription to the UNESCO 
scheme see: Christina Cameron, From Warsaw to Mostar: The World Heritage 
Committee and Authenticity. APT Bulletin: Journal of Preservation Technology, 
39(2), (2008), 19–24. 

The Warsaw situation matches the imaginary described by 
Jarzombek. Among twenty photographs of Warsaw on the 
World Heritage website not one was taken in bad weather. 
Few show people, and in those that do, human body is 
present as a distant figure that cannot be identified in regards 
to its status or race. All but six images bear copyright mark 
of the Polish National Heritage Institute—the imagery is 
provided by a local institution.

In the synthesis of the site’s description we read that “[d]
uring the Warsaw Uprising in August 1944, more than 85% 
of Warsaw’s historic centre was destroyed by Nazi troops. 
After the war, a five-year reconstruction campaign by its 
citizens resulted in today’s meticulous restoration of the Old 
Town, with its churches, palaces and market-place. It is an 
outstanding example of a near-total reconstruction of a span 
of history covering the 13th to the 20th century.”13 

13 Ibid.

Fig. 04. (below) and Fig. 05. (to the right) Photographs of Warsaw’s “Historic Centre” from the UNESCO website. Photographs by the Institute of National Heritage 
[Instytut Dziedzictwa Narodowego].
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And further, in the main body of the description:

“The rebuilding of the historic city, 85% of which was 
destroyed, was the result of the determination of the 
inhabitants and the support of the whole nation. The 
reconstruction of the Old Town in its historic urban and 
architectural form was the manifestation of the care and 
attention taken to assure the survival of one of the most 
important testimonials of Polish culture”14

To anyone familiar with the basics of Warsaw’s history at 
least one thing may stand out in the descriptions above: for 
the ‘near-total’ destruction of the city only one of two major 
traumatic events in the city is credited, the 1944 Uprising. 
The insurrection in the Jewish Ghetto in the spring of 1943, 
after which most of north-western part of the city was 
levelled to the ground, is not mentioned.  While this omission 
could be attributed to the argument that the reconstructed 
“Historic Centre of Warsaw” lies beyond the former Ghetto 
area, one wonders whether the ‘near-total’ destruction, 
amounting to eighty-five percent of the city, does include 
the Ghetto area. One faces an uneasy reflection that Jewish 
suffering—while unacknowledged—may be levering an 
international celebration of Polish reconstruction. 

V.  

This would not be the first or only example of 
instrumentalisation of Jewish suffering in the city. In Festung 
Warschau Elżbieta Janicka investigates the area of the former 
Ghetto that, unlike most of other parts of the city where 
destruction retained morphological pattern of urbanism, was 
reduced to a flatland of rubble.15 Unlike the ‘Historic Centre,’ 

14 Ibid.

15 Janicka, Festung Warschau.

the district of Muranów was rebuilt without any legible 
reference to the original urban morphology and tectonic, to 
the point it seems better to speak not of ‘rebuilding’ but of 
‘building-over.’

Janicka takes a walk through the former Ghetto. What 
emerges among the plethora of memorial plaques and 
monuments is the territory of a contemporary struggle 
between the Jewish and Polish history. Or, to be more 
precise, a landscape where, against all material evidence 
showing that the Ghetto was a site of specifically Jewish 
suffering, the tragedy of the Polish population is forcefully 
put in symmetry to the Jewish.16

Nowhere does this stand as explicitly as in the photograph 
of a street sign taken by Janicka: two blue arrows with text, 
pointing in opposite directions. One leads to Umschlag Platz, 
a former square from which prisoners of the Ghetto were 
actually leaving Warsaw for death camps—a site of actual  
suffering and death. The other points to the Memorial to the 
Perished in the East, those who died in the forests of Siberia 
or Kazachstan—the Poles, one must add. 

Many trains left Warsaw for camps in the rest of the occupied 
Polish territory but it is unlikely that any Gulag transport 
could ever leave the city that was occupied by the Nazis 
until early 1945—and thus the location of the memorial 
seems arbitrary. This arbitrariness turns out to have a second 
bottom, however, when one considers the memorial’s 
strategic, ideological function: as a counter-weight to the 
memory of Jewish suffering.17 

16 Ibid.

17 Ibid.

Fig. 06. (left) and Fig. 07. (bottom)       Photographs of Warsaw’s “Historic Centre” from the UNESCO website. Photographs by the Institute of National Heritage 
[Instytut Dziedzictwa Narodowego].

Fig. 08. (overleaf)  Scanned page from Elżbieta Janicka’s book Festung Warschau. To the left, Janicka’s photographs of a sign indexing the Umschlag-platz (historic 
site of Jewish trauma) and the Monument to the Fallen and Murdered in the East. To the right images of postcards with the Monument to the Fallen and Murdered 
in the East to which the right-hand of the street sign points. 
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photographs from Kuryer Codzienny [an illustrated daily]. 
Details of architecture—from photographs. (…) Further 
help came from institutional archives that provided more 
photographs, old postcards, maps and a photographic plan 
of the city from 1935.”23 

Forward to 2013 and the largest reconstruction project in 
Warsaw is being unveiled to the public, in eight Warsaw 
cinemas, with the use of latest 3D technology. For the 
moment, the creators say, the 20-minute film shows just 
central Warsaw but the strategic ambition is to reconstruct 
the streets of the entire city. Speaking about “twenty minutes 
of Hollywood” one press review emphasises the technical 
prowess of the reconstruction, not only meticulously 
researched, but beautifully ‘rendered’ using some of Polands’ 
strongest supercomputers and server farms in China: “[i]n 
super-productions there are perhaps a few minutes of special 
effects—here, whole twenty.”

23 Chełmiński, “Warszawa 1935 już w kinach. Zobacz stolicę sprzed wojny.”

The reconstruction begins with a flyover, taking off from 
Warsaw’s tallest building at the time, the Prudential Hotel. 
The press notes a contribution to the film made by the British 
insurance company who were just re-entering the Polish 
market after decades of absence. This causes a reaction: 
a local media and culture blog Las Kultury, Polish for 
“Culture Forest,”  catches the attention of the press with a 
ranting review in which the author speculates on whether the 
reconstruction is in fact a scam and an unmarked advert for 
Prudential. “If you think that Warsaw 1935 is a historical film 
then you’re gravely mistaken,” writes the blogger, adding 
that the film inscribes itself seamlessly into the advertising 

“I would like to ask you a question. What can you really tell about your history?

‘warsaw 1935’.  reConsTruCTIon (2)

The imaginary of Warsaw is that of a city “destroyed and 
rebuilt.”18 The Old Town stands as a world exemplar of 
post-war reconstruction, with a UNESCO mark to its name. 
By 2003, a historian could declare that Warsaw seems free 
of ruins.19 Since everything that could be reconstructed was 
already reconstructed, it should be no surprise that time 
had to come when attention turns to that which cannot be 
reconstructed: the past itself.

VI.

It is 2013 and Warsaw’s past is being reconstructed in three 
different time zones. The head office is located in a flat in 
the right-bank district of Warsaw, Praga. “Piles of papers on 
tables, screens, coffee cups, and plastic take-away holders,” 
the press reports from the reconstruction front.20

Several years earlier, a small fragment of the reconstruction 
was unveiled.“An old tram glided through an elegant street. 
There was also a sign-post […] with adverts from the epoch. 
It advertised a facial cream Snow of the Tatras that helped 
with freckles, unfashionable at the time.”21 The report 
continues:

“It made a massive impression,”, “but soon voices of 
criticism rose. Purists would point out that the pantograph 
is not matching those used on original trams, and the 
shops’ signage could also be improved. The creators took 
up the challenge. Further work [...] and polishing the 
details took three years, this time in close collaboration 
with the varsavianists.22 House by house, street by street 
each detail was remade, each plaque on a tenement would 
be compared against the register of businesses operating in 
Warsaw at the time. Clothes from the epoch were based on 

18 Warsaw: City Destroyed and Rebuilt, by the city’s municipal architect,  is 
the title of an iconic publication— one of few available in English—which 
reinforced the dialectical thesis of the city throgh use of imagery comparing the 
reconstucted fragments of the city with the same vistas in ruins just after the 
end of the war. See: Adolf Ciborowski, 1964. Warsaw: A City Destroyed and 
Rebuilt, (Warsaw: Polonia Publishing House, 1964).

19 David Crowley, Warsaw (London: Reaktion, 2003),24.

20 Dawid Karpiuk, Sen o Warszawie (2013). http://www.newsweek.pl. 
Available at: http://www.newsweek.pl/kultura/wiadomosci-kulturalne/sen-o-
warszawie,102540,1,1.html. Last accessed 22/01/2017.

21 Jakub Chełmiński, “Warszawa 1935 już w kinach. Zobacz stolicę sprzed 
wojny.” www.gazeta.pl. 15/03 (2013). Available at: http://wyborcza.pl/1,75248
,13564589,Warszawa_1935_juz_w_kinach__Zobacz_stolice_sprzed.html. Last 
accessed 18/05/2015. Translation by the author.

22 Varsavianist—a historian specialised in the history of Warsaw.

<<<    Fig. 09. (overleaf)    Scanned page from Janicka’s Festung Warschau. A fence near the Umschlag-platz.

Fig. 10-1—10-16 (this page and following four pages).   Video stills from a trailer of the Warszawa 1935 film. 
Producers Tomasz Gomoła and Ernest Rogalski, Newborn Studio, Warsaw (2013).
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campaign of Prudential that runs under the motto “History 
written anew.” („Historia pisana na nowo”).24 

The press defends the reconstructors. A dementi appears: 
Prudential only approached the producers when the film 
was nearly finished, the funds only paid for the cost of 
rendering. There could be no pressure on the content of the 
reconstruction. And as Warsaw’s tallest building at the time 
the Prudential could not simply be ‘tucked away,’ explains 

24 Agata Tomaszewska, Ściema 1935 – recenzja “Warszawa 1935,” in 
Las Kultury (author’s blog), entry on 19/03/2013. http://gaata.pl/tag/
warszawa-1935/. Last accessed 24/01/2017.

apparently doubt her loyalty to the city [“komentarze (...) 
poddające w wątpliwość moją ‘warszawskość’”] while others 
suggest that she closes the blog and turns to digital animation 
herself. The blogger does not unfold this, but one assumes 
that such a move would make her appreciate the effort that 
went into the reconstruction.27 

In a video interview made for the Polish Film Institute, a 
public body that also contributed to the project, architect 

27 Tomaszewska, “To nie jest reklama Prudentiala” in Las Kultury (author’s blog), 
entry on 24/03/2013. http://gaata.pl/nie-reklama-prudentiala-oraz-reklama-
fundacji-itaka/. Last accessed 24/01/2017.

project’s thesis as stated by the authors on their website: 
“Warsaw is a city hurt by history. For being a centre of 
important and dramatic events during the World War Two it 
paid the highest price—it almost ceased to exist. (…) On its 
debris, a completely new Warsaw was created—the memory 
of the old one now locked in [photo] albums and memories 
of the inhabitants. Today no one is even able to imagine how 
impressive and inspiring this city was once.”29 

29 “Warszawa to miasto bardzo boleśnie doświadczone przez historię. Za bycie 
centrum ważnych i dramatycznych wydarzeń podczas drugiej wojny światowej 
zapłaciła najwyższą cenę – nieomal przestała istnieć. (...) Na zgliszczach 
powstała zupełnie nowa Warszawa – pamięć o tej starej została zamknięta 

Are you aware of the achievements? Do you recognise this city?

one of the producers to the press. On the contrary, it had to be 
exposed precisely because of its size and significance.25 The 
press asserts that the (female) blogger has been “carried away 
by emotions” and that the film on no account is an advert.26 
In her next blog post, the editor of Las Kultury accepts this 
explanation and bows to her critics, among whom some 

25 Michał Wąsowski, “’Warszawa 1935’ jedną wielką ‘ściemą’ i reklamą firmy 
Prudential? Blogerka: ‘Dałam się nabić w butelkę.’” www.naTemat.pl, 20/03 
(2013).  Available at: http://natemat.pl/54951,warszawa-1935-jedna-wielka-
sciema-i-reklama-firmy-prudential-blogerka-dalam-sie-nabic-w-butelke. Last 
accessed 22/01/2017.

26 “Blogerkę poniosły emocje,” in ibid. 

Tomasz Gomoła the initiator and co-producer of the 
reconstruction says: “Our capital city, which is a character 
of many books, stories, anniversaries […] has been waiting, 
for so many years, for an attempt of reconstruction of what 
it looked like.”28 We learn that the reconstruction was born 
out of passion for history that Gomuła’s father, born 1939, 
had passed onto his son. In another place we read about the 

28 Tomasz Gomoła speaking for the Polish Institute of Film Art. In Kalina 
Cybulska (interview), Marcin Kułakowski (production), Warszawa 1935. 
Rozmowa z twórcami projektu (video recording), 0:15—0:30, 1/12 (2012). 
Available at the Youtube channel of the Institute: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=QDY00NHwsw0. Last accessed 29/01/2017.

The reconstruction, we are told, is a personal tribute to 
the perseverance of the city. And the first one of its kind. 

w albumach i wspomnieniach mieszkańców. Dziś już nikt nie jest nawet w 
stanie wyobrazić sobie, jak imponującym i inspirującym była miastem.”  My 
translation and emphasis.

 Mtom & Pszl (eds.), “‘Warszawa 1935’ w kinach.” TVP Info. Available at: 
http://www.tvp.info/10411686/warszawa-1935-w-kinach. Last accessed 
January 22, 2017. Citing the Warszawa 1935 project website (changed 
since).  

 In a TV news piece the Polish Minister of Culture and National Heritae praises 
the project as “trying to recreate not only architectural details but the life of 
Warsaw of 1935” (...) “with warmth and professionalism.” (0:20—0:30). 
Paulina Chacińska (ed.), “Premiera ‘Warszawy 1935’ w lipcu,” in TVN24 
(TV network). Available at: http://www.tvn24.pl/wideo/magazyny/premiera-
warszawy-1935-w-lipcu,699593.html?playlist_id=12698. Last accessed 
22/01/2017.
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“Such an attempt had to be made and carried out till the 
end, using, in this case, of the newest technologies that 
allowed creation of this... virtual scenography, really.”30 The 
theatrical reference is not accidental: authors suggest that the 
digital model could serve as backdrop for historic films set in 
Warsaw.31

30 Gomoła for the Polish Institute of Film Art. In Cybulska, Kułakowski, 
Warszawa 1935. Rozmowa z twórcami projektu (video recording), 0:30—0:45. 

31 In 2008, the year that marks the start of works on Warszawa 1935, another film 
was released. Titled Po-lin, Crumbs of Memory, it spoke about Polish-Jewish 
relations. It is from the close analysis of this film that Elżbieta Janicka and 
Tomasz Żukowski  developed the concept of philosemitic violence.

 The film includes archival material registered by Jewish emigrés returning 
to Poland from America to visit their relatives. It is not, as one review of the 
film claims, a record of the everyday, but precisely the opposite—a record an 

VII.

Producers suggest that Warsaw reconstructed in this way 
can be licensed not only to film-makers but by institutions 
concerned with history and conservation, populating museum 
exhibitions and their didactic materials.32 Perhaps even by 
the UNESCO? Warsaw 1935 would leave the realm of fiction 
and become part of a historiographic composition of the city. 
Such speculation poses the question if the reconstruction 
would stand as a piece of research.

extraordinary visit by the loved ones who are perceived as successful. “They 
want to show themselves in good light,” Janicka and Żukowski write about the 
people registered on the footage in “Philosemiotic Violence.” “This is visible 
even in the scenes showing the poor, beggars, local madmen.” It is not the 
Poles who are addressed by this footage: it is a family album. It is from this 
misinterpretive gesture violence emerges—unconsciously to the oppressor.

32 Ernest Rogalski for the Polish Institute of Film Art. In ibid., 7:30—7:40.. 

In the interview Gomuła speaks of moments of discovery 
and learning in the process of reconstruction. The modellers 
would analyse photographs and draw shadow lines to 
obtain the sun angle and the position of photographs. In the 
course of such work, for example, one image presumed to 
be a historic photograph turned out to be a photomontage. 
Save this, details of research methodology do not find their 
way into the interview. The process of the making fills the  
background of the footage, as we glimpse the designers 
working with wire-frame models on their screens in an 
office. Then we get a close-up on archival magazines and 
photographs. Too little to say what the authors may have 
learned from reconstructing Warsaw.

Get ready for a unique journey. The only such journey in your life.

A mere few decades back.
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An attempt of more critical positioning of the project appears 
in a Newsweek article, which points out the uncomplicated 
trajectory of the film that focuses solely on the streetscape 
of Warsaw’s two most affluent avenues. It shows no poverty 
but much of modern technology associated with affluence: 
automobiles, motorcycles, tramways. An odd horse-cart.“In 
Gomuła’s film Warsaw seems made of marble, serious, as if 
anticipating the coming of the war,”33 we read in the review. 
Not a glimpse into the dirty back-alley where “one could 
see the end of 18th century,”34 to use the words of Roch 

33 Karpiuk, Sen o Warszawie.

34 Ibid.

Sulima, anthropologist from the University of Warsaw cited 
by the magazine. Not a trace of the 1929 world crisis felt 
particularly badly in Poland, or the tax war with Germany. 
No poverty and no beggars. Just the ‘Paris of the East’ and 
the “splendour of the pre-war metropolis.”35  

The imaginary of Warsaw 1935 has one more aspect: the 
absence of Warsaw’s Jews. The human body is generally 
not in focus here, but even among those figures that appear 
in the footage, it is hard to see one that we could identify as 
an orthodox Jew. Given that nearly every third inhabitant of 

35 Anon, Warszawa 1935: Początki (2016), Warszawa1935.pl. http://www.
warszawa1935.pl/ Last accessed 22/01/2017.

Romanticist nostalgia and escapism, in which the Warsaw 
‘over there’ seems better than the real thing. Like many re-
enactments, Warsaw 1935 is founded on the commendable 
conviction that the way to overcome the “dead history” of 
academic scholarship and written testimonies of ancestors is 
visualisation—of events, object, places—to which architects 
and visualisers have much to offer.37 

The problem with this specific visualisation is that its 
main purpose, as stated by the creators, seems to be the 

37 Wojciech Jan Burszta, “Teraz i wtedy. Tożsamość nasycana imitacją 
przeszłości,” in Dziedzictwo w akcji. rekonstrukcja historyczna jako sposób 
uczestnictwa w kulturze (Warszawa: Narodowe Centrum Kultury, 2012),153.

Warsaw around that time was Jewish this would be counted 
as a scholarly omission.

VIII.

The criterion of scholarship seems too tight for Warsaw’s 
latest, and simultaneously, ‘first’ reconstruction: Warsaw 
1935 is not a historical object but a certain kind of 
contemporary fiction. The creators seem to know it, speaking 
of the digital model as “scenography, really.”

The frustration of the blogger, who opens her review with a 
warning that the film is not ‘historical,’ suggests something 

a little more complex, like a collective Freudian slip 
pointing to what “reconstruction” means in Warsaw today: 
entertainment.36 

Analogously to reconstructive re-enactment events, in 
which participants dressed-up and enter roles of historic 
peoples or figures, the film by Newborn studio is torn 
between the Positivist tendency to register and represent 
‘everything,’ and in accordance with ‘historical truth’ and the 

36 By late 2016 the promotion of the “Part Two” to the film has been in full 
swing, with a spectacular dedicated website—still in ‘beta’ version but 
with an operational online store where a DVD copy with “Part One” of the 
reconstruction can be ordered. Those with deeper pocket can contribute to the 
production of the sequel by becoming a sponsor, next to Poland’s state-owned 
energy giant, PGNiG Group.

maintenance of its own integrity as a national fantasy (“it 
speaks more of the Poles [than just the varsovians]”)38 of 
Warsaw-the-resilient-city (“it paid the highest price—it 
almost ceased to exist”; “it has always managed [to get on 
by], even though it was tough at places.”). One suspects that 
it is for the sake of this integrity that the Jewish Warsaw, 
seemingly not ‘Polish’ enough; and the Warsaw of the 
poor, the homeless and the beggars (i.e. those who did not 
always manage to get by) had to stay beyond the frame of 
representation.

38 Ernest Rogalski speaking for the Polish Institute of Film Art. In Cybulska, 
Kułakowski, Warszawa 1935. Rozmowa z twórcami projektu (video recording), 
1:50—2:05, 1/12 (2012). 

Newborn presents: The first in the world faithful reconstruction of an unprecedented scale 
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house as a maChIne for 
reProduCIng narraTIVes 39

39 Janicka, “Kryjówka w wersji demo,” 48–57. For the English version of the 
article see: Janicka, “A Hide-out in Demo Version: The Keret House in Warsaw 
as Re-Enactment of Jewish Hiding.” 83-116. The two texts differ structurally 
in several places and in the balance of the argument. Unless otherwise stated, 
throughout this text I refer to the Polish version, with my own translations, in 
order to stay close to the author’s original language of production. Where two 
page references are given the one in brackets indexes the English text. Also, for 
the original Polish description of the Keret House, on which Janicka bases hers, 
see: D. Bartoszewicz, “Klucze do domu Kereta”, in Gazeta Wyborcza. Gazeta 
Stołeczna, 15/10 (2012).

IX.

“One enters through a hatch in the floor and the first floor 
with the bed is accessible only through a ladder. Mattress 
‘Sultan’ is comfortable, with bed linen in polka dots. An 
orange pouf with the book Dad Runs Away with the Circus 
lying on it. There is running water and heating—everything 
works as it should. The design has been carried out with 
mastery of precision worth of a clock smith—the whole 
area is just 14 square meters—and ergonomics down to the 
millimetre. Toilet and shower cabin are more comfortable 
than these on planes.”40

The object is inconspicuous. Squeezed into a settlement 
joint between two apartment buildings in the former 

40 Janicka, “Kryjówka w wersji demo,” 48 (85).

Ghetto, it could easily be mistaken for an element of urban 
infrastructure such as a cover of an air-conditioning unit. 
From the back one faces a solid door with a singular eye 
of a videophone lock to the side. To the left a side wall of a 
“pre-war ex-Jewish tenement block.” To the right—a gable 
wall of a “post-war co-op prefab building.”41 We learn that 
shortly before this construction the tight gap in which the 
structure sits was used by the nearby community as outdoor 
storage for discarded household items. In its unusual setting, 
tight and inaccessible, the object seems more of a hide-out 

41 Jakub Szczęsny, Keret House. The Logic by Jakub Szczęsny. In Janicka, 
“Kryjówka w wersji demo,” 49 (88).

Keret, is the object’s inhabitant.

“Great. No claustrophobia, perhaps a bit like in a 
submarine …  I did not feel like a writer but like a 
politician or a guy who won Big Brother, a celebrity. TV 
stations from Japan and Canada, Americans from the ‘New 
York Times’, Germans, French and Poles – all of them 
simply wanted to see me in this house. A happening: how 
can one live in something like that. …”42

The designer of the object describes his protocol: first was 
the site and with the history of the Ghetto, then came the 
concept for the project, and only then the outline of a perfect 
inhabitant. The list of conditions was brief and clear:  
“a Jewish writer with a sense of humour writing short 
stories.”43  The protocol does not say if there were any other 
candidates or if a casting event was ever considered, as 
would be appropriate for reality-TV shows.

As a matter of fact there are no cameras inside of the obiekt, 
other than during the photo shoots that accompany the 
interviews. The spectacle is to be viewed from the outside, 
which means two things. First, in an architectonic spectacle, 
the human body of the inhabitant, when lit from the back, 
will show as a moving blurred figure against the semi-
translucent polycarbonate facade. The architect describes 
as the visual effect of “Chinese lanterns.”44 Second, in a 
metaphysical spectacle, the bad conscience of Polish culture 
is cleansed through an act of testimony to the culture’s 
generosity. As the director of the Polish Modern Art 
Foundation that co-funded the project explained: 

“Finally, we are speaking the language of the young. And 
… Poland will not be perceived solely as that country on 
whose territory the Holocaust was committed.”45 

42 Paweł Smoleński and Edgar Keret, “Czy Keret uciekł do Warszawy,” Gazeta 
Wyborcza. Magazyn Świąteczny, 29/10 (2012), 16. Cited in Janicka, “A Hide-
out in Demo Version: The Keret House in Warsaw as Re-Enactment of Jewish 
Hiding,” 109. (this trans. by Katrin Stoll)

43 Szczęsny, Keret House. The Logic by Jakub Szczęsny. In Janicka, “Kryjówka w 
wersji demo,” 49 (88).

44 Janicka, “Kryjówka w wersji demo,” 53 (98).

45 Statement by Piotr Nowicki, cited in Dariusz Bartoszewicz, “Keret z Sułtanem 
w minidomu,” Gazeta Wyborcza, Gazeta Stołeczna, 20–21/10 (2012), 4, and in 
Janicka, “A Hide-out in Demo Version,” 111 (trans. by Katrin Stoll).

than anything from the architectural glossary. A web search 
yields a good number of images of the obiekt, most of 
which are photographs of its scrupulously designed interior. 
Among these there are several that show it occupied by a 
man in various situations: sleeping in the polka-dot linen, 
sitting at the desk. One shows the man standing with his 
arms stretched to the sides, hands resting on either of the 
white walls—as if holding them from collapsing.  On another 
he is only holding his feet on the ladder as he presses his 
back against the opposite wall. On yet another the man is 
sitting on his bunk bed, with legs dangling into the depth of 
the living space below, like a little boy. In the bright white 
interior of the object the man’s dark eyes, kind and gentle, 
seem to glow like chestnuts. This man, Israeli writer Etgar 
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X.

“At the same time this is not only about the narrowest 
house in the world and a happening of the sort of the 
Guinness world record. Neither is it about me. What 
is important is to attract the finest artists of the world 
to Warsaw, because Poland and Warsaw can have the 
greatest as their guests. Murakami, Tom Waits, simply 
everyone.”46

It is difficult to describe the role of Etgar Keret in the 
project. From an architectural point of view he is certainly 
not an inwestor (‘client’ or ‘investor’ in the Polish real-
estate nomology), since he did not initiate, fund or expect 
profit from the project. As Janicka notes in her analysis of 
the project, Keret cannot be a tenant since in legal terms the 
obiekt is not a dwelling.47 One would also hesitate to describe 
the writer as the ‘end user’, since he himself declares the 
project is expected to attract others. Would it be appropriate 
to speak of him as the first among many users? But if the 
obiekt could potentially be occupied by anyone then why 
all the conditions: the Jewishness, the sense of humour, the 
brevity of practised literary form?

XI.

The narrative, after all, is simple: a son of those who 
narrowly escaped with their lives, losing everything they 
owned, now returns to the land of his forefathers and is 
invited to call it his home. 

“Well, admittedly, this house is really not too spacious, 
supposedly the narrowest in the world, but always a house. 
And I am moved, because my family did not have a house 
in Warsaw for more than 70 years.”48 

46 Smoleński and Keret, “Czy Keret uciekł do Warszawy,” 16. Cited in Janicka, 
“A Hide-out in Demo Version” 109. (trans. by Katrin Stoll)

47 Janicka, “Kryjówka w wersji demo,” 49 (86-87).

48 “Keret. Polski pisarz na wygnaniu,” Gazeta Wyborcza, 19/10 (2012), 27. 
Cited in Janicka, “A Hide-out in Demo Version,” 109 (trans. by Agnieszka 
Maciejowska).

The son is given a home—even if “home” means here not 
exactly a property nor, strictly speaking, a dwelling. Not 
exactly impressive, notes Janicka, considering that similar 
gifts in the past were slightly more substantial: historically, 
celebrated figures of Polish literature were gifted manors or 
apartments.49 And as for the act of giving itself? Since no 
individual property for the Keret House has been established, 
we must think of it as a ‘gift’ in a broader, symbolic sense. In 
any case, however, as Derrida observed:

“Giving should be an event. It has to come as a surprise, 
from the other or to the other; it has to extend beyond the 
confines of the economic circle of exchange. For giving 
to be possible, for a giving event to be possible, it has to 
look impossible. Why? If I give to the other in thanks or 
in exchange, giving has not taken place. If I’m expecting 

49 Janicka, “Kryjówka w wersji demo,” 55 (105).

the other to thank me, to recognize my gift, and to give me 
something in return, in some way or another, symbolically, 
materially, or physically, there is no giving either. (…) This 
means—to go quickly—that the gift as a gift is possible 
only when it appears impossible. The gift must not appear 
to be one for giving to take place. And one will never know 
if it actually did.”50

A gift in this sense is not an apparatus: it must not be 
expected to perform, it must seem impossible. If it comes 
with an expectation attached, such as the one expressed 
by the director of the Polish Modern Art Foundation, it is 
obviously not a gift but a device or an instrument—with 
a very specific function of yielding a testimony. “It is not 
difficult to think about this sphere of connotation concerning 
the narrowest house in the world,”  writes Janicka. After all, 
“[i]n a technical sense, a torture machine is a machine for 
the (re)production of a given narrative pattern.”51 

50 Jacques Derrida, “A Certain Impossible Possibility of Saying the Event,” 
Critical Inquiry, vol. 33, no. Winter (2007), 449.

51 Janicka, “A Hide-out in Demo Version,” 111 (trans. by Katrin Stoll).

Fig. 11. (overleaf)  Screenshot of author’s online image search results under the phrase “Keret House.”
Fig. 12. (right) Jakub Szczęsny, Keret House. The Logic (2012). From centrala.net.pl.
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36 What at first sight seems like a gift, turns out to be an 
instrument of oppression calibrated to reproduce a favourable 
testimony, “king’s evidence on behalf of Polish self-defence 
in the trial of Poland and Poles before the highest tribunal 
of The New York Times.”52 The house is not given—the 
narrative is. And the photographs of the Jewish author 
holding—with a sense of humour—the side walls of his 
house from collapsing becomes a visual index of pressures 
and tensions in Polish culture, in which architecture serves as 
a device for (re)producing familiar narratives.

PhIlosemI(o)TIC VIolenCe, 
arChITeCTural ConneCTIons

XII.

The ‘narrowest house in the world’ emerges as an 
architectural example of a violent conceptualisation 
that Elżbieta Janicka and Tomasz Żukowski describe as 
“philosemitic violence.” “Philosemitic,” writes Janicka, 
“because of the intentions of the perpetrators.”53 

“Conceptualisation,” we may add, because the installation’s 
materiality—wtih all its pressurisation and vulnerability—is 
not the main problem. It could have been helpful, Janicka 
speculates, for instance in highlighting the shortage of 
social housing in Warsaw, acting as a ‘critical object’ similar 
to Krzysztof Wodiczko’s Homeless Vehicle. Instead, the  
framing of the project draws its addressee into a historically 
problematic power relation: the ‘Polish eye’ surveys and 
controls the movement of the ‘Jewish body.’ A relation that 
at the time of the Nazi occupation, as Janicka and Żukowski 
argue, turned Polish anti-Semitism into a useful ‘seal’ for the 
Ghetto walls.54 The project emerges not as a house, but as the 
titular Jewish ‘hide-out,’ except without the mortal danger 
of the historic prototype—thus the clarification: ‘hide-out in 
demo version.’ 

Architecture is implicated here from the beginning to the end. 

52 Janicka, “A Hide-out in Demo Version,” 111 (trans. by Katrin Stoll).

53 Janicka, “Kryjówka w wersji demo,” 55 (105).

54 Ibid., 52. Also: Janicka and Żukowski, “Ci nie są z ojczyzny naszej,”
 Gazeta Wyborcza 29–30/10 (2011), 20–21.

Following Janicka’s critique, we may think here of the design 
of the elevation that chooses a semi-transparent material, 
thus rendering the body within as vulnerable to observation, 
the access to the ‘house’ via ladder that resembles those 
leading to Jewish hiding places or the pressure/oppression of 
the neighbouring walls towering above the site in-between. 
We seem to be close to an exemplar of an uninhabitable 
condition, both materially and metaphysically, tectonically 
and semiotically. The body of the inhabitant is at once 
held between past trauma and contemporary expectations, 
and between the Polish (dominant) and the Jewish (minor) 
imaginary of the city, at a site (and a situation) that seems 
impossible to be in any satisfactory way resolved.

An architect may point out at least one more thing. In the 
Keret House seems exemplary of a familiar protocol of 
architectural exegesis: first the site, then the design, then 
post-rationalization in lieu of reflection. Emphasised by the 
chrono-logical character of the design’s exposé, this situates 
Keret House amongst other projects that begin without a 
specific ‘end-user’ in mind, be it an individual, an institution 
or a community, but rather with a ‘target market’ in mind. 
Developed by capital investment consortia or specialised 
firms, they are often marketed (titled) in a way that signifies a 
‘connection’ to the history of the site or a specific figure.55

55 Two Polish words commonly used to signify a ‘connection’ to the history 
of the site used in the context of architecture and property development 
discourse are: “nawiązanie” and “odniesienie.” The following phrasing used 
by a spokeswoman for one of Poland’s largest property developers seems 
exemplary of the kind of connectivity impled by the word: “The company does 
not avoid historical or geographic connections. And so Avia in Kraków is built 
by the former landing strip (…).” Pol.: “Firma nie unika też historycznych i 
geograficznych odniesień. I tak krakowska Avia powstaje przy nieczynnym 
pasie startowym lotniska (…)”  

XIII. 

One may argue that the described protocol (site, design, 
post-rationalization) is typical for institutionally-sponsored 
art projects. But one must also point out that, similarly 
to Warszawa 1935, the Keret House only became 
‘institutionalised’ at a certain point—both projects have 
their beginnings in personal interests and passions about the 
history of Warsaw. While there is hardly anything wrong 
with the motivation as such, the institutions’ decision to 
sponsor these particular projects and to frame them as part of 
a broader Romanticist-Positivist agenda seems problematic 
in the light of a general shortage of culture- and architecture-
oriented funding in the city. One may see a taint of 
intitutional opportunism here, as the criteria of merit seem to 
be overwritten by those of usefulness of a project for public-
relations purposes. 

Similarly to the Keret House,Warszawa 1935 appears as a 
project of reproduction of a given narrative and favourable 
imaginaries of the self—a ‘forever-modern’ city. The 
testimony is given by Warsaw itself, which in the imagery 
of the film becomes reduced to an ethnic, economic and 
aesthetic singularity (no Jews, no poor, no ‘ugly’ weather),56 
with architecture limited to the front facade. Here, not a man, 
but a city is gifted a perfected imaginary of itself—although 
here too, the body of the city is similarly pressured as in the 
Keret House, with an attached set of expectations of gratitude 
for the effort made.

Aneta Gawrońska, “Dobry patent na nazwę osiedla,” Rzeczpospolita, 2014, 
http://www.rp.pl/artykul/1092743-Jak-deweloperzy-nazywaja-nowe-osiedla.
html#ap-2. Last accessed 22/01/2017.

56 In Polish, idiomatically, bad weather is ‘ugly’  [brzydka pogoda].
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OBIEKT 3: Archive of the 
Future (1). Fragments from 
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“My century [vek moi], my beast, who will manage

to look inside your eyes

and well together with his own blood

the vertebrae of two centuries?

So long as the creature lives

it must carry forth its vertebrae

as the waves play along

with an invisible spine

like a child’s tender cartilage

is the century of the newborn earth

to wrest the century away from bondage

so as to star the world anew

one must tie together with a flute

the knees of all the knotted days

But your backbone has been shattered

O my wondrous, wretched century.

With a senseless smile

like a beast that was once limber

you look back, weak and cruel,

to contemplate your own tracks.”

  

  –Osip Mandelstam, The Century
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I.

When one imagines Warsaw’s modern history of architecture 
it appears with two overlapping figures—the wartime 
destruction of 1939-1944 and the post-war reconstruction 
of the city. These figures, shadows of a kind, may be cast by 
Warsaw itself, but the light comes from positivist scholarship 
that has kept Warsaw in the dazzling brightness of sacrifice 
and heroism, locking its future between two imaginaries: one 
of a man-made catastrophe beyond belief; and another one of 
a heroic re-birth when the unbelievable became real.

This, at least, would be the image projected from the 
canonical work on Warsaw available to an anglophone 
reader: Warsaw: a City Destroyed and Rebuilt by Adolf 
Ciborowski. Beautifully published already in 1964, rich 
in full-page illustrations and a generous space for the text, 
with clear maps and bespoke design diagrams, a convenient 
calendar of events and a clear exposition of the city ‘s 
history, the book seems likely to catch attention of an 
architecture student or scholar looking to learn about the 
history of city’s architecture and urbanism. After all, it is a 
book constructed by an architect for architects.

Through a study of archival material a different image 
emerges: fragmentary and yet giving the possibility of 
noticing a continuing pattern of urban imagining, across 
sources, and despite (but simultaneously thanks to) the 
lack of explicit references and connections. What emerges 
through such study is a possibility that the archive is set in 
motion, once again, as a constellation of ‘signatures.’ An 
archive appears as a place of interest not only to historians 
and architectural historians, but to architects as designers and 
poetic visualisers.

fragmenT 1: (P)reConsTruCTIon. 
‘warszawa funkCjonalna’ and The 
InTernaTIonal aVanT-garde

II.

Visiting the Warsaw State Archives one may feel part of 
a spatial-temporal conundrum: while holding records of 
reconstruction of the city, the archive itself is held within 
an historic document of the reconstruction—the walls of a 
tenement at 7 Krzywe Koło street in the rebuilt-historic Old 
Town.

The surveying of damage started almost immediately 
following the establishing of provisional order in January 
1945. By May, just four months after seizing of the city 
by the Red Army, reconstruction of the country was in the 
hands of three institutions of the newly formed communist 
authorities, among which was one concerned specifically 
with Warsaw—Biuro Odbudowy Stolicy (BOS), or the Office 

for the Reconstruction of the Capital.1 

Wherever there is an office, there is an archive. From an 
edited introduction to the inventory of the BOS archive 
we learn that the immediate start of the Office was largely 
possible thanks to surveys and studies made during the 
war at the Warsaw School of Architecture and in unofficial 
architectural studios run under cover. Among these was 
Pracownia Architektoniczno-Urbanistyczna (Architecture & 
Urban Design Studio) lead by Helena and Szymon Syrkus in 
collaboration with Roman Piotrowski—all three architects 
already well-regarded in Warsaw’s professional and 

1 Throughout this thesis I will refer to the Biuro Odbudowy Stolicy by its 
acronym “BOS.” The other two institutions were Head Council for the 
Reconstruction of Warsaw [Naczelna Rada Odbudowy Warszawy] and 
Committee for the Reconstruction of the Capital [Komitet Odbudowy Stolicy]. 
Kronika Odbudowy Warszawy, Issue 1 (1945) p. 9-11. The BOS archive has 
recently been granted World Heritage status by UNESCO. 
Archiwum Państwowe w Warszawie, Biuro Odbudowy Stolicy (collection), 
sign.: 2062.

Fig. 01, Fig. 02. Scanned cover (01) and title page (02) from of the first issue of Praesens, journal of 
the Polish avant-garde. Dated June 1925. From the archival collection of the Museum of Art in Łódź 
[Muzeum Sztuki w Łodzi]. >
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intellectual circles in the 1930s.2  After the war, all three will 
become the future leadership of BOS.3 

III.

The Syrkuses were also know internationally as co-authors, 
with Jan Chmielewski, of Functional Warsaw—a radical, 
interdisciplinary study of the city in the context of wider 
region.4 Presented in 1934 at the RIBA in London to the 
CIAM’s executive committee, CIRPAC, Functional Warsaw 
posited a “plan-instrument” for radical urban and social 
changes.5 

The project caught the attention of the auditorium, among 
whom were the MARS group, Patrick Abercombie, Frederic 
Osborn and Raymond Unwin. “No surprise then, that the 
presenters of Functional Warsaw felt enormous pressure,” 
writes Helena Syrkus. “[Szymon] Syrkus read the French 
text, and it is commonly known that the read word only in 
specific circumstances has the power of the live word. Part 
of the audience did not know French either. But, at one point, 
listening carefully to the paper while simultaneously looking 
at the presentation boards, Le Corbusier realised that the 
work modestly titled by its authors as an Introduction to 

2 To track the complex professional and ideological path of the Syrkuses see 
the monographic article by Józef Piłatowicz, “Poglądy Heleny i Szymona 
Syrkusów na architekturę w latach 1925-1956,” Kwartalnik historii nauki i 
techniki, vol 2, 56 (3-4), 123–164. 

3 Alicja Kączkowska, “Biuro Odbudowy Stolicy [1935] 1945-1950 [1951],” 
Inwentarze Archiwalne, Vol. 46. Pt. 2., (1972), 5-7; Maria Niemczyk, 
“Odbudowa Warszawy W Latach Czterdziestych,” in Fragmenty Stuletniej 
Historii: Fakty, Ludzie, Zdarzenia, ed. Tadeusz Barucki (Warsaw: 
Stowarzyszenie Architektów Polskich, 2001), 118.  
In this thesis I refer to the introduction to the BOS archival inventory as a 
publication but readers looking to follow up this reference should note that, to 
the knowledge of the State Archives’ staff I consulted at least, the typescript 
exists in one copy only. Written by an archivist Alicja Kączkowska (1920-
1999) well after BOS was restructured into another institution, the Introduction 
is formally not part of the archival documentation and unlike the rest of the 
inventory it cannot be reproduced due to copyright.

4 Jan Chmielewski and Szymon Syrkus, Warszawa funkcjonalna: przyczynek do 
urbanizacji regjonu Warszawskiego (Warszawa: Wydawnictwo Stowarzyszenia 
Architektów Polskich, 1935). Also in new edition with a preface by Maciej 
Czeredys, Małgorzata Kuciewicz, Joanna Porębska-Srebrna, eds. Warszawa 
Funkcjonalna (Warszawa: Fundacja Centrum Architektury, 2013).

5 Helena Syrkus, Ku idei osiedla społecznego 1925-1975 (Warszawa: PWN, 
1976), 157–158. 

Urbanisation of the Warsaw Region is a pioneering event; 
that it begins a new epoch in spatial planning (...).” 6

“Le Corbusier (...) stopped the reading of the copied 
text. He started asking questions, which [Szymon] Syrkus 
answered in French, explaining each board. Chmielewski 
would contribute in Polish, and I was both a translator and 
a commentator, pressed by the presence of such exquisite 
audience to formulate as precisely as possible the general 
theses of the project in English, French and German.”7

(...)

“What struck Le Corbusier the most in the plans of 
Functional Warsaw, what he tried to emphasise on the 
discussion as a new idea opening a great future, was the 
consideration of key [planning] problems in four scales: 
urban, regional, national, and above the state borders, 
reaching out along intercontinental and overseas routes.”8 

The ‘plan-as-instrument’ was no longer descriptive of 
an architectural object, but extended the mobility of 
architectural thinking to the world at large.

6 Ibid., 158.

7 Ibid.

8 Ibid.

Fig. 04. (right) Photograph scanned from a page of Helena Syrkus’ 
book Ku idei osiedla społecznego 1925-1975, p. 138. Taken aboard 
the Patris II ship during the fourth congress of the CIAM. 

Fig. 03. (left) Scanned fragment of the title page from 
Chmielewski’s and Syrkus’s, Warszawa funkcjonalna: przyczynek do 
urbanizacji regjonu Warszawskiego, 1935 edition.
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Syrkus recalls that after their presentation at the RIBA, a 
tension could be felt as the critique of the British urbanists 
was awaited. “They asked several more questions regarding 
the concept, after which they spoke of the work with complete 
understanding and approval. (...) The first day, devoted to the 
public debate over Functional Warsaw, ended favourably.”9 

It was on the closed meeting of CIRPAC on the following 
day that a “difference of opinions” among the committee 
members came to light. While the merit of the project 
seemed uncontested, writes Syrkus, having the support of 
people of such different views as Le Corbusier, Abercombie 
and Hans Bernoulli, it was Le Corbusier’s proposal to make 
Functional Warsaw a methodological model for the analyses 
to be carried out ahead of the next congress that caused 
controversy. According to Syrkus this was symptomatic of 
deeper divisions:

“The London symposium of CIRPAC was the first one 
where  in such sharp relief could be seen the differences 
about CIAM’s future,” writes Syrkus. “Le Corbusier and his 
collaborators, the Spanish delegate Sert and the Yugoslav 
delegate Weissmann were advocates of the Polish conception, 
with Le Corbusier defending it with a characteristic passion. 
Whereas the careful Dutch, Germans and Swiss were of the 
view that choosing the method of thinking and acting posited 
by Chmielewski and Syrkus may lead CIAM astray from 
the straight path of ‘Sachlichkeit,’ and into the wilderness 
of utopia.”10 Instead, they argued for a “deepening” of the 
analyses, following a maquette of a publication already made 
by Rudolf Steiger.

For the moment, Le Corbusier’s support prevailed: the 
London symposium ended with a decision to make 
Functional Warsaw a methodological model for all national 

9 Syrkus, Ku idei osiedla społecznego, 158.

10 Ibid.

Fig. 05—08. (previous two pages) Scanned pages from Warszawa funkcjonalna: przyczynek do urbanizacji regjonu Warszawskiego, 1935 edition, showing the progression of scales for 
consideration in planning, from continental to urban. 

Fig. 09. (below) Fragment of a scanned page from Warszawa funkcjonalna: przyczynek do urbanizacji regjonu Warszawskiego, 1935 edition, showing distribution of “centres [ośrodki] ripe for 
construction development.”
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CIAM teams working towards the fifth congress in Paris. 
The disagreement returned, however, as Le Corbuiser could 
not make a subsequent working meeting in Amsterdam in 
July 1935, where with the support of the Spanish (Sert), 
Yugoslav (Weissmann) and the Italian delegation (Bottoni, 
Pollini), Szymon Syrkus reiterated the thesis that “CIAM 
should become not only a centre controlling the direction of 
regional planning undertaken by national groups, but also 
stimulate coordination of planning acts in physiographic 
scope, independently of state borders,” analogically to 
international projects on waterways that had already been 
implemented.11 This brought immediate critique from Walter 
Gropius who accused the programme and its propagators of 
‘dilettant’ attitude. “The electric tension that could be felt at 
that moment,” writes Syrkus, could only be relseased with 
humour. As if in response, the German national anthem could 
be heard in the room, with words altered to ‘Analyse über 
alles, über alles im Kongress...’, followed by ‘La dilettante 
fera son plan tout dou—tout doucement,’ to the melody of a 
French folk song.12 At least for some time, the programmatic 
and methodological differences were thus settled amidst 
a shared sense of cammeradie that seems to have already 
crossed—in a way—the national divisions.13 In a following 
meeting at La Serraz in September 1936, the programme of 
the fifth CIAM was structured to present the work of both the 
‘analysts’ and the ‘dilettanti.’

11 Ibid., 180. 

12 “Analysis above all, above all at the conngress...” and “The dilletante leads his 
plan slowly, quietly...” In the book, translations from German and French into 
Polish by Helena Syrkus. Ibid.

13 Syrkus writes that this sense of genuine companionship and shared concerns 
about the rise of chauvinism could be felt especially at the fifth CIAM congress 
in Paris that took place amidst the 1937 EXPO where ideological confrontation, 
already with military overtones, was plainly visible, e.g. in the design of the 
USSR and the Nazi Germany’s pavilion. See ibid. 185-186.

Fig. 10. (below) Scanned page from a preface to Warszawa funkcjonalna: przyczynek do urbanizacji regjonu Warszawskiego, 2013 edition, with a reproduction of one of the boards presented at the fourth 
congress of CIAM in Athens. The board shows an analysis of primary “functions” (work, living, leisure and transport) in the Warsaw region.  
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fragmenT 2: aVanT-garde In an 
oCCuPIed CITy  

V.

Following the London meeting an official letter commending 
the project, signed by members of CIRPAC, was sent to the 
mayor of Warsaw, contributing to the inclusion of Syrkus 
and Chmielewski’s project in the 1936 Warsaw of the Future 
exhibition.14 Soon, however, the project was to develop 
in an entirely different way as Europe progressed towards 
confrontation.

14 Syrkus, Ku idei osiedla społecznego, 159.

Architecture of which two took place in Germany in the 
1920s and 1930s—people who, what is more, in the eyes of 
the occupiers were subject to the Nuremberg Race Laws, 
is a proof not only of broad horizions [...] but also of civil 
courage [...].”

Having obtained new idenity, and with a legal commission 
from the SPB, the Syrkuses continued their design practice 
as the Architecture and Urbanism Studio [Pracownia 
Architektoniczno Urbanistyczna, PAU]. The clandestine 
war-time studies of the PAU, developed in parallel to 
the ‘covering’ pragmatic destruction surveys and design 
work allowed by the Nazi occupiers, were indeed a 
further development of Functional Warsaw aimed at a 
deep morphological and social transformation of the city 
after the war, with a prospective timescale of the designs 
reaching as far as 1975 (sic).15 In a city that was at a doubtful 
mercy of a totalitarian moloch, with the Holocaust at their 
doorstep, two Jewish architects worked on a comprehensive, 
multi-disiplinary design for a future Warsaw, running 
ten working teams (from regional studies to professional 
literature translations), involving in their work specialists 
from architecture, construction, economics, sociology, 
physiography, statistics, hygiene studies, as well as 
continuing to train apprentices and organising holidays for 
their employees.

15 Helena Syrkus, “Pracownia Architektoniczno-Urbanistyczna,” in Fragmenty 
stuletniej historii: ludzie, wspomnienia, refleksje, ed. Tadeusz Barucki et al. 
(Warszawa, 2000), 157–64.

In the last days of August 1939, the Syrkus’ practice was 
engaged in several community housing projects for the 
Warsaw Housing Cooperative [Warszawska Spółdzielnia 
Mieszkaniowa], and their developer, the Community 
Construction Company [Społeczne Przedsiębiostwo 
Pudowlane, SPB], which—despite the imposed control of the 
occupaing Nazi administration—were allowed to continue its 
statutory work in construction and building maintenace. Both 
institutions became a safe haven for many architects and 
engineers looking for two things of life-bearing importance 
in the city: material sustenance and Ausweiss, a document 
certifying employment and thus giving a shade of protection 
from arrest, slave labour or death. Creative work was a 
welcome addition.

The Polish intelligentisa was a specific target of the 
German apparatus, with the notorious ‘Operation A-B’ 
[Ausserordentliche Befriedungsaktion] resulting in arrest 
and death of the country’s intellectual and cultural elites. For 
the Syrkuses, however, the situation was far more complex 
than for some others in their professional ciricle—they were 
Jewish. 

Helena Syrkus describes this in these words: 

“In November 1940 the Warsaw ghetto was created and 
closed. Not complying with the German regulations in 
regards to people of Jewish descent was a major danger 
not only to the people in question, but to all who felt the 
moral responsibility to object to the occupiers’ laws.” 

“To commission work, at this time and circumstance, to 
two persons from the Polish leftist intelligentisa—with 
names recognised abroad from the Congresses of Modern 

Fig. 11—12. (overleaf) Scanned recto [12, below] and verso [11, above, left] of Kennkarte [Personal ID issued by the Nazi apparatus in occupied Poland] of Helena Syrkus. Note that the documents hides Jewish 
family surname Eliasberg, and posits Helena’s alias from before the war, Niemirowska, as well as fabricating the place of birth (Helena was born in Warsaw). The choice of Grodno, a town in the Eastern part of Poland 
occupied by the USSR since 1939, was not accidental— it made it more difficult for the Nazi occupiers to access birth certificates that could reveal the true identity of a person. 

Fig. 13. (overleaf, top right) Scanned certificate confirming Polish citizenship, dated 7/05/1953, presenting Helena Syrkus’ true place of birth and Jewish origin.
 
All three documents from the archive of Muzeum Sztuki w Łodzi, the Syrkus’ collection, Folder no. 60.
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46 Fig. 14—15. Scanned recto [14, below] and verso [15, overleaf] of the Ausweis [a form of ID] of Szymon Syrkus from his time in Germany after the liberation. 
From the archive of Muzeum Sztuki w Łodzi, the Syrkus’ collection, Folder no. 60. 
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and Helena [17, to the left on the left-hand page and 18, on the right-hand page]  
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fragmenT 3: ‘warszawa 
funkCjonalna’ and The warsaw 
of The (soCIalIsT) fuTure

VI.

Helena’s and Szymon’s fortunes were partial. Both lived 
through the war, but from his arrest in 1942 to the end of the 
war, Szymon was in a series of Nazi camps, his Jewish origin 
remaining hidden. From the moment of his arrest PAU, 
would be run by his wife and Roman Piotrowski.

After the suppression of the Warsaw Uprising in October 
1944 and the subsequent forced resettlements, the PAU 
works moved to Kraków where Helena Syrkus and 
Piotrowski developed a Draft concept for the organization 
of reconstruction of Warsaw, a document outlining 
institutional framework for future rebuilding of the 
city.16 Both the designs and the structural concept for 
reconstruction were thought through before the end of the 
German occupation of the city. With members of the Warsaw 
Housing Cooperative at top positions of the newly-formed 
Communist administration, the Syrkuses project for a deep 
transformation of the city was ripe for execution.

The PAU and SPB were among the few institutions that 
maintained structural integrity for much of the war, gaining 
experience in reconstruction from war damage. What gave 
Functional Warsaw additional, ideological legitimacy in 

16 Józef Piłatowicz, “Poglądy Heleny i Szymona Syrkusów na architekturę w 
latach 1925-1956,” Kwartalnik historii nauki i techniki 56, no. 3–4 (2009), 
123–64.

the early post-war political situation, was that it made an 
explicit call for a centrally-planned economy. The second 
book edition of the project opens with a preface in which the 
history of humanity is shown, after Marx, as the movement 
from a small communal economy of pre-historic families 
towards larger systems of organisation that eventually 
find their (teleo)logical conclusion in centrally-planned 
production. “History of architecture and town building 
includes similar phenomena”, we read in the introduction. 
“Individual units (houses) group to make settlements, towns 
and finally cities. The historic cities have grown more or 
less chaotically. The need for planning becomes visible as 
technology and progress changes the inhabitants’ lives. As 
a result, the text continues, most of our cities are incapable 
of living up to today’s requirements.”17  Unlike one of 

17 Nikolaus Kelen, “Przyszłe zadanie urbanistyki,” in Warszawa Funkcjonalna 
(Warsaw, 2013), 63. Little information about Kelen has been published. Editors 
of the 2013 edition of Warszawa Funkcjonala note that Kelen was born in 
Budapest in 1894 but neither the date or place of his death, nor any further 
details of his work, are given. In Ku idei osiedla społecznego, Helena Syrkus 
writes she first met Kelen in Zurich, when she presented the translated text 
of Warszawa Funkcjonalna to the the Zurich branch of CIAM. Present were 
also Sigfried Giedion, M.E. Haefeli, C. Hubacher, Karl Moser, Werner Moser, 
Alfred Roth, Emil Roth and Rudolf Steiger. Among these, Syrkus recalls, 
Kelen was initially the most opposed to the project—on the a priori basis that 
in capitalist economy planning is futile—but then changed his mind after the 
presentation. Syrkus describes Kelen as a “former docent of the Charlottenburg 
Polytechnic, specialist in hydro-power engineering” who had worked for five 
years as a head of a body of foreign advisors to the USSR.   Syrkus, Ku idei 
osiedla społecznego, 156–157.

the most influential architectural treatises of all time, Le 
Corbusier’s Towards an Architecture of 1923, neither the 
introduction nor the main body of the book’s text ends with 
anything as politically charged as the famous “architecture 
or revolution.” There is, however, a sense that the “current 
situation” is economically and politically unsustainable, and 
that the key to change is held by an architect-turned-urban 
planner. 

Functional Warsaw also had an agenda for the historian. 
Through the introduction, a demand is placed on historic 
studies to take up purposeful predicting of the future. 
In a diagrammatic way, not unlike the design itself, the 
introduction specifies an algorithm of operation for history 
that puts it in line with the natural sciences:  

“1. observation > stating individual or relatively similar 
phenomena > statistical framing of these > ordering > 
investigating factors influencing these > establishing 
consequential relations between these phenomena and 
factors.”18 

 Maciej Czeredys, Małgorzata Kuciewicz, Joanna Porębska-Srebrna, 
“Wyzwanie z przeszłości,” preface to the new edition of Warszawa 
Funkcjonalna (Warszawa: Fundacja Centrum Architektury, 2013), footnote no. 
34 on p. 32.

18 Kelen, “Przyszłe zadanie urbanistyki,” (2013), 66. 

 Fig. 19.  Scanned cover  of the Warszawa Przyszłości exhibition catalogue  >
Fig. 20. (overleaf) Scanned title page of the of the catalogue    >>> 

 Both documents from the library of the Warsaw School of Architecture [Biblioteka Wydziału Architektury Politechniki Warszawskiej]
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In such a scheme, the key is statistics as the most objective 
instrument of the modern science. For both architectural and 
historic studies, the subjective, individual drive for material 
traces of a specific past, is out of the question: “[one] must 
cut ties with [...] ideological confines that have nothing to do 
with science, and much to do with mysticism.”19 Rather than 
dwell in “descriptive science,” history must change basic 
principles and methods to make itself useful for practical 
tasks that can help foresee future economic and social 
changes. Past must be subordinated to Future.

VII.

In 1936 Functional Warsaw was exhibited in the Warsaw of 
the Future exhibition, and it was partially reproduced in the 
exhibition catalogue. 

The experience of holding one of few publicly available 
copies of a catalogue to the exhibition that otherwise seems 
to have left few records is visceral. The pages  are worn, the 
cover, showing a plan of Warsaw inscribed into a circle by a 
gigantic compass, is frail. The book is a fragile index to an 
exhibition that may as well never have happened.20

On the third page one finds a list of members of the 
exhibition organisation committee: eleven names, with 
Warsaw’s mayor, Stefan Starzyński, as the director. 
Among others: Stanisław Różański, who will continue—
until 1944—as head of planning in Warsaw’s extensive 
underground administration loyal to the government in exile 
in London; and the future head of the Office for Planning 
and Reconstruction in the post-war Communist government, 
Michał Kaczorowski. Above the list one notices a stamp 
mark: the book was a gift of the professors H[elena] [and] 
S[zymon] SYRKUSES to the Architecture Library in 
Warsaw.

19 Nikolaus Kelen, “Przyszłe Zadanie Urbanistyki,” in Warszawa Funkcjonalna 
(Warsaw, 2013), 63.

20 The National Museum Archives only holds one document, a circular letter from 
the mayor Starzyński to city’s institution reminding about the exhibition. At 
one point the staff of the archive suggested that the exhibition may have taken 
place in another venue.
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 Fig. 21 (left), 22 (right).  Scanned title pages of the of the Warszawa Przyszłości exhibition catalogue.
 Fig. 23 (overleaf). Czesław Olszewski (1936), photograph of the boards of Warszawa Funkcjonalna at the Warszawa Przyszłości exhibition. Reproduced from the prefaqce to the 2013 edition of Warszawa  

   Funkcjonalna, pp. 48-49.  Original at the Instytytut Sztuki PAN.
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 Fig. 24 (left), 25 (right), and 26 (overleaf). Scanned pages of the of the Warszawa Przyszłości catalogue. Annotations on the pages by the author.
  

“BAD”

“DEVELOPMENT”

“GOOD”

“OF THE STREET”

“THIS IS HOW 
IT IS 
TODAY”

“THIS IS HOW 
IT WILL 
BE IN THE 
FUTURE”
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VIII.

The preface to the catalogue has the mayor’s name in print 
as the author. But whether it was written by him is less clear: 
though the voice is official, concepts and theorizations come 
from two fairly distinct directions. In certain fragments one 
may recognise the conservation doctrines of the new director 
of the National Museum where the exhibition was held, art 
historian Stanisław Lorentz (mayor’s appointee). In others 
one may hear the functionalist metaphors of the Syrkuses, 
speaking of the ‘central’ or ‘pivotal’ location of Warsaw at 
the crossroads of the entire continent (a gesture reiterated by 
the compass on the front cover) and of ‘bearings’ that would 
negotiate the forces driving the city’s development.21 

We read that the development of a city and its urban forms is 
a reflection of the city’s history; and that when a city is also 
a capital its a reflection of the Nation’s history. We are thus 
invited to take a series of glances at the image of Warsaw’s 
urban condition. 

The mediaeval Warsaw appears to be treated kindly: it is 
described as one that despite many alterations retained its 
‘character ,’ and thus it is to be preserved and cherished, as 
should be the ‘Grand Palaces’ of the Saxon era. The 18th 
Century streets, among them the Royal tract connecting two 
historic seats of power, with palazzos “carelessly” erected 
by the noble families that once ruled the country, seem less 
appreciated—they now drown within a later fabric—but still 
worthy of retaining. 

The programme changes when the text reaches the time of 
the Partitions. While the ‘classical character’ of 19th century 
monumental buildings makes them worthy of preservation, 
the tenements and annexes that make the fabric of central 
Warsaw are but a spatial aftermath of growing political 
repression and a “decline of style” in architecture. The late 
19th century urban fabric, the mayor’s preface posits, is an 
“ugly sign” of the Nation’s own decline after the loss of 
sovereignty—a sign that now, with the Nation’s “rising from 
the dead” ought to be erased.22 

The nation’s archive is open for editing, the forces of history 
are called-in to service.

21 Stefan Starzyński, preface to Warszawa Przyszłości (Warsaw: Wydawnictwo 
Komitetu Wystawy “Warszawa Przyszłości,” 1936), 6-7.

22 Ibid., 6.

“Bad development of the plot: no cross-
ventilation of the annexe buildings and no 
ventilation betwen buildings”

“Good development of the plot: full cross-
ventilation of all dwellings and a self-
induced ventilation of the courtyard [sic]”
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fragmenT 4: The ImagInary of 
reConsTruCTIon. manufaCTurIng 
ruIns

Visiting the city in late 1945, the journalist and photographer 
Irving Brant wrote: “[a]n American enters Warsaw with 
the feeling that he has stepped out of the real world into 
something which could not possibly exist.”23 Whatever did 
exist, whatever Warsaw was at that time, seems to have 
exerted the power to disrupt a sense of reality in a visitor 
from a continent yet untouched by war destruction. “These 
rows of roofless, doorless, windowless walls, reaching in 
parallel columns mile on mile,” Brant continues, “might have 
been dug out of the earth by an army of archaeologists.” 
This was a time when the “basic unit” of urban morphology 
in the city was ruin;24 when the city seemed like an ancient 
archaeological site and yet, at the same time, when nothing 
seemed more pressing than the question of its future.

The destruction that Warsaw was subject to in 1939 and 
after the two suppressed uprisings, in the Jewish Ghetto in 
1943 and in the rest of the city in 1944, has had a lasting 
effect. Ruination, and the response to ruination through 
reconstruction, was made into Warsaw’s image, writes Jerzy 
Elżanowski, as a city “destroyed and rebuild”, “resurrected 
from ruins” as the iconic album by Adolf Ciborowski 
posits.25

23 My emphasis. After: Jerzy Elżanowski, “Basics of Material Conversion,” 
Architecture & Situation 4, no. Autumn (2014), 31.

24 Ibid.

25 Adolf Ciborowski, Warsaw: A City Destroyed and Rebuilt (Warsaw: Polonia 
Publishing House, 1964), 8.

IX.

Visiting contemporary Warsaw, Elżanowski describes one 
such ruin—a free-standing brick wall at the busy junction 
of Jerozolimskie Avenue and Marszałkowska Street. A 
memorial to the victims of a mass execution that took place 
in 1944, the wall bares a commemorative stone tablet, which 
marks the site as the exact place of the event, “in this place” 
[w tym miejscu], gives an exact number of victims, 102, 
and an exact date, 28 January.  Until 1972 the site of the 
memorial wall was occupied by a sole tenement that had 
survived both the war and the post-war cleansing of the city 
from ruins and rubble. Archival images show that the first, 
makeshift memorial commemorating the execution was 
placed on the wall of the tenement. The wall we encounter 
today, we thus suspect, must be part of the demolished 
tenement, conserved as a material trace of the Nazi terror in 
Warsaw. 

A further study suggests a more complex story. Elżanowski 
analyses archival photographs showing that the memorial is 
in a different place than the tenement—the wall cannot be 
part of the original building’s structure. Similarly, a closer 
look at the back of the memorial reveals that 

“the entire structure [of the wall] is pierced with steel 
beams: sheared, broken and cut, and placed in structurally 

illogical configurations. […] If it exists at all, the original 
structure of the tenement wall is buried so deep within this 
artificial ruin that it has become tectonically irrelevant.”26

Through its design, however, the memorial wall lays “claim 
to authenticity” both by being offset from the contemporary 
street-line and by the use of raw brick, an architectural 
material with little tradition as a wall finish in Warsaw and 
associated specifically with the 1944 Uprising.27 As a result, 
one faces a paradoxical condition where 

“The Jerozolimskie wall, much like the reconstructed 
Old Town itself, is part of the reciprocal relationship 
between recreated object and archival image that has 
haunted the city’s reconstruction efforts. It participates in 
two interlinked narratives: one of erasure and the other 
of representation. […] The ruin has been erased and 
recreated together with a claim to authenticity. Resolving 
the paradox in one direction, the artificial ruin is redefined 
as post-catastrophic ruin itself; in the other, it is the very 
catastrophe that is doubted.”28  

26 Jerzy Elżanowski, “Manufacturing Ruins: Architecture and Representation in 
Post-Catastrophic Warsaw,” The Journal of Architecture 15, no. 1 (2010), 77-
78.

27 Elżanowski, “Manufacturing Ruins”, 78.

28 Ibid., 78-79.

 Fig. 27. Memorial ruin at the junction of Jerozolimskie Avenue and Marszałkowska Street.  
  Photograph by Piotr Leśniak, 2012.  
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Where the only celebrated ruins are those that had been 
‘manufactured’ Warsaw may seem like a city without ruins—
as if completely reconstructed or, to follow the second 
resolution of the paradox, as if nothing happened there in the 
first place.29 Representation becomes implicated in a politic 
of memory that unconsciously questions a significant part of 
its own ‘archive’—the catastrophe.

fragmenT 5: The reConsTruCTIon 
of The ImagInary. The Plan of 
fuTur[e] warsaw

X.

On the pages of the long inventory that opens the BOS 
archival collection, file 2053 is but one among thousands of 
record entries whose significance was reduced and equalised 
through the synthetic language of archival annotation.30 Yet 
it is precisely the language that makes the very content of the 
file stand out—its title is written in English. 

29 David Crowley sugests that, essentially, if they are ruins left in Warsaw, 
then they are invisible. To this author this observation seems premature, as a 
demonstrated by the photographic project by Elżbieta Janicka and Wojciech’s 
Wilczyk who explore the absence of Another City [Inne miasto; the former 
Ghetto] through photographs taken from an elevated, prospect point of view; 
precisely pointing to the imaginary, showing the seemingly ‘non-existent.’ 
See: Elżbieta, and Wilczyk. Inne Miasto/Another City (Warsaw: Zachęta - 
Narodowa Galeria Sztuki, 2013); and David Crowley, Warsaw. (London: 
Reaktion, 2003).

30 Warsaw State Archive [Archiwum Państwowe w Warszawie], collection of the 
Warsaw Reconstruction Office [Biuro Odbudowy Stolicy], 2053. 

Among eight documents found in the file of the Propaganda 
Department of BOS, six draw from the immediacy of 
the grim, post-war reality. Although rich in passionate 
undertones, they are written with a sense of direct 
pragmatism—accounting the losses, calling for amendments, 
justifying decisions. The remaining two papers seem a little 
different, more distant in their outreach, positioned in a 
certain symmetry (conceptual and chronological) that frames 
the rest of file 2053: they both speak of Warsaws that in the 
years 1945-1946 did not exist—any more and yet.

XI.

The first paper, titled “The Historic Buildings of Warsaw” 
is an outline of the history of the city, from its foundation 
as a mediaeval town until the end of World War Two. This 
brief history of Warsaw’s urban development stops at the 
end of the Congress Kingdom of Poland (1830). At that 
point, the reader is removed from the course of chronology 
and placed back at the time of the “Teutonic aggression” of 
1939, skipping nearly a hundred years of Warsaw’s history 
that includes the most rapid growth in the late 19th and early 
20th century, and which resulted in the dense urban fabric 
characteristic of Warsaw before the war catastrophe.  

XII.

The “Plan of futur[e] Warsaw” (as it is mistyped throughout 
the text), broadly describes the design and the program of 
the future reconstructed city—Warsaw of about two million 
inhabitants. Numerous “sites” are described, but rather 
than specific locations authors describe here entire districts, 
such as “the central section” of the city where a space for a 
“forum for national discussion” similar to an ancient agora is 

imagined. To the north, artists and craftsmen will have their 
studios in “old historic buildings” with cafés, restaurants and 
residential housing creating the first row of development on 
the Vistula escarpment. A new university district is proposed 
to the south, while the distant district of Żerań will become 
a large industrial hub with a central power station and 
slaughterhouse.

The “Plan of futur[e] Warsaw” admits to a challenge: the 
authors wish to “avoid the mistakes of [the late] nineteenth 
century” that created what the text considers as a city 
“overcrowded with buildings.” The voicing of the second 
concern suggests that the omission of the 19th century from 
Warsaw’s history from the first historical paper should not be 
ascribed only to a historiographic caesura which seeks to put 
critical distance between the contemporary and the historic. 
Rather, we may begin to see this as another reiteration of 
the violent gesture of discurive erasure; an institutionalised 
repression of the imaginary in order to make space for 
imagining a futur(e) Warsaw. 

XIII.

None of the papers deposited in File 2053 bear signatures, no 
name explicitly states authorship. Yet a ‘signature’ is present: 
in the “Plan of futur(e) Warsaw” one can ‘hear’ the spectral 
voice of Helena Syrkus, a polyglot (would the missing “e” 
in the title indicate a French/German slip?), the translator of 
the Functional Warsaw, and the head of the BOS Propaganda 
Department to which File 2053 belongs.31 

31 The author would like to thank Ella Chmielewska for pointing out the 
significance of this slip.
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One may ask here why a document addressed to an 
international audience seems so shy of its origins in the 
international avant-garde, only generally referring to “studies 
which were carried out before the war [and] during the 
German occupation”, and not mentioning Le Corbusier 
or Giedion, Functional Warsaw’s prominent patrons. One 
may ask why the “Plan of futur(e) Warsaw” does not even 
mention the Functional Warsaw itself, the PAU studio or the 
1936 and 1938 exhibitions by their names, as if erasing them 
from its own archive. 

One answer that may be tempting to rest upon is this: if 
before the War the Syrkus partnership were working at the 
forefront of the world’s artistic and architectural avant-garde, 
including collaborators with first hand experience of the 
USSR politics (Kelen; also Casimir Malevitch), then it is 
likely that they would be wary of showing their ‘imperialist’ 
heritage around in the new Soviet-backed Poland. 
Historically, this would be true—with the rise of Stalinism, 
in 1949 Helena and Szymon will be called-in to posit a ‘self-
critique,’ shed their connections with the CIAM and the 
“destructive cosmopolitism” it represented.32

This brief study, however, is perhaps less about bringing 
forth answers (the “historical truths” in Freud’s and Derrida’s 
terms), and more about the kind of emphatic imagining that 
temporarily suspends the disbelief in the past as something 
structurally different from the present and in this way keeps 
a trans-epochal conversation with one’s ancestors and 
successors going.

32 Helena Syrkus cited in Piłatowicz, “Poglądy Heleny i Szymona Syrkusów na 
architekturę,” 141–142. 

XIV.

We may thus look at the Functional Warsaw and the Warsaw 
of the Future exhibition as fragments of the original ‘archive’ 
of the radical, morphological and ideological transformation 
of the city that took place in the first years after the Second 
World War. Through a reading of this ‘archive,’ we are 
invited to see the ‘invisible ruins’ of the city’s first modern 
imaginary, to track a fragile thread of continuity between the 
pre-war designs and the post-war work of the Reconstruction 
Office. 

We may begin to wonder if, in fact, it was not Warsaw that 
was reconstructed, but a pre-war architectural imaginary of 
Warsaw’s future.

 Fig. 28. (overleaf)     Scan of the first page of File 2053 from the BOS archive.  >>> 
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noTe: fragmenTs of helena syrkus’ hommage To The 
memory of sIgfrIed gIedIon (1969).1

“Dear Giedion, dear beloved [Doctor] Pepp,

I always must argue with you, even today. Why did you give CIAM its official name CONGRÈS 
INTERNATIONAUX D’ARCHITECTURE MODERNE? What did we have in common with the 
numerous international organisations and their celebrated congresses? We were merely a group of 
friends of contemporary architecture, bound by mutual friendship. Professor Karl Moser, the first 
chair of CIAM, one of the greatest architects of our time and surely the most modest among them, 
would never allow to be addressed as ‘Mr President.’ He was not only a father to his son Werner, 
not only a father to the students of the Department of Architecture in Zurich, but to the entire 
‘second generation of CIAM.’ We would always call him ‘Papa Moser’ and even Corbu would 
speak of him ‘Père Moser.’

And you, dear Pepp? Was the title ‘Secretary General’ adequate to the role you played not only in 
the development of CIAM, but also in the development of architecture and urbanism in the whole 
world? You would disappear into the shadow, to show Corbu, Gropius, Aalto, Sert and others in 
full light, both during the congresses and—with the help of your excellent books—in-between 
of our working meetings. But you knew well that even the greatest of stars only make part of 
[...] constellations and that is why you paid such attention to the systematic work of CIAM in all 
countries.

On my table now are nearly all your works. [...]

The Polish translation of your Opus Magnum, Time, Space and Architecture was only published in 
1968. It is one of the most used books in the library of our Department. We have its first American 
edition from 1940 that you gifted us with a friendly dedication in 1946 in New York, we have the 
third edition from 1956 and a German translation from 1964. [...] How wise is your preface to the 
Polish edition, your polemic with the Polish urbanist. You represent a position that is the only fair 
one, that an international cooperation puts forth the necessity of emphasising that which is shared 
and not that which is different. You wrote:

“Shared are the tasks of a man who faces the unknown and strives to to get to know it.

“Shared is the tragic heritage of the nineteenth century...

“Shared is the uncertainty, about how the ways of people’s dwelling should shape under the 
influence of the progressive changes.

“Shared is the helplessness of today’s civilisation in the face of the problem of how to create 
the possibility of leisure and rest as the amount of time free of work steadily rises--since, on the 
contrary to the past epochs, there are not facilities such as the Roman baths that would serve both 
the mind and the body.

“Shared is the helplessness in the face of growth of mammoth-cities and the problem of the rural 
areas bleeding out.

“Shared is the responsibility of creating a culture that would embrace the entire world—a global 
culture.”

[...]

1  The archival typed script bears a title “Text for the publication ‘Hommage a S. Giedion,’ Zurich 1971.”  
From the archive of Muzeum Sztuki w Łodzi, the Syrkus collection. Folder unmarked. 

I like and value everything you wrote, and I look forward to the publication of your last work. But 
I must admit that for the past forty years my architectural “livre de chevet” has been your small 
book Liberated Dwelling. You gave it to me in 1929. Nearly all our books have burnt during the 
Warsaw Uprising in 1944, but this one was saved by some chance (or the Providence, if you like...). 
Although I know it almost by heart, I keep returning to it to learn how in so few words one may 
express an important thought. You write there:

“We want to liberate from:

the house of eternal value and its consequences;

the house of high rent;

the house with thick walls and what comes out if it;

the house, the maintenance of which makes us slaves;

the house that devours the work force of a woman.”

On the margins, my commentary from that time:

“In poor countries we must first of all liberate from shacks without any value, without light, without 
water, without sewer...”

[...]

“I also agreed with your definition of beauty in architecture. The sharp contrast of the past and 
current directions of architecture and urbanism in economic, social, technical and aesthetic sense 
that you emphasised was for many people under the sign of CIAM a powerful catalyst in their 
struggle for  a  p e r s p e c t i v e  o f  t o d a y ,  in all countries. And that in spite of four decades 
passing by in some countries there are still at the helm representatives of a falsly understood 
tradition, the struggle continues. The fourth generation of CIAM has grown. Those among our 
students who understand the notion of the  e t e r n a l   
c o n t e m p o r a r y ,  resist the superficiality of architectural fashions passing by and broaden the 
directives of CIAM without blurring their direction.

“Dear Dr Pepp, you know that your wife Carola is my best friend. There are no reservations in our 
relationship, we speak and write of frendship. Your children, Verona and Andres, whom I met as 
little children, are now mature people and they belong to the circle of my younger friends. Despite 
the age difference we have managed to find commong language. I alsa wanted to tell you this.

[...]

Now I must finish. Van Gogh once wrote to his brother Theo: ‘The most beautiful paintings are 
those that one is thinking of while lying in bed and smoking a pipe, but which were never painted.’

The same goes for letters. In my mind this letter was pretty. And now I do not like it. But I must 
send it anyway.

 
Good bye, my dear Pepp, 

Your old Helena, 

Warsaw, November 1969.”
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OBIEKT 4. An Imaginary  
of Contemporary Warsaw 

“Photography Project

Provisional title:  Daddy’s Return [Powrót Taty]
Author of photos Tadeusz Rolke [...], Mariusz Tchorek 
   Warsaw Metropolitan Investigative Department 
Author of the scenario Mariusz Tchorek 
Concept of the project Katy Bentall 
Task: to carry out a limited documentation of the interior in which a break in and the 
  laying bare of a piece of property occurred 

Fate of the documentation  to become an artistic and archival function of the place, after its
   rebuilding and transformation for different aims than at present. I 
   anticipate that the place will become at a certain moment totally 
   emptied and the photographs taken will remain accessible in it for a 
   short time for public use.

Description of the photographed environment

the interior is located in a Secession building ruined in the times of the Second World War 
and provisionally rebuilt by the sculptor Karol Tchorek. The basic impression evoked from all 
aspects of the experienced is, then, the over-laying of various epochs, of the solid pre-war, of 
the despairing uprising; the boisterous People’s Republic and also the twisted multi-plots 
characteristic of the epoch of escape from the totalitarian monolith.”1

1 Mariusz Tchorek, draft for a photographic project, Warsaw, late 1990s. Translated by Sylwia Łuczaj. From the Mariusz 
Tchorek archive, 36 Smolna Street. Courtesy of Katherine Bentall. The proposal for this (never made) project, was 
Tchorek’s response to a serious break in to the Smolna Studio when much of its invaluable collection of his father, Karol 
Tchorek, was stolen. The title “Daddy’s Return” is a reference to a Romantic poem by Adam Mickiewicz, which involves 
a robbery.
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oBjeCTIng

I.

In February 2014 a masterplan for a part of central Warsaw 
was displayed for public comments. In response to this 
exposition a letter with objections edited by this author and 
signed by several members of scholarly community at the 
Edinburgh School of Architecture was sent to the Office 
for Architecture and Planning, an agency of the Warsaw 
Municipal Office by the Mayor of Warsaw. The letter 
proposed a series of detailed changes to the plan, which in 
the eyes of the author was in violation of law:2 

“In regards to the above immovable property and its 
surroundings, the Local Plan […] does not comply with 
the Conservation and Monument Protection Act of 23 July 
2003  [...], and the Planning and Spatial Economy Act of 
23 March 2003. What is more, the published plan allows 
for development that is non-functional or impossible for 
construction in compliance with the Decree of the Minister 
of Infrastructure from 12 April 2002, which specifies the 
technical conditions for buildings and their placement 
[…], thus questioning the plan’s own correctness 
and creating conflicting situations in case of [future] 

2 The Local Plan of Spatial Economy, is a literal translation of the Polish: 
“Miejscowy Plan Zagospodarowania Przestrzennego,” which stands for the 
lowest tier in a layered taxonomy of spatial plans in Poland. It outlines the 
conditions for development such as architectural programme, height of the new 
development, proportion of the developed area to the site area, among other 
factors. In this thesis refer to this kind of document as the Local Plan of Spatial 
Economy or simply the Local Plan, reflecting the analogous abbreviation in the 
Polish nomenclature, “Plan Miejscowy.”

realisation. On the basis of the aforementioned legal acts 
this recommendation draws out in detail the problems 
of the proposed Local Plan on two levels—the spatial-
functional and the conservation-related—and it proposes 
revisions to the Plan.”3

The immovable property mentioned in the recommendation 
is the artist studio at 36 Smolna Street: built within a ruin, 
and threatened to become one again.

II.

In “A Warsaw Address: a dossier on 36, Smolna Street,” Ella 
Chmielewska describes the moment of entering the Studio: 
“We enter the wooden doorway. A tiled passageway leads 
us into the courtyard where light reveals the destruction 
on the tenement’s walls: the trajectory of the falling bomb 
is marked in the severed back building. We walk into an 
awkward single-storey structure, beside the truncated stairs 
and through a heavy steel door.”4 Malgorzata Wagner, the 
architect who restored and modernised this historic studio, 
also recalls the powerful impression that the first encounter 

3 “Uwaga do projektu miejscowego planu zagospodarowania przestrzennego 
rejonu ulicy Foksal w Warszawie.” From the author’s archive. See the annexe 
for the full text of the letter. 

4 Ella Chmielewska, “A Warsaw address: a dossier on 36, Smolna street,” The 
Journal of Architecture, 10 1, 2010, 7-38.

with the place made on her: “I would not have believed that 
here, in the centre of Warsaw, there may still be places like 
this one: with bullet holes in the walls, a staircase leading to 
nowhere (…), an awkward roof and a back garden squeezed 
between the outbuildings, growing wild and adding to the 
place’s mystery. As if time had stopped.”5    

We are in a small vestibule. Tiled floor. Walls of unpainted 
cement render. Warm, sharp light from the spotlights above 
seems to move every grain of sand in the raw surfaces.  A 
built-in wooden cabinet to the right, a passage to the left. In 
front of us—a dark marble sculpture of a violin key, the size 
of a tall person, chipped at the top. To the left of it, on the 
wall—a large photographic print of a stone tablet in the shape 
of a thick cross with inscriptions. The tablet is shown against 
a stone wall in a warm light coming from above. Light on 
light, wall on wall, object on object—realities collapse, we 
are no longer sure what belongs where; if we are looking 
at a live object or a dead representation. A conundrum of 
representations, with which one becomes familiar in Warsaw.

Moving aside a thick curtain we enter the first room the size 
of an office or a small salon. Here, the floor is wooden. A 
window at the back wall: dark horizontal louvres and pattern 

5 Ella Chmielewska, ‘Placing Architecture– archiving place: from conversations 
with Malgorzata Wagner’, Ibid.,10. 
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glass. Not too much light. The cement render continues 
throughout the walls and the ceiling, with two exceptions. 
In the corner to the left of the window brick structure peers 
through lipping scars in the render. Diagonally across, at a 
chamfered corner of the room, a rectangular opening reveals 
more brick, forming a second frame for a tall mirror placed 
in front it. Through the mirror’s reflexive surface the two 
brick surfaces seem to speak to each other across the space.

Under the watchful gaze of sculpted heads from the Studio’s 
collection, we move through the wide opening into the 
main part of the studio. We feel the floor changes to tiled 
again, our steps begin to echo in space, but before we 
can contemplate this we are already pulled forward, our 
eyes trying to fathom the enormous window lipping-over 
the roof up above. The light coming through is so bright 
we trip as we fail to notice a small step down—a sudden 
‘threshold of light.’ Perhaps a glimpse into the Benjaminian 
“moment of danger” that focuses thought. Here, we stop. 
The small annexe we entered seems to be housing an entire 
universe of its own, a constellation of objects, sculptures, 
tools, furniture pieces and architectural surfaces. Render, 
brick, stone, glass, wood. Ceramic floor tiles in a repeating 
floral pattern. Threads of exposed copper piping, radiators’ 
white ribs. Glass panes behind the grill of the louvres. The 

window opening framed on either side by vertical rows of 
thin concrete shelves cantilevering into the space: four to the 
right, two to the left. Each large enough to hold a stone head 
double the natural size. 

As our eyes move from one object to another, we realise that 
things seem to escape the rudimentary categories in which 
language once placed them: a wooden stool is here a plinth, 
an old door a pin-board, a stair landing a cupboard. Another 
conceit of this place, its architectural polysemy, lies in its 
intricate ‘function.’ We are simultaneously in a place of 
artistic production, an archive of several artists, and a house 
to a protected art collection. Occasionally, the Studio is a 
temporary dwelling. At times—a concert hall. It has become 
a legendary filmic set and a fashion photographers’ favourite 
spot. It is a place where architecture students and scholars 
learn the significance of detail.6 A place, as Chmielewska 
writes in her essay on  the archives held in the Studio,  
“existing as if between architecture and sculpture, between 
the biography of the founder and the complicated history of 
the local institutions.”7 

6 See the comprehensive website of Pracownia Smolna 36: 
 www.tchorek-Bentall.com

7 Ella Chmielewska, “Pamięć Miejsca. Tablice. Archiwum. Pracownia,” in 
Figury Retoryczne. Rzeźba architektoniczna Warszawy (Warszawa: Muzeum 
Narodowe w Warszawie, 2015), 101. Translation by the author. 

Fig. 02 (left) and 03 (below). Photographs of the Smolna Studio.
Fig. 04. (overleaf). Long section of the looking East; 1:50 at A3. This and 

the following drawings by the author, unless otherwise stated.
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66 Fig. 05 (below) and 06 (overleaf, large figure). Scans of author’s 
sketchbooks from a survey in the Studio, 2016.

Fig. 07. (overleaf, small figure). Photograph of the Studio.
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68 Fig. 08. (below) and 09. (left). Photograph of the Studio taken during the festival 
Otwarte mieszkania: Warszawa Filmowa (2016).

Fig. 10. (overleaf). Ground floor survey plan of the studio, 1:50 at A3. North to the left 
of the drawing.
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Startled by its complexity, the quality of its light and its 
fascinating objects, it is difficult to describe the Studio in 
architectural terms. The studio was constructed in 1951 into 
a ruin, in a fragment of the building’s annexe. A certificate 
from the Building Inspectorate inventories the destruction 
within the remains of the street level apartment allocated 
to the sculptor, Karol Tchorek for his atelier: “partially 
destroyed internal partition walls, interior wall render, 
woodwork of doors and windows, glazing, floors, furnaces, 
kitchen, electric wiring, besides […] there is a fair amount of 
rubble.”8 Another archival note puts it more succinctly: “the 
premises require extensive works.”9  

IV.

The sculptor had won a national competition of a city-wide 
commemorative project: stone tablets and monoliths marking 
the sites of street executions and battles during the Nazi 
occupation of the city. 10  This and the commission for one of 
the key sculptures for the major socialist-realist project on 
Marszalkowska Street, earned him the allocation of a new 
studio space. The building that housed his Studio Nike— 
established in 1943, and reopened in 1945 as the first gallery 
and studio in the ruined city—was being demolished for the 
Marszalkowska Housing District (MDM). 

The memorial stone tablets still visible in the city today 
index specific sites of war-time trauma, marking each 
(“Here”, “In this place”) with dates and numbers of victims. 
All victims remain nameless.11 The artist’s archive held 
in the Studio contains an extensive documentation of the 
project: in addition to the sketches and models of the design, 
lists of places of execution, photographic documentation 

8 “Zaświadczenie Wydziału Inspekcji Budowlanej przy Prezydnium Rady 
Narodowej w m.s.t. Warszawie, Dzielnica Śródmieście.” Reference: SdA/
III/3912/51. 23 May 1951. From the Karol Tchorek archive, Tchorek Bentall 
Foundation, Warsaw.

9 “Wydział Przemysłu przy Prezydnium Rady Narodowej w m.s.t. Warszawie do 
Wydziału Kwaterunkowego.” 10 May 1951. From the Karol Tchorek archive.

10 See Agnieszka Chmielewska, “Karol Tchorek: the artist’s archives and the 
contemporary problems with socialist realism,” in The Journal of Architecture, 
10 1, 2010, 12-15.

11 The Polish literature on the subject of tablets is substantial: “Pamięć 
Miejsca. Tablice. Archiwum. Pracownia,” in Figury Retoryczne. Rzeźba 
architektoniczna Warszawy (Warszawa: Muzeum Narodowe w Warszawie, 
2015);   The literature in English see the upcoming: Chmielewska.

of earlier commemorations, fieldwork notes and drawings, 
and most powerful of all: the 1:1 drawings of specific 
lettering for each of the tablets in the city, together with 
official approvals, and numerous revisions for wording 
and locations. “Together with the archive and its place 
of depositing,” writes Chmielewska,“the collection of 
monoliths and tablets scattered around the city form a sort of 
index-memorial of Warsaw’s struggles with remembering and 
not-remembering.”12 An index of a certain kind of imagining. 

After the sculptor’s passing, his son, an emigré art critic, 
theorist and translator, Mariusz Tchorek, with foresight 
managed to obtain heritage listing of the interior—as a 
historical atelier ‘holding’ the Karol Tchorek collection. The 
listing includes features of the interior, such as the massive 
northern window and the floor, making the interior carry the 
weight of the historical value of a building fragment.  

The Studio was carefully renovated in 2005: the architect, 
Malgorzata Wagner, worked with the sculptor’s original 
drawings for the place. Sitting confidently on brick 
foundations originally built for a four-storey tenement, the 
walls show not a single crack. Only water marks from a 
flooding several years ago remind us of the fragility of the 
shell in which the studio was constructed: to see it, we go 
outside to a small adjacent garden. 

V.

As we exit through the side door to the garden, we notice 
signs of the building’s past. The shell: calcium render that 
crumbles when touched, then bricks, some in various shades 
of red, others in the colour of burned bread, a peculiarity of 
Warsaw’s architectural language several years after the city 
was put to fire. To our left a small window. It used to be full-
height. Analogous situation to our right—the cantilevering 
shelf supporting a heavy bas-relief seems surprisingly like a 
window sill. Our eyes follow the outline of a former window. 
Beside it another trace. There were two windows here in fact. 
Above we see a small roof—a cantilevering slab of a former 
balcony. There would have been a porte-fenêtre there: pieces 
of iron structure to which the balustrade would have been 
fixed are still in the wall. 

12 E. Chmielewska, “Pamięć Miejsca,” 106.
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Fig. 13. (overleaf). Photograph of the Studio’s exterior showing the balcony above a fomrer window.  
Fig. 14. (left). Scanned sketchbook from the survey.  

Figs. 15, 16, 17, (below, counting from top to bottom). Photograph of the Studio’s exterior
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We come back inside with another pair of eyes: the deep 
shelves built into the external wall of the toilet suddenly 
‘make sense.’ As does the classically-proportioned niche 
in the main space of the Studio—the proportions are of 
a window. Abundant in such traces, the Studio seems to 
eloquently negotiate any presumptions of the inside-outside 
dialectic: we feel curiously torn, wanting to run outside 
to imagine the interior once again, only to return inside 
to re-think what we just saw. Amidst this complimentary 
imaginary, we realise we may be looking not at an 
architecture that was constructed in a ruin, but rather at a ruin 
that constructed its own kind of architecture.

Fig. 18. (left) and 19. (overleaf). Photographs of the Studio’s north-facing window.
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VI. 

In May 2011, Marek Sawicki, architect and urban planner 
at the urban design practice working on the Local Plan for 
the Studio area agreed to meet me. The office just begun 
their work, having produced an analytical report on the 
‘existing condition’ in February. An early visualisation 
showing possible infill development has already been 
made. It was this visualisation, with white cubic volumes 
of new development adjacent to the grand window of the 
Smolna Studio that raised the interest of the Tchorek-Bentall 
foundation and the scholarly community in Edinburgh: the 
plan seemed to ignore it completely.13

13 In October 2011, as part of a cyclic festival “Warszawa w budowie,” Sawicki 
lead a public walk around the area covered by the Local Plan. It was one of the 
early moments when the plan and the visualisation were presented publicly, 
albeit to an audience limited by the need to register for the event.  By 2013 the 
design and the visualisations were reproduced by the press on several occasion. 
See:  “Nowe miasto. Jakie planowanie po 1989 r. Jak się tworzy plan? 
WARSZAWA W BUDOWIE 3”, Muzeum Sztuki w Warszawie, 4/10/2011. 
http://artmuseum.pl/pl/wydarzenia/nowe-miasto-jakie-planowanie-po-1989-
r-jak-sie-tworzy-plan. Last accessed 22/01/2017; and: Dariusz Bartosiewicz, 
“Plan dla Nowego Światu: zlikwidują rondo de Gaulle’a?”, in  Wyborcza.pl, 
28/05/2013. http://warszawa.wyborcza.pl/warszawa/1,34889,13994781,Plan_
dla_Nowego_Swiatu__zlikwiduja_rondo_de_Gaulle_a_.html

Sawicki, the project architect, when asked about the infill 
development at the back of 36 Smolna studio, responded 
vaguely, “It is a long process (…) There is no developer—the 
city has some plots but the status of these is often contested 
through legal claims.” The design of the plan is expected to 
take at least a year-and-a-half.  

The Local Plan for the Foksal area covers nearly fifty 
hectares of a densely built-up historic part of the city. 
Eighteen months may even sound quite modest in such 
circumstances. Sawicki’s answer points to a broader 
phenomenon in Polish urbanism, whereby Local Plans are 
drawn specifically for a particular investment—such as a 
production plant, or a large residential complex—on the 
request of a developer. Local Plans often perfectly coincide 
with the new development, their content limited to the 
minimum of what the project requires—access to site, area 
designation, floor-area-to-site-area ratios, infrastructural 
factors—and little interest to the neighbourhood’s exiting 
condition or its desired future.14 

14 See for example a Local Masterplan for this part of another Polish city, Łódź.:  
http://www.mpu.lodz.pl/page/165,plany.html?id=131

With a good proportion of plans in the country made this 
way, each taking not more than a few weeks, a complex plan 
that takes more than a year to draw may seem worth pointing 
out in a conversation. 

Asked specifically about the building in which the Studio 
is situated, and shown photographs of the interior and those 
with an exterior view of the large North window, Sawicki 
responds, “The interiors are not reviewed as part of the 
making of the plan, the survey is only limited to [the exterior 
of] buildings.”15 In any case, the plan is “very general.” 
One works with numerical parameters mostly, although a 
photographic survey is also made as part of the analytical 
Report on the Existing Condition. DAWOS prepared such 
a report for the Municipal Office before approaching the 
design of the plan.

15 “Nie sprawdza się wnętrz.” and “Inwentayzacja jest jedynie budynkowa.” 
These and other citations from Mr Sawicki come from author’s interview notes, 
taken during the interview in May 2011.

Fig. 20. (below) Site section through the studio and the planned development (red hue) 
as suggested by the Local Plan of Spatial Economy. 

Fig. 21. (overleaf). A visualisation of the Local Plan designed by DAWOS planning 
office for the Biuro Architektury i Planowania in Warsaw. The proposed 
construction above the Studio marked in red.
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V.

The Report on the Existing Condition assembled by 
DAWOS is just over one hundred pages long. Drawing no. 
55 [to the left] is titled The analysis of cultural value and 
the potential of heritage. 16 It was made by another design 
office, DAWOS’ sub-contractors. Among the team are 
four architects and one art historian. Originally drawn at 
1:1000—the report shows only a scaled-down version of it—
the analysis shows the area of the plan divided into several 
sections with existing buildings marked according to a 
chronological taxonomy. The  two most recent categories are 
‘1918-1939’ and ‘1945-1955.’ Any building constructed after 
this date must be outside of the scope of heritage and culture. 

The key introduces certain nuance to the chronology. By 
means of additional marking one can see “historical objects 
reconstructed in 1945-1955 with alterations.”17 The annexe 
in which the Tchorek Studio is situated should fall into this 
category. However, neither the studio nor any building at 
Smolna Street is marked as a ‘historical object reconstructed 
with alterations.’ 

Looking back to the masterplan and its key we may see three 
symbols of circles—one filled entirely in black, one half-
black, one empty—respond to the three official grades for 
marking overall condition of specific buildings. On the map 
Smolna 36, including the studio annexe—are listed as in 
“average” condition. 

There is also one explicitly negative category marking 
“dis-harmonising elements.”18 On the map, the studio’s 
annexe is not included. Diagonally across from the Studio’s 

16 “Analiza wartości kulturowych, potencjał dziedzictwa.”

17 “Obiekty historyczne odbudowane w latach 1945-1955 z przekształceniami.””

18 “Elementy dysharmonizujące.”

rear, however, a series of single-storey pavilions built in 
the 1960s that today form a local hub of popular bars and 
restaurants with somewhat of a cult status, is marked as ‘dis-
harmonising.’  Look further around the map we may notice 
that a modernist high-rise housing block overlooking the 
river is also included in the negative category.

Looking for more references to 36 Smolna Street we may 
turn to the schedule of protected monuments listed under 
conservation laws contained in the report. The address is 
there—as the entire building. The interior of the historic 
studio and its art collection—officially registered as a 
separate monument—are not mentioned; the interior is not 
included.

Turning to another drawing, no. 54, we see public and private 
spaces in 1938 in relation to today’s morphology. New streets 
at the back of the historic Nowy Świat street perpendicular 
to Smolna emerge as running across pre-war property lines, 
cutting through what used to be courtyards and annexes. 
Further archival research produces a drawing from 1946 
showing that one such street was planned to run exactly 
though the studio at 36 Smolna Street.19

We return to drawing 55. Details are hard to see, the original 
analysis is at 1:1000 and the report presents it in a further 
remove. We focus on the northern wall of the annexe where 
the large studio window is—the space in front of it is marked 
as “an investment area recommended for transformation.” 
On the map itself, there is one more mark: a thin line along 
the whole northern wall of the annexe. Checking the key, we 
may read: “blind wall indicated for development or facade-
forming.”20 

19 “Trasa Alei przy Skarpie w rejonie Alei 3-go Maja i ul. Smolnej. Projektowane 
przedłużenie ul. Kopernika” Dated 1946. BOS archive: 7505.  

20 “Ślepa ściana wskazana do zabudowania lub ukształtowania elewacji.”

Here, if not earlier, we are facing a perplexing situation: 
with a window holding nearly ten square meters of glazing, 
the wall of the studio is anything but blind. Quite unlike the 
Report on Cultural Value which recommends that a site of 
cultural production is to have its main feature destroyed.

The final section of the document outlines the conservation 
recommendations: 

“In regards to public space [the Report recommends]: 
introduction of supplementary grid of public spaces of 
local character, providing access to courtyards, passages 
and pedestrian paths. (…) In regards to development and 
programme: ‘intensification’ of development, filling-in 
of the existing urban fabric. Defining the rules for the 
development of the area between the Smolna and Foksal 
Streets”.21 

Then the document calls for a “diversified” programme for 
the area, by which authors mean—commercial, housing, 
education, science, exhibiting—simultaneously ensuring 
“elasticity and interchangeability” of the functions. Local 
inclusion of additional programmes is also allowed, 
according to the authors of this imaginary of an ‘area 
recommended for transformation.’

21 “W ZAKRESIE PRZESTRZENI PUBLICZNEJ: wprowadzenie uzupełniającej 
siatki przestrzeni publicznych o charakterze lokalnym–udostępnienie 
przestrzeni podwórek, dziedzińców, pasaży i pieszych przejść. (…) 
W ZAKRESIE ZABUDOWY I PROGRAMU: dogęszczenie zabudowy, 
uzupełnienie istniejącej tkanki miejskiej. (…) Określenie zasad zabudowy 
wnętrza kwartału pomiędzy ul. Smolną i Foksal. (...)”

Fig. 22. (overleaf). Reproduction of the drawing no. 55 with the analysis of cultural 
value and the potential of heritage made for the Local Plan, designed by DAWOS 
planning office for the Biuro Architektury i Planowania in Warsaw. The proposed 
construction above the Studio marked in red.
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VI.

A critique of planning in Poland must acknowledge one 
specific circumstance: the relative haste with which the 
planners are pressed to develop the Local Plans partially rests 
on the premise that planning has been politcally neglected 
after 1989 as a ‘relic’ of Socialism, where it formed the 
lowest tier of a hierarchical, centralised planning system for 
the whole country. 

As a matter of fact, today, it is not necessary for a plot to be 
within the limits of a Local Plan to allow construction. When 
the masterplans from the Socialist epoch eventually lost their 
legal force in the early 2000s—their validity extended several 
times throughout the 1990s—the new Local Plans were 
not ready. As a stop-gap measure, the Planning and Spatial 
Economy Act of 23 March 2003 introduced a prosthetic 
protocol, in which a Decision on Conditions of Development 
must be made in response to each separate application.22 For 
a decision to be positive several conditions must be met: 
the site must have access to a public road and to the electric 
grid, the land must not be designated as agricultural use, 
and at least one plot adjacent to it and accessible from the 
same public road must already have been developed “in a 
way that allows for specifying the requirements for the new 
development in regards to continuity of function, parameters, 
qualities and indexes of development and land use, including 
the size and architectural form of the buildings, the line of 
development, and the land use intensity.”23 Known as the rule 

22 “Decyzja o Warunkach Zabudowy.”

23 Dz. Ust. 27 marca 2003. Art. 61. “Wydanie decyzji o warunkach zabudowy jest 
możliwe jedynie w przypadku łącznego spełnienia następujących warunków: 
1) co najmniej jedna działka sąsiednia, dostępna z tej samej drogi publicznej, 
jest zabudowana w sposób pozwalający na określenie wymagań dotyczą- 
cych nowej zabudowy w zakresie kontynuacji funkcji, parametrów, cech i 
wskaźników kształtowania zabudowy oraz zagospodarowania terenu, w tym 
gabarytów i formy architektonicznej obiektów budowlanych, linii zabudowy 
oraz intensywności wykorzystania terenu;” (...).

of ‘good neighbourhood,’ it means that one can legally build 
only something similar to what is already built on at least one 
adjacent site. This is relatively easy to by-pass, however, by 
extending the notion of ‘adjacency’ to include a sufficiently 
‘good’ neighbour. Sometimes, as far as the nearest visible 
high-rise.24

The Local Plans, such as the one prepared for the 
neighbourhood of the studio, are to remove the prosthetic 
law. Wherever a new plan is made it will override the 
outstanding Conditions of Development—for those who have 
been granted them, this means pressure to start designing and 
submit a planning application before the masterplan is put 
into force.

VII.

From the conversation with the designers of the plan, 
from the documents that led to its production—the report 
on cultural heritage—a significant observation emerges: 
the problem of institutional documents’ inadequacy 
in representing the cultural and perhaps specifically 
architectural heritage of the city. “We seem short of language 
to describe the plan sufficiently,” admitted my conversant 
from the planning office at one point. While this certainly 
applies to legal language, to the inadequacy of acts and 
regulations, it undoubtedly also seems valid for the design 
language, to methods of architectural representation that are 
used in plans and analytical documents habitually prepared 
for the municipal institutions.

24 Urszula Szyperska,  “Słone Wuzetki.” Polityka, 2011. http://www.polityka.pl/
tygodnikpolityka/rynek/1513732,1,nie-posmarujesz-nie-zbudujesz.read. Last 
accessed 08/01/2017.

VIII.

The question of language, of what curatorial and design 
strategies are appropriate to sufficiently describe matters 
of Warsaw’s urban future, also appears in regards to the 
presentation of the planning materials to the public. At 
the moment, these strategies seem oblivious of their own 
significance as part of the democratic protocol: one the one 
hand, the Local Plan (both the drawings and the text part) 
are difficult to read to virtually all but the planning experts, 
on the other, they are painfully simplistic and monothematic, 
privileging matters of ‘hard’ infrastructure and transport over  
the cultural and the social.25 

A visit to the Architecture and Planning Office located in the 
Stalinist Palace of Culture and Science, though seemingly 
anecdotal, says a lot about the lack of attention to instruments 
through which the future of the city is shaped. As we step 
out of the elevator and seek our way to the Planning Office 
though uniform corridors of Warsaw’s largest structure, we 
come across drawings of a Local Plan for a fragment of 
central Warsaw.

The Plan is hung above a deserted reception desk, in a 
manner typical of the bureaucratic apparatus: a pro-forma 
notice the point of which is to demonstrate that the legal 
protocol of public engagement was satisfied. Presented in 
this way—officially but not publicly—Warsaw’s architectural 
future seemed particularly surreal. As if robbed of something 
precious: significance.

25 I further unfold questions of inadequacy of planning and heritage in Poland in 
Obiekt 11, pp. 150-151.
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OBIEKT 6. Firebird. “The problem with catastrophes of all kinds,” says John 
Beck in a lecture, “is that they are immensely complex 
phenomena, very difficult to understand post-factum, let 
alone to understand before they take place.”1 Despite 
the difficulty, the history of modernity is precisely a 
history of attempts to do so; a history of attempts to 
replace metaphysical ‘fate’ with controllable ‘future.’ 

In an opening slide, a gigantic black Sun, its rim of 
fiery outbursts touching all edges of the photograph 
projected onto the wall, looks like it could swallow the 
audience. 

Beck speaks of catastrophes in filmic and literary 
imaginaries, and the lessons of fictive creation learned 
by the wrong people in the ‘avant-garde’ industry of 
weapon manufacturing. Though captivated by the 
lecture, every now and then my thoughts escape to the 
place that saw an existential catastrophe on a mass 
scale. I am thinking about Warsaw. 

1 John Beck, lecture “Global Catastrophe and Applied Fiction”, ESALA 
Research Seminar Series, the University of Edinburgh, 28/02/2014.
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The fuTure desTroyed In adVanCe

I.

The fundamental problem of any project that deals with 
future is risk—assigning probability of events that may affect 
the project. Even recent global analyses that deal with the 
issue of climate change recognize two kinds of risks, says 
the speaker: the scientific and the subjective one.2 Taking 
risk into consideration involves planning ‘just in case’ things 
do not go with the plan. These plans could be grouped into 
three categories of ‘risk management’: time capsules (e.g. 
a seed bank recently completed in Spitsbergen); various 
geoengineering projects (such as Bill Gates’s scheme of 
making artificial clouds to reflect sunlight); and the Exodus 
(colonization of the space, as in Mark Zubrin’s Mars Direct 
project). All of these draw from fictional literary sources. 

What seems to connect these attempts to ‘manage’ risk is a 
philosophy of fictionalism, instantly recognisable through the 
“as if...” structure. It is a methodology of ‘scenario planning,’ 
where a scenario is not a prediction in strict sense, but rather 
a fictitious sequence of images that allows to see the present 
world differently. The work of various future-predicting 
organizations, such as the US military agency dealing with 
new types of weapons, the DARPA, may have effectively 
collapsed the difference between fiction and reality. The 
creative possibilities of erasing this often unproductive 
difference, postulated in the humanities as a motto ‘things 
don’t necessarily need to be true to be good,’ has eventually 
been learned—but by the wrong people who engage in 
counter-cultural, techno-futuristic projects. Writers involved 
in such enterprises as paid consultants, are often ‘hard-core’ 
science-fiction authors, seeking technical detail in their 

2 Section (I) is based on author’s notes on Beck’s lecture. 

writing, but overlooking the character development. What 
is produced is of course not literature but scenario planning 
done by writing.

II.

Catastrophic fictions have their source in the genre of 
science-fiction. In an essay written with Mark Dorrian, 
Beck describes, through an exploration of science-fiction 
literature in more detail, two specific strategies of addressing 
a potential disaster on a global scale. These strategies are 
of ascending and descending: if the entire surface of the 
Earth becomes uninhabitable, the remaining choice is to live 
underground, in a bunker, or to migrate into the skies and 
further, into a space colony. 

The cultural history of science-fiction literature that Beck 
and Dorrian offer is also a review of some of the radical post-
catastrophic, utopian imaginaries that inhabit the discourse 
and practice of modern, 20th century architecture. These 
utopian imaginaries operate through cleansing and removal.

“Technocratic attempts to reach above or below the limits 
of the horizon come into focus as never merely emergency 
fixes but instead as opportunities to achieve fully realized 
totalities,” write the authors. “Whether in space or 
underground, the postcatastrophic environment shares with 
all utopias, as [Frederic] Jameson explains, the ‘enclave 
structure’ […] that defines the utopian in relation to its 
undesirable and fallen other. Within many of the darkest 
imaginings of a world on the threshold of annihilation, a 
yearning for renewal through containment and control can 
be discerned (…).”3 

3 John Beck and Mark Dorrian, “Postcatastrophic Utopias,” in Cultural Politics, 
vol. 10, 2 (2014), 133.

Authors give several examples. In the first, we leave 
the bunker together with the main protagonist of Robert 
Heinlein’s novel Farnham’s Freehold (1964) who saves 
his family from a global catastrophe. Amidst the collapsing 
world, the patriarchal hero’s biggest problems are various 
“local threats” such as the alcoholic wife, the ‘weak men’ 
around him and “the sudden removal of societal inhibitions”  
that comes with the catastrophe.4 Here, the bunker is quite 
literally a time-machine that propels its micro-world to a 
better future, in what Beck and Dorrian describe as a case 
of “accelerated social Darwinism” aimed at ‘improving’ 
the human species. In another novel, the Triumph by Philip 
Wylie, we glimpse a different post-catastrophic world, where 
bigotry and racism are triumphant. 

Such stories, Beck and Dorrian write, seem exemplar 
of “an aggressive view of annihilation as a mode of 
apocalyptic liberation.”5 The process, it would seem, is 
not only global (a new society emerges) but also personal: 
in Farnham’s Freehold, the patriarchal hero is liberated 
from his ‘local struggles’ by a new, young wife. “In each of 
these narratives,” authors conclude, “nuclear catastrophe 
is an opportunity for social reinvention underwritten by an 
ideology of self-help.”6

Surpassing a catastrophe can take the opposite direction—
into the sky and  the imaginary of space-colony. Beck and 
Dorrian focus here on The High Frontier: Human Colonies 
in Space, by Gerard O’Neill. A high-energy physicist active 
in the late 1970s, O’Neill imagined the future of humanity 

4 Ibid., 136.

5 Ibid., 137.

6 Ibid.
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in a universe populated by a number of diverse colonies. 
Although these outer worlds are described as results of 
international cooperation, the space is presented here as 
the “new frontier” in reference to the 1960 speech by the 
president John Kennedy, which settled the concept of outer 
space within the imaginary of historic colonization of North 
America. It should perhaps be no surprise then that O’Neill’s 
space-colony, like Heinlen’s bunker, reveals a “mantra of 
self-realization” charged with sentiments for freedom that 
awaits on the prairie.7 In this imaginary the arts finally 
surpass science: having resolved the pragmatic, “merely 
physical” problems and questions, the inhabitants of post-
catastrophic future will be free to pursue artistic meditation.8 

7 Ibid., 146.

8 Ibid.

III.

Paradoxically, Beck and Dorrian note, what is at stake here 
is a teleological counter-cultural project—the significance of 
the arts is radically reduced, pushed back right to the end of 
history. O’Neill’s imaginary art is not a reflective, heuristic, 
ethical practice that contributes to the world’s remaking, but 
rather it is postponed into eternity.

Both the bunkers and the space-colony share, at their very 
core, the condition characteristic of island imaginaries. Beck 
and Dorrian point here to Gilles Deleuze’s thoughts on the 
significance of the island as a place of rebirth in cultural 
imagination. This insular imaginary is connected closely to 
the catastrophe as it implies “obsolescence of the original.”9 
In an island condition “[it] is not creation but re-creation, 
not the beginning but a re-beginning that takes place. The 
deserted island is the origin, but a second origin. From it 
everything begins anew.”10

In Deleuze’s view, whatever is around us, the pre-
catastrophic ‘now’ of the world, is a priori compromised by 
myths of catastrophes. Through these myths any moment 
of the contemporary is “born for renewal and already 
renounced in catastrophe. It is not that there is a second birth 
because there has been a catastrophe, but the reverse, there 
is a catastrophe after the origin because there must be, from 
the beginning, a second rebirth.”11 The future, one may say, 
destroys itself in advance.

9 Ibid., 142.

10 Gilles Deleuze, “Desert Islands,” in Desert Islands and Other Texts, 1953 
– 1974, David Lapoujade ed. and Mike Taormina trans., (Los Angeles: 
Semiotext(e), 2004), 13; cited in Beck and Dorrian, “Postcatastrophic Utopias,” 
142.

11 Deleuze, “Desert Islands,” 13; cited in Beck and Dorrian, “Postcatastrophic 
Utopias,” 142-143.

fIreBIrd (1).

Deleuze’s theorization of the insular condition seems to 
offer at least three things at once:  a deconstruction of the 
canonical interpretation of the island as a place of rebirth, 
a new beginning; a reversal of relation between death and 
rebirth, where rebirth is no longer a consequence of a deathly 
catastrophe, but a promise and a premise of it; and—more 
broadly—a suspension of sequential thinking, where instead 
of a reductive view of causality (events follow one another, 
as if naturally) one is open to see the folds and imbrications 
between events.

For the study of contemporary condition of Warsaw 
presented in this thesis the last two points are perhaps 
most significant, which comes into sharp relief when one 
considers the representational strategies at play in the city. 
First and foremost, it is the presence of the myth of rebirth 
in contemporary urban imaginary of the city, the myth of 
Warsaw as a “phoenix-city” reborn from the ashes of the 
World War Two catastrophe.12 Reproduced in publications 
and exhibitions, in a quasi-historical framing, on the surface 
the myth may seem innocent, belonging to the past. What 
seems to escape the picture is the destruction of the future 
it implies: the Phoenix, after all, is destined to a continued 
cycle of death and rebirth. To imagine a city in this way, is to 
forego both its present and future from the very outset. 

IV.

Let us look at an image from a contemporary exhibition in 
Warsaw. To the left of the photograph we see a little boy 
and his mother. Both are roller-blading on what looks like 

12 Maciej Kościelniak and Piotr Margas, Miasto Feniksa - War*saw Everything, 
(Warszawa: VAVA-PRESS, 2009).

Fig. 01. Scanned title page of Robert Heinlein’s novel Farnham’s Freehold (first edition).
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a broad pavement. The boy is wearing a protective helmet, 
his mother is holding his hand—a well looked-after child 
in a modern city. Behind them, slightly to the right of the 
photograph we see another boy, also in a helmet. He is 
passing them by.

The background of the scene is entirely taken up by the 
wall of what looks like a department store,  with a name 
of a popular clothing brand testifying to the contemporary 
character of the scene. To the far left of the image, framed 
photographs of four children look at the photographer in 
their advertising poses, while a third, gigantic figure of a 
fashionably-dressed boy smiles at us from behind a glass of 
a window exposition. We seem to be looking at an image 
of ordinary, quotidian street life in a contemporary city. An 
image charged with indifference.

V.

In the The Pensive Image, Jacques Rancière looks at the 
famous photograph by Walker Evans showing part of a 
worn-out wooden wall in a rural kitchen in 1930s Alabama 
and compares it to Flaubert’s literary image of a kitchen in 
Normandy.13 The thesis is that in his photograph Evans posits 
a certain relationship between the subject’s aesthetic quality 
and art’s ability to impersonalise. The ‘aesthetic quality,’ 
does not, however, refer to sublimation of a banal subject 
through skilled framing or stylization. Rather, what both 
Flaubert and Evans do means that 

“the banal acquires [...] a certain indifference. The 
neutrality of the sentence or the framing causes the 
proprieties of social identification to wave. It thus derives 
from art’s effort to make itself invisible. The work of the 
image captures social banality in the impersonality of 
art; it removes what makes it the mere expression of a 
determinate situation or character”14

13 Jacques Rancière, “The Pensive Image,” in The Emancipated Spectator, 
(London, New York: Verso, 2009), 117–122.

14 Ibid., 119.

Fig. 02. (left)  Image by Maciej Kościelniak and Piotr Margas. In Miasto Feniksa. 
Fig. 03. (oveleaf) Walker Walker Evans, Kitchen Wall, Alabama Farmstead (1936). 

Williams College Museum of Art.
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A little further Rancière brings forth Hegel’s study of 
Bartolomé Esteban Murillo’s paintings of beggar boys in 
Seville: “Hegel does not simply tell us that all subjects are 
equally appropriate to painting [ed.: as in the classical art], 
he establishes a close relationship between the virtue of 
Murillo’s paintings and the activity specific to these beggar 
boys—an activity that precisely consists in doing nothing, 
in not caring about anything. [...] “[T]here is a complete 
freedom from concern about external things which is exactly 
what is claimed by the concept of the artistic ideal.”15  
Olympian gods, after all, are indifferent to their subjects—
they do nothing and want nothing.

The ‘indifference’ of the Evans’ photograph of the kitchen 
reveals a change in the relationships between thought, art, 
action and image that takes place in photography around 
that time. A change that marks transition from a traditional, 
“expressive” representational regime to the modern, aesthetic 
regime.16 In the former, Rancière writes, the work had a clear 
narrative role as part of “composition of an action.”17 The 

15 Ibid., with Rancière’s reference to Hegel’s Aesthetics: Lectures on Fine Art, 
trans. T. M. Knox, (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1998), 170.

16 Ibid., 120.

17 Ibid., 121.

role of the image, whether a literary description or a painting, 
was to intensify this action. In the expressive representational 
tradition, the image was both a “direct representation of 
a thought or a feeling,” and a poetic substitution of one 
expression for another in order to amplify it, for example 
through allegory, metaphor or other rhetorical devices. An 
emblematic figure expressed in an image or a text—such 
as an eagle or a lion—could  play this dual role due to a 
“relationship of convenience” between the ‘literal’ and the 
‘figured’ terms: “eagle” equals “majesty”, “lion” equals 
“courage.” Under the classical rules of mimesis, “direct 
presentation and figural displacement were thus unified in 
the same regime of similarity.”18 

VI.

The image of the two boys is part of a project supported 
by the Museum of the Warsaw Uprising and the Municipal 
Office that resulted in a publication, an open-air exhibition 
and an online presentation on the Museum’s website. 
Titled Miasto Feniksa, or City of the Phoenix, the project 
consists of twenty-eight photomontages, in which historic 

18 Ibid.

photographs taken during the 1944 Uprising were merged in 
a laborious, realistic way with contemporary photographs of 
the city.19

The images show the streets of Warsaw. Introducing the 
exhibition authors Piotr Margas and Maciej Kościelniak 
suggest that in their montages the archival photographic 
image—a historic moment “frozen forever”—is integrated 
with the “rhythm of modern street” as registered in the 
contemporary photographs. On the panels we read:

“[w]e hope that our project will make it possible to 
overcome the time barrier in order to touch history and to 
arise new emotions, enabling you to better understand and 
feel these moments.”20 

The ambition, we read, is to present a “different view” at 
historic events. The ‘rhythm of modern street’ animating the 
‘dead history’: une danse macabre, à rebours? 

After the initial shock, one starts to gauge what part of 
the image belongs to which ‘reality.’  Is it that the streets 
of contemporary Warsaw are being sucked into a historic 
moment or, reversely, is the historical event being pulled into 
the contemporary situation. In different montages the balance 
moves from ‘more of 1944’ to ‘more of today’ and back, 
from the ‘real’ and the ‘historic’ as if on an ontological roller-
coaster. We feel part of a play with Warsaw’s imaginaries, as 
well as—perhaps more problematically—a play with specific 
archival images, documents of Warsaw’s past. 

19 Maciej Kościelniak and Piotr Margas, Miasto Feniksa - War*saw Everything, 
(Warszawa: VAVA-PRESS, 2009). The open-air exhibition opened on the 
64th anniversary of the outbreak of the Warsaw Uprising, 1/08/2008, in one 
of the city’s most visited, tourist spot—on Krakowskie Przedmieście street, 
near Miodowa street. The display was organised by the City of Warsaw in 
collaboration with the Museum of Warsaw Uprising. See: Miasto Stołeczne 
Warszawa, “‘Miasto Feniksa - War*Saw Everything’ - wystawa poświęcona 
pamięci Powstania Warszawskiego,” 6/08/2008.  http://www.um.warszawa.pl/
node/15081, last accessed 22/01/2017.

20 Citation from the exhibition panel. Digital reproductions of the panels are 
available on the Museum of the Warsaw Uprising website: http://powstanie44.
um.warszawa.pl/wystawa-warszawa-miasto-feniksa.  Last accessed 
22/01/2017.
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The VarsaVIana 

VII.

The Miasto Feniksa project is part of an expansive landscape 
of Warsaw historians, journalists and curators, sometimes 
academics but often hobbyist, playing out the popular interest 
in the varsaviana. Originally a bibliographic category of 
documents related to Warsaw, “varsaviana” has escaped 
italicisation that maintained its particularity and became a 
kind of meta-genre, virtually synonymous with almost any 
kind of publishing that mentions Warsaw. In a Warsaw book-
store titles about the history of the city are likely to occupy a 
broad section of their own. 

One of the consequences of this expansion—apart from 
possible marketing gains—is that a title which speaks of its 
own kind of things and practices is more likely to appear 
under the label of varsaviana than any other, so long as 
it offers at least an incidental connection to the city or its 
history. This may include a book of modern nostalgias on 
architectural drawing and the city, a journalistic biography 
of a Polish pair of avant-garde architects or an album 
documenting the destruction of architecture in five Polish 
cities by an American architecture student visiting Europe 
in 1947.21 One could almost imagine to find among the 
varsaviana Michel Foucault’s The History of Madness—after 
all, at least parts of it were written in Warsaw.22

21 The three books referred to here are (in the same order as in the body of the 
text): Sławomir Gzell, O Architekturze. Szkice pisane i rysowane (Warsaw: 
Wydawnictwo Blue Bird, 2014); Filip Springer, Zaczyn. O Zofii i Oskarze 
Hansenach (Wydawnictwo Karakter, 2013); Maria Sołtys and Krzysztof 
Jaszczyński, 1947. The Colours of Ruin. The Reconstruction of Warsaw and 
Poland in the Photographs of Henry N. Cobb (Warsaw: Dom Spotkań z 
Historią, 2013).

22 In 1958 Michel Foucault spent some time at the University of Warsaw 
organising and directing the Centre for French Civilization on the basis of a 
Polish-French cultural exchange agreement. While on this post Foucault gave 
lectures in Warsaw and Gdańsk, and worked on Histoire de la folie, writing 
at candlelight during frequent power-cuts. His plans to expand the network 
of cultural institutes onto the rest of Poland were halted by a provocation of 
the Polish secret police that planted an informer who exploited Foucault’s 

Varsaviana is of course not a single voice but a discourse: 
arguments and counter-arguments rest in a controlled tension 
of a multidimensional series of dialectics that typically 
emerges at conferences and question time after lectures.23

VIII.

If we were to describe this discourse spatially, as an 
architectural model, we would need to imagine a complex 
shelving system—more of an armature, really—with book 
volumes held in positions tectonically appropriate for their 
position in the discourse by means of different materials and 
fixings.

Following Dorian Wiszniewski’s personal imaginary of 
Wrocław as an architectural model,24 I imagine the model 
of Warsaw’s varsaviana discourse built primarily of steel 
profiles, square and L-shaped, about an inch in section—with 
birch wood pulpits partially wrapped in blue velvet fabric as 
individual shelves on which the books would rests.

The model would have a full steel sheet for its base, about 
a meter by two, with two spines of vertically-welded steel 
sheets (about A4 format in size) along but slightly off of its 

homosexuality. Macay writes that this incident “inoculated him [Foucault] 
against the Soviet-style socialism for ever.” See David Macey, Michel 
Foucault, Reaktion Books, 2005.

23 I refer here to a discussion on 15/04/2015 following a presentation at the Polish 
Architect Registration Board [Izba Architektów] by Małgorzata Popiołek, 
doctoral candidate from Berlin, who spoke about reconstruction of Warsaw 
as part of “long Sanation” of the European city; a project that transgresses the 
conventional caesura of “pre-” and “post-war” in the city. Popiołek’s thesis, 
with which this author’s own seems to resonate in its critique of canons of 
temporality, was met with a sharp reaction by one of the audience members 
(a historian from the University of Warsaw) who dismissed the argument on 
the very premise the presentation saw to contest. Whilst anecdotal, a later 
conversation with Ms Popiołek pointed to a certain pattern of similar reactions.

24 Dorian Wiszniewski, “Para-Situaion Wrocław: A Multiple Architectural 
Imaginary,” Architecture & Situation, 4, Autumn (2014), 22–25.

longer axis. In between the individual vertebrae would sit the 
Roots of the City (Jerzy Kasprzycki), all seven volumes and 
several decades of chronicist’s work.25 If need be, they would 
be multiplied in several editions to give sufficient weight for 
the rest of the structure. 

Raised by a foot or so, would rest another horizontal 
plane—smaller, and off-centre from the one beneath. There, 
we would pile the Atlas of Old Architecture of Streets and 
Squares of Warsaw—at least fifteen volumes by my count—
as well as several other titles by the historian Jarosław 
Zieliński.26 Let the books rest casually. To the corner of 
the shelf an old magnifying glass would be attached on a 
string of steel wire for those who might be interested in the 
thumbnail-sized illustrations.

From the base there would rise several vertical steel pieces 
—roughly up to chest-height—to which a wooden shelf 
would be fixed giving excellent access to the four volumes 
from the popular series of Not-rebuilt Warsaw by Jerzy S. 
Majewski.27 The stand would be marked by the title, laser-cut 
into the velvet material (flammability must be an issue here), 
but the books themselves would not actually be present, 

25 Jerzy Kasprzycki, Korzenie miasta. Warszawskie pożegnania, vols. I-VII, 
(Warszawa: Wydawnictwo Veda, 2004-2012). Many articles in this book series 
have been reproduced from Kasprzycki’s long-lasting contribution to Życie 
Warszawy daily Warsaw paper.

26 Jarosław Zieliński, book series Atlas dawnej architektury ulic i placów 
Warszawy, vols. I-XV, (Łódź, Warszawa: Towarzystwo Opieki nad Zabytkami, 
1995-2011); Zieliński, Realizm Socjalistyczny w Warszawie: Urbanistyka i 
Architektura, (Warszawa: Fundacja hereditas, 2009); Zieliński, Pałac Kultury i 
Nauki, (Łódź: Księży Młyn Dom Wydawniczy, 2012).

27 Jerzy S. Majewski, book series Warszawa nieodbudowana, (Warszawa:  
Agencja Wydawnicza VEDA, 2003-2012; Majewski and Tomasz 
Urzykowskim, Przewodnik po powstańczej Warszawie, (Warszawa: Muzeum 
Powstania Warszawskiego, Świat Książki, 2012); Majewski and Zieliński, 
Spacerownik po żydowskiej Warszawie, (Warszawa: Wydawnictwo Agora SA, 
Muzeum Historii Żydów Polskich, 2014).
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appropriately for a nostalgia after the lost Warsaw-Paris-of-
the-North. We will miss them.

Directly opposite from these would be a stand for a singular 
book—a little higher than Majewski’s but still well within 
one’s comfortable grasp. There would sit Parises of Another 
Europe by Błażej Brzostek.28 Which way should we orient 
the book?—it looks at once towards Paris, Moscow and New 
York as the three referential cities with which Warsaw has 
compared itself at different periods. Perhaps it should face 
south—the author posits that Warsaw’s true ‘twin’ might 
actually be Bucharest.

Where would we place Jarosław Trybuś’ Never-built Warsaw 
about the unrealised urban designs planned for the 1940s? 
Perhaps just above Architecture of Warsaw: Years 1945-
1965 by Marta Leśniakowska, as both speak with a synthetic 
voice of all-knowing historians, immaculately referenced 
and indexed: black acrylic must replace the grainy wood.29 

28 Błażej Brzostek, Paryże innej Europy. Warszawa i Bukareszt, XIX i XX wiek, 
(Warszawa: Wydawnictwo W.A.B., 2015)

29 Jarosław Trybuś, Warszawa Niezaistniała: Niezrealizowane projekty 
urbanistyczne i architektoniczne Warszawy dwudziestolecia międzywojennego 

At least for the first one, we would also need a connection 
to Plato’s Republic (not too visible—a string of fish-wire 
would do) and another leading to a photograph of Aaron 
Betsky smiling (likewise).30 For both we would reuse a single 
drawer from an old library, which we would fill with an 
alphabetic card-index to list the rich archival references and 
bibliography. Again, we may as well do without the books 
as such here. A move to the left, and we are at the very edge 
of the model—one of the legs is a steel profile leading to 
the base sheet but outwards. Here, perhaps, a wooden stool 

Grzegorz Piątek, ed., (Warsaw: Muzeum Powstania Warszawskiego, Muzeum 
narodowe w Warszawie, Fundacja Bęc Zmiana, 2012). Marta Leśniakowska, 
books series, Architektura w Warszawie, III vols (Warszawa, 2002-2005).

30 In the introduction to Warszawa Niezaistniała, Trybuś draws in a substantial 
fragment form  Betsky’s text “Architecture Beyond Building,” in which the 
author posits that buildings are, essentialy, not a product of architecture but 
of economic and legalistic conditions, and, as such, they are the “tombs of 
architecture.” This, along with a brief reference to Plato, forms the theoretical 
armature for Trybuś’s thesis that architecture is purest in its ideological and 
conceptual charge when not bound by materiality of construction. With 
Grzegorz Piątek, Trybuś was a curator of the Polish pavilion at the 11th 
Biennale of Architecture in Venice, the chief curator of which was Betsky. See 
the exhibition catalogue: Jolanta Pieńkos (ed.), Hotel Polonia. The afterlife of 
Buildings. The Polish Pavilion at the 11th International Architecture Exhibition 
in Venice, (Warszawa: Zachęta Narodowa Galeria Sztuki, 2008).

Fig. 06.  Screenshot of author’s computer browser showing search results for the 
varsaviana author Jerzy S. Majewski. 
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majority’s memory politics and the minor narratives of 
memory of the Jewish trauma. It would be covered in dust: 
followers of Warsaw’s heroic imaginary who form a good 
part of varsaviana clientele are not interested in the questions 
it raises.

There is still a question of where to place Warsaw by David 
Crowley, one of few titles in English in this imaginary. I 
answer it thus: most visitors to this imaginary exhibition are 
likely to have brought this book with them. If a stand for 
it were to be made, it should rather be a shelf by the door 
where Warsaw may be deposited, to free one’s hands before 
consulting the model. 

IX.

One could imagine many versions of such a model. One 
could also try to imagine another model with Warsaw books 
specifically on architecture: a model of architectural (rather 
than architectural-historical, art-historical) discourse of 
Warsaw. Its structure would not be easy to make—it would 
require a rendering of a sense of exteriority. Let us forego 
an attempt to describe it here. Instead, we can try to imagine 
three exemplary categories of positions to be included in 
such a model, according to the different kinds of exteriority 
they embody.

First, there are translations of the Western canon (Le 
Corbusier’s When the Cathedrals Were White, Venturi and 
Scott Brown’s Learning from Las Vegas), as well as forgotten 
positions from the Polish pre-war avant-garde (Warszawa 
Funkcjonalna by Jan Chmielewski and Szymon Syrkus). 
These come gravely belated and much needed after a long 
break period without Western translations or reprints, and 
the resultant isolation of Polish architectural thought. These 

are external to today’s Warsaw by their discursive origin 
(Le Corbusier, Venturi & Scott Brown) or by their temporal 
distance (Warszawa Funkcjonalna).

Second, the coffee-table albums from the Western series 
(Taschen, Phaidon), with the fetishised stars of architecture—
far away, enviable, often obscene and generally undesirable 
for an out-right ‘copy-paste’ procedure, though a detail or 
two may well serve as an ‘inspiration,’ which is why both 
architects and lay-designers buy them. Through their focus 
on objecthood, they are external to architecture as process.

Third, publications written “from the outside,” as Elizabeth 
Grosz put it: in the fields of philosophy, art-history, urban 
studies, geography, sociology, anthropology and history, 
among others, but with an interest in architecture.33 This 
category would fill most of our model, overlapping in many 
places with the varsaviana. 

This model, however, is in need of another armature. One to 
be populated by contemporary Polish architects writing and 
publishing as architects, through design as a critical process.

In the absence of architecture’s initiative, history, art history 
and architectural history have taken the lead in shaping the 
discourse. Publications under the aegis of the varsaviana are 
assisted here by a body of work coming from art historical 
institutions, galleries and museums, such as Zachęta, the 
National Gallery of Art, which published catalogues of 

33 Elizabeth Grosz,  “Architecture from the Outside,” in Architecture from the 
Outside: Essays on Virtual and Real Space (Cambridge, Massachusetts; 
London, UK: The MIT Press, 2001), 57-73. As discussed by Ella Chmielewska 
in Mark Dorrian (ed.), Warszawa: Projects for the post-socialist city 
(Edinburgh: The University of Edinburgh, 2009); Ella Chmielewska, 
“Afterword: ‘Postscript as Pretext’” in Mark Dorrian, Writing on the Image: 
Architecture, the City and the Politics of Representation (London: IB Tauris, 
2015).

would accompany a small desk, the top of which would 
be covered in a veneer of newspapers. On top, we would 
place Muranów Station and Lachert & Szanajca by Beata 
Chomątowska—two captivating book-reportages about 
living in Warsaw’s post-Ghetto anti-reconstruction housing 
project, and the convoluted life of its architect (Lachert) 
recovering after the loss of his design partner (Szanajca).31 
A large map of the former Ghetto, with Muranów district 
superimposed, would be reproduced here at 1:1000 scale at 
very least.  

Next to it, on a slender concrete plinth of its own, and 
within the Ghetto map’s field of visibility, would rest a 
volume with a cover showing a red-and-white banner 
against the dull sky. At the bottom of the image we see a 
large logotype of the Polish wartime resistance movement 
inscribed on the building on which the flag rests. In the top 
left corner, like a flag of its own, would stands the book’s 
title: Festung Warschau.32 Perhaps the most reflexive and 
critical publication on Warsaw, it shows the symbolic “war 
of position,” as Gramsci would say, between the Polish 

31 Beata Chomątowska, Stacja Muranów, (Wołowiec: Wydawnictwo Czarne, 
2012); Chomątowska, Lachert i Szanajca. Architekci awangardy, (Wołowiec: 
Wydawnictwo Czarne, 2014).

32 Elżbieta Janicka, Festung Warschau, (Warszawa: Wydawnictwo Krytyki 
Politycznej, 2011). 

Fig. 07.  Scanned cover of Elżbieta Janicka’s Festung Warschau.
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several Polish contributions to the Architecture Biennale in 
Venice and organised competitions for the curatorial design 
for the Polish pavilion in the last three events.34

If one was to consider the arrangement of a book-store or 
a library as an index of an epistemological imaginarium 
of a certain place, one could start to think that in Warsaw 
the breadth of thought is on its way to reduce itself into 
a singular theme, that it has driven itself near the point 
of mono- or perhaps duo-culture with history and art as 
main species populating Warsaw’s discourse on the city, 
architecture and design.

fIreBIrd (2).  urBan neurosIs

X.

In Imagination in Discourse and in Action, Paul Ricoeur 
admits that philosophy has a fundamental difficulty when it 
comes to theorising imagination and imagining.35 How, after 
all, can one speak of a singular phenomenon in relation to 
such diverse processes? Imagination is engaged in critically 
assessing probability and feasibility of one’s actions (such as 
imagining taking a leap or crossing a busy street); but also 

34 See for example: Pieńkos (ed.), Hotel Polonia. The afterlife of Buildings; 
Poland’s latest (2017) contribution to the Biennale is also managed by Zachęta. 
See: Zachęta,“Wyniki konkursu biennale sztuki w Wenecji 2017.” https://
zacheta.art.pl/pl/biennale. Last accessed 30/01/2017.

35 Paul Ricoeur, “Imagination in discourse and in action.” In Gillian Robinson & 
John Rundell, eds. Rethinking Imagination: Culture and Creativity (Routledge, 
1994), 118–135.

in fantasising and daydreaming, as well as in the state of 
hallucinating and mental illnesses.

Returning to the imaginary incorporated in the Miasto 
Feniksa project, and to the specific montage of two young 
boys from different epochs back to back described eariler, we 
are put under similar stress, forced to confront two situations 
that could not be more different. One of play and a sense of 
security provided by the hand of the mother who provided 
the boy with protective child gear, and one of mortal danger, 
seemingly faced alone. One registered at an everyday 
situation of a large city, and one that has nothing to do with 
regular life. One from the time of peace, and one from the 
war. One registered on a contemporary street using a (now) 
common technology, and thus potentially repeatable; and 
one drawn from a historical archive, from a finite number of 
photographs of a specific historic event.

Any theorisation of Miasto Feniksa as one of Warsaw’s 
imaginaries faces a difficulty of positioning its status. On the 
one hand the project could be seen as a designed conflation 
of the ‘real’ and the ‘imaginary’ into one imagery—and thus 
a ‘rational’ suspension of critical thinking through which 
film, theatre or literature emerge as fictions. The project’s 
brief synopsis on the official website of the City of Warsaw 
seems to confirm such interpretation, describing the project 

as an “artistic story.”36 Already in the next sentence, however, 
a seed of doubt is cast. We read that the incorporation of 
archival imagery with representations of contemporary 
Warsaw is to allow for a “fuller understanding and living 
through these moments.”37 The synopsis only speaks of 
“heroic time” but since the imagery shows both insurgents 
with weapons (seemingly in control of the situation), and 
children in military helmets; people crawling under sniper 
fire and funerals. We thus must assume that the “heroic 
moments” of the Uprising include both those of satisfaction 
and of mortal danger—indeed, the moments of death. The 
roller-coaster continues: from the realm of art and ‘fiction’ 
we are now pulled back into history and ‘truth.’ 

36 Urząd m. st. Warszawy, “Wystawa Warszawa - miasto Feniksa,” (n.d.). http://
powstanie44.um.warszawa.pl/wystawa-warszawa-miasto-feniksa. Last 
accessed 30/01/2017.

37 Ibid.

Fig. 08.  Screenshot of Miasto Feniksa presentation on Warsaw Municipal 
Office’s website.
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XI. 

Miasto Feniksa posits that in the 1944 Uprising “[t]he city 
was ruined but its soul survived.” Authors repeat here the 
thesis put forth and popularised by architect and architecture 
historian Adolf Ciborowski in the 1960s: Warsaw as a city 
“destroyed and rebuilt”, “resurrected from ruins.”38 
However, it is a repetition with a radical difference: 
Ciborowski’s thesis of Warsaw as the Lazarus among cities 
is constructed through dialectic use of imagery showing 
the ruin and the reconstruction side by side—the reader 
must make the figurative connections between the images 
of “then” and “now” by engaging critical imagination. In 
Miasto Feniksa the gap is removed: the two temporalities 
collide.

38 Adolf Ciborowski, Warsaw: A City Destroyed and Rebuilt, (Warsaw: Polonia 
Publishing House, 1964), 8.

Fig. 09 (to the left) and 10 (overleaf).  Scanned pages from Adolf Ciborowski’s 
Warsaw: A City Destroyed and Rebuilt. 
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XII.

Given their publicity as a public exhibition supported by 
municipal institutions, one may see the montages of Miasto 
Feniksa as a memorial that celebrates the immense effort 
of the city’s reconstruction; or to stay closer to the author’s 
intention, as a visual memorial to the heroic effort of the 
1944 Uprising. The radical literalness of the montages that 
seamlessly put archival records of war-time terror, fight and 
destruction with mundane images of a twenty-first century 
city makes it hard to stop at such interpretations. An import 
of an imaginary of a historic conflict into contemporary 
situation seems to suggest that the conflict is still ‘ongoing,’ 
albeit in a different, spectral form. Discussing the recent rise 
of memory politics on the Right, one author put it straight: 

“Poland looks as if suffering from phantom pains after 
a non-existent occupation and, in order to do justice to 
tradition, it decides to occupy itself.”39 

The montages seem to play-out the ‘expressive’ tradition 
of representation described by Rancière, as both a direct 
representation of a thought or a feeling and an allegoric 
substitution of its elements. 

The emblematic figure of Warsaw, present in the coat of arms 
and on monuments, may still be the Mermaid but this seems 
to be changing. Following the installation of a figurative, 
near-realistic bronze statue of a “Little Insurgent” near the 
walls of the Old Town in 1983, in the symbolic imaginary 
of Warsaw the Mermaid  must make room for the little 
boy hanging his arms on a captured sub-machinegun and 
wearing an oversized military helmet.40 And if the allegory 
is not enough, behind the statue one may find a plaque that 
reads words of a war-time song: “Varsovian children, we 
shall fight, we’ll give blood for every stone of yours, our 

39 Ziemowit Szczerek, “Będzie Wojna, Będzie Wojna”, in Między Rurytanią a 
Molwanią (author’s blog), 2016. http://szczerek.blog.polityka.pl/2016/08/16/
bedzie-wojna-bedzie-wojna/. Last accessed 12/01/2017.

40 Design by Jerzy Jaruszkiewicz (1919-2005).

capital.”41Along with this sacrificial declaration, the figure 
of a child fighter turned into a symbol of Warsaw suggests 
that in the post-catastrophic, uprising mythology exemplified 
by Miasto Feniksa we are forced to engage in an uneasy 
exchange between the literal and the figured, where, in 
one direction, the innocence of a child lends itself to the 
catastrophe of a city (an act of violating innocence); and, in 
the other, sacrifice is opened to the youth as a pedagogical 
model.

XIII.

At the same time, the metaphysical proposal in Miasto 
Feniksa seems to converge with the problem highlighted 
by Deleuze, that there is a premise (and a promise) of a 
catastrophe in every “now” since the conception of myths of 
the Deluge and other global catastrophes. 

What is at play in the fictional, post-catastrophic literary 
imaginaries analysed by Beck and Dorrian is that although 
some may come across as dystopian, they are in fact 
proposing “underdeveloped utopias,” where those who 
survive the disaster are rewarded—the catastrophe is 

41 “Warszawskie dzieci pójdziemy w bój, za każdy kamień twój stolico damy 
krew”

cathartic.42 If Western science-fiction post-catastrophic 
imaginaries of 1960s and 1970s suggested a physical 
ascension of cities, in form of space colonies, into the sky, 
in the contemporary, post-catastrophic imaginary of Warsaw 
the city is being lifted—metaphysically, as a ‘soul’—into the 
heavens.43 

Unlike the worlds imagined by the Western authors, however, 
the Warsaw catastrophe was real; it was documented and 
witnessed, and some witnesses are still around. This makes 
the imaginary of Miasto Feniksa even more problematic, 
of which the authors seem to be aware—in the opening text 
the reader is warned that the project is “an artistic vision of 
the city shown from the perspective of dramatic moments 
of war” and that the montages themselves are not historical 
sources.44 As if against the viewer’s intuition, sparked 
by presence of black-and-white photography of wartime 
destruction, he or she faces not a historical exhibition, but an 
artistic one.

42 Beck and Dorrian, “Postcatastrophic Utopias,” 141.

43 One should note here that Polish language describes two distinct concepts of 
“sky” and “heaven” with a single word niebo leaving a poetically rich, if not 
unproblematic from an ontological point of view, field for literary conflating of 
the physical and the metaphysical. 

44 Urząd m. st. Warszawy, “Wystawa Warszawa - miasto Feniksa.” A similar note 
also appears in an editorial note on the last page of the book “Miasto Feniksa.”

Fig. 11.  Scanned pages from Janicka’s Festung Warschau with photographs of 
the statue of the Litte Insurgent.
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XIV.

It is perhaps at this point, if not earlier, that the critical 
opportunities that representation and art practice offer are 
put to question: in what way does an exhibition, the ambition 
of which is to allow us to “see differently,” make the seeing 
worthwhile and constructive for Warsaw’s inhabitants or 
visitors? Is this merely a peculiar memento mori for the 
modern city? As an artistic project, freed of expectations of 
historical accuracy, Miasto Feniksa seems to drift towards 
other fictional imaginaries, where one can see it as an image 
of the future as much as of the past, as if a mirror reflection 
of “underdeveloped utopias” of science-fiction authors and 
scenario-planners where future catastrophe is only notionally 
replaced with catastrophic past. The trouble in this kind of 
utopianism is, in the words of Beck and Dorrian, that 

“celebration of future possibility too often relies upon 
projections that either pay scant attention to the wreckage 
produced along the way or, just as worryingly, are all 
too comfortable with the enforcement of order by a 
technocratic elite.”45 

By the same token, quasi-celebratory imaginaries of the 
catastrophic past, such as Miasto Feniksa, seem to keep the 
thinking about the city in non-critical and counter-cultural 
tracks, where the material immediacy of the contemporary 
city, the “here-and-now”, is compromised from both sides—
from the spectral past and from the equally spectral future, in 
what emerges as a trans-temporal imaginary of clearing the 
ground for the next (re)birth, and in this very way sustaining 
the catastrophe in a perpetual motion. Similarly to the works 
of Western science-fiction authors analysed by Beck and 
Dorrian, the way of escape here is beyond the ‘material’ 
surface of the Earth, either beneath the ground (into trenches 
of graves re-posited into the imagery of contemporary 
city), or above it, through transcendece of death and into a 
religious or historical ‘afterlife.’

Through its seamless photomontages, Miasto Feniksa seems 
to conflate not only chronologies (the war-time and the 
contemporary) but also Warsaw’s ontology and its ‘visual 
nomology.’ Representation is here an instrument of merging 

45 Beck and Dorrian, “Postcatastrophic Utopias,” 141.

of a historic condition of extensive war ruination and death—
indeed a catastrophe—into an artistic project of symbolic 
naming and visualising. The city’s imaginary expands rapidly 
to incorporate symbol-figures of the mythical Phoenix and 
the Little Insurgent. What is visualised in this way, is the city 
in a cycle of death and rebirth—the Phoenix City—where 
the commemorated dramatic past and the anticipated future 
catastrophe tightly frame the peaceful (uninteresting?) 
contemporary. 

XV.

In such light, the “post-catastrophic” condition emerges as 
an edge of a (broken) chronological frame for Warsaw’s 
past that started with the Germans giving up the burnt-out 
city in January 1945, but which seemingly has no end, thus 
becoming part of a returning imaginary of the city’s future. 

By positing that danger and death are now to be relived 
against the mundane contemporary, is to violate both the 

present peace and the turbulent past. What are we to think of 
the fact that the authors of the montages place themselves, 
in the space of the book, among the photographers of the 
Uprising? If, as they suggest, through the photomontages one 
may actually “touch history,” we may need to ask about the 
character of this gesture: we may even need to consider the 
possibility that Miasto Feniksa operates though a gesture of 
philosemi(o)tic violence (“philo-” because of the intention of 
the perpetrators).

In yet another imaginary, one posited by a Warsaw scholar 
Andrzej Leder, we may see Miasto Feniksa as project of 
graphically (re)pressing into the urban space the ‘primal 
scene’ of the Post-catastrophic Warsaw—the scene of 
its violent conception in the Uprising. To see Warsaw’s 
catastrophic imaginary as a symptom of the city’s 
representational neurosis.46 

46 Andrzej Leder, “Nerwica Miejska,” Res Publica Nowa, 193 (2008), 62–69.

Fig. 13. Screenshot of Miasto Feniska on street display. From Urząd M.st. Warszawy. August 2008. http://www.um.warszawa.pl/node/15052.
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neurosIs ]  By andrzej leder (2008).

“Today’s Warsaw means discontinuities and artefacts. Thinking about the city confirms the 
difficulty of post-traumatic analysis. The image of the whole changes all the time, every venture 
onto the field of understanding forces a start from scratch. The injury that organises the whole 
escapes. In its place come inflated details of memories, provisionally stuck-together solaces, rituals 
to fill the time and unrealistic plans for the future. Connected in a shoddy way, they create a chaotic 
image. Someone some time put the rubble together so that the city could live. And it lives. New 
artifices play their role, pulsing with fever, elbowing about to make as much space for themselves 
as possible.”

[...]

“‘A condition has long been known and described which occurs after severe mechanical 
concussions, railway disasters and other accidents involving a risk to life; it has been given 
the name of ‘traumatic neurosis’ —writes Freud.1 Warsaw has certainly been subject to “severe 
mechanical concussions,” and most certainly life has been threatened here. We have reasonable 
causes to suspect post-traumatic symptoms. 
If, therefore, we undertake a psychoanalysis of urban space, according to the ‘fantastic’ hypothesis 
formulated in the essay on Civilization and Its Discontents, as if it was possible to think that ‘city 
(...) is not a human habitation but a psychical entity with a similarly long and copious past,’2 
then Warsaw from the first sight will appear to us as a traumatised being, injured and seeking 
to work though this injury. The work is facilitated by the fact that the city consists primarily of 
imagery, of shapes and structures. This is why urban psychoanalysis resembles dream analysis. (...) 
Hence the need to interpret in a way that takes into consideration the interchange of temporal and 
narratological processes into spatial configurations, shapes, colours, and the lack thereof. We may 
think we are simply walking down the street, we pass ordinary buildings and then...”

[...]

“One thinks about trauma as of something concrete. A blow, a wound, an exploitation—they all 
have their tactile content in language. But for a traumatised consciousness the injury is first and 
foremost a discontinuity demanding to be filled. The artefact (...) grows in amorphous phenomena 
looking to connect its absence with the surrounding structure. A replication of what has been 
preserved gives a chance for a successful recovery. It is just that in Warsaw this structure is 
extremely frail. Not the structure then, but the phenomena grown out of the post-war fever seem to 
direct the character of space. They are a reconstruction—in a literal sense—of the hidden memory 
of trauma.  [...]

1 Sigmund Freud, “Beyond The Pleasure Principle,” in Complete Works, Ivan Smith, ed. (Digital file in public domain, 2000, 
2007, 2010), 3718. Cited in Leder, “Nerwica Miejska,” 62.

2 Freud, “Civilization and Its Discontents,” in ibid., 4470. Cited in Leder, “Nerwica Miejska,” 62.

“A peculiar feature of a traumatised consciousness is the oddity of its phenomena. Because they 
reflect an annihilating past, because they grow in an a-formality, for most it is true that they 
‘proliferate in the dark, as it were, and take on extreme forms of expression.’3 The loss of continuity 
and the resultant lack of context means that the emergent artifices are monstrous, ugly, responding 
to chaotic complexes of intentions.”

[...]

The traumatised mind does not like itself. To avoid falling into destruction it must maintain an 
ironic distance towards the self. Should it not distance itself, it would turn into an act of pathos, it 
would become pathetic. Self-irony becomes a habit and deforms every thought, every spontaneous 
gesture. Particularly those, which from the outset must be pathetic, meaning—touching on trauma. 
There it could come in contact with the darkest place, its own cry. Warsaw monuments, seeking to 
patch-up the broken memory, are solid testimonies of conflicting intentions: consciously honouring, 
unconsciously—mocking. The influence of the latter is visible in the grotesque character of the 
monuments—‘to the fore comes an imaginary (...) that this happens at the expense of its meaning’  
Starzyński with a squashed bottom, Prus—in a dazzle. Matejko swaying under the weight of his 
paint-brush. And Słowacki, so strikingly similar to Dzierżyński. In the background, the heavy 
pathos of the Memorial to the Warsaw Uprising; an unsettling reminiscence of the Night of the 
Living Dead.”

3 Freud, “Repression,” in ibid., 2980. Cited in n Leder, “Nerwica Miejska,” 66.

Fig. 14. Photograph by Graziaw [sic], Warszawa nocą - Pomnik Powstania Warszawskiego [ Memorial to the
Warsaw Uprising ] (2011). http://www.garnek.pl/graziaw/16474068/warszawa-noca-pomnik-powstania
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OBIEKT 7. The 
Problem of Historical 
Imagination

“While still a high school student hungry for knowledge, 
I often attended lectures given by well-known 
personages who would visit our provincial city.

Usually these were specialists in very narrow areas: 
one speaker lectured on Elizabethan theater, another 
on the golden age of Dutch painting, and yet another 
on Stanislaw Wyspianski.

The public was usually made up of high school 
students just like me and of retired people. The first 
group wanted to know what the life awaiting them was 
about; the second was trying to understand what it had 
been.

Even the most successful talks—for example, a 
splendid lecture on medieval architecture given by a 
tall, grey visitor from Warsaw, who spoke with such 
zeal that one would have thought he was presenting 
a plan for a city of the future—left both groups mildly 
disappointed, as they never brought answers to the 
fundamental questions.

One day there was going to be a lecture on historical 
imagination. We, the frequenters of the meetings, 
always asked the director who the next guest would 
be. This time we were told that it would be neither a 
historian nor a scientist but a poet, and that he was 
very talented but not very well known. For many years 
he had been in the authorities’ disfavour, but then his 
situation has improved at least so he could publish 
and meet with the public (“What of it,” sighed my high 
school friend. “What of it, if the public did not know him 
at all. The disfavor of the authorities is followed by the 
disfavor of the readers.”)

Finally he appears. He speaks differently from those 
who lectured before him, quietly, almost without 
conviction, as if he did not believe that anyone would 
understand him. There are exactly five people in the 
audience.

“We know so little,” he repeats. “We have given 
everything away to history. We explain everything 
with history. The last war,” he said, “was a wretched 
misfortune not only because millions of innocent people 
died in it. Mainly. But in that war we lost not just the 
dignity of people who were murdered after being put 
through interrogation and sentencing, but also the 
dignity of people who live as unhistorical, everlasting 
beings, hopelessly tangled in history but different from 
it, other.

“Have you noticed, ladies and gentlemen,” he asked 
us—five people: three high school students and two 
elderly women, one of whom fell asleep after a few 
minutes and slept as soundlessly as an Indian—“have 
you noticed, ladies and gentleman, that the poems, 
novels, or screenplays being written now blame 
everything on history? Have you noticed that we no 
longer exist, we, that is, people who are the heart of 
will, of thought, the lens of individual fate?”1

1 Adam Zagajewski, “Historical Imagination,” In Two Cities. On Exile, History, 
and the Imagination (New York: Farrar, Straus & Giroux, 1995), 242–243.
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      famIlIar ImagInarIes
Whenever I stayed overnight at my grandparents, I would 
listen to stories my grandmother would tell to put me to 
sleep. To my five year old imagination then, they all appeared 
as a series of fantastic images, as an imaginary of another 
world:

(1)

my grandmother sits on a fence in front of her house when 
an explosion in the nearby army barracks shakes the air and 
blows her to the ground,

(2)

winter night, with her sister they peak through ajar door, cold 
air flooding their bare feet, soldiers tell everyone to come 
with them,

(3)

a Red Army officer secretly showing my grandmother a little 
cross he had sewn into his uniform.

Visits to my grandparent’s place also had a specifically 
representational element to them. Among the very first books 
I have ever read was a volume with a peculiar letter “P” on 
the front cover—the same letter that my name begins with, 
which was probably why it caught my attention. The book 
consisted mostly of images:

(4)

a drawing, much like those in picture-books or comics, with 
men in black, black boots, black belts, caps with a sign of the 
skull,

(5)

a pretty girl, her face bright, oval, gentle, cautious dark eyes, 
light hair,

(6)

a bus with a canvas roof (was the girl on the bus?), standing 
in the middle of a forest, people hanging on to it, in a way 
it seemed impossible to tell if they are climbing in or out, 
a figure in a long army coat, with arms stretched like a 
conductor in front of an orchestra,

(7)

a little boy, my age, his jacket hanging off narrow shoulders, 
his left eye covered by a hat, his right eye casting a cheeky 
look. In my imagination the boy’s left hand is a hook—a 
pirate’s hook—of which, somehow, I am both afraid and 
envious.2 

2 Stanisław Kopf, Lata Okupacji. Kronika fotograficzna walczącej Warszawy, 
(Warszawa: Instytut Wydawniczy PAX, 1989). The title translates as: 
Occupation Years. Photographic chronicle of the fighting Warsaw. The sign 
on the cover, letter “P” connected with “W” standing for “Polska Walcząca” 
[Fighting/Resilient Poland] and forming the symbol of an anchor, was a mark 
of the Polish resistance designed in 1942 by Anna Smoleńska (1920-1943), 
a student of the clandestine programme in History of Art at the University 
of Warsaw. The sign has since been reappropriated and reproduced in 
contemporary iconography and iconoshpere of the city by institutions related 
to the Museum of Warsaw Uprising. See: Andrzej Gładkowski, Kotwica 
Walcząca. Dzieje znaku Polski Walczącej, (Warszawa: Fundacja “Warszawa 
Walczy 1939-1945.”, 2008).
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Fig. 01. Scanned cover of Stanisław Kopf’s history 
album Lata Okupacji.
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hIsTorICal ImagInaTIon

I.

We no longer exist. Just as our ancestors are subjects of 
today’s history and politics, we seem to be mere subjects of 
historians and politicians of the future. As a teacher, history 
is a cruel one, says Adam Zagajewski through the mouth of 
the ‘disfavoured poet.’ History kills twice over—not just the 
body, through the events that are facilitated by it, but also the 
dignity of man, “hopelessly tangled in history but different 
from it.”3

“Historical imagination, as you most certainly know, 
developed late but excessively (…). Long ago we lived in 
the world as travellers who had accidentally come upon 
scenes of violence, death, battle. Some covered their eyes. 
Others tried to run away, still others protested.

“We were other, we came from elsewhere, evil amazed 
us, we did not understand suffering. Now everything has 
changed: we are historical. Some Hitler or Stalin stood at 
our cradle, shreds of uniforms were sewn into our suits; we 
must always avenge or save someone, and when it happens 
that we ourselves commit an error or a crime, historical 
imagination becomes our lawyer. Why, it is not me, we say, 
it is the epoch. We all did the same, we say, and historical 
imagination is our prompter.”4

For the poet ‘the epoch’ may have been the war, for 
Zagajewski—born in 1945—it was the imaginary of the 
war and the experience of Communism. Growing up hand 
in hand with the People’s Republic of Poland, along with its 
ideological fluctuations, from early hopes for social justice, 

3 Zagajewski, “Historical Imagination,” 243.

4 Ibid., 244.

through Stalinism, the 1956 thaw, the bloody suppression of 
strikes in the 1960s and 1970s. Today, he writes, it is easy to 
comment on Communism:

“it has been thoroughly described, unmasked; entire 
libraries are devoted to it, hundreds of doctoral theses. 
Everything is clear; we know we are dealing with the 
Communist variety of totalitarianism, characterised by this 
. . . and that . . .”5 

This is Communism post-factum, applied and theorized: 
merely a political system.

At the time, however, to most of his generation it was 
something completely new. It showed itself not intellectually 
but sensibly, through gestures, tone, physiology of the 
body. Zagajewski describes it using words appropriate for a 
corporeal and mental malady the symptoms of which were: 

“fear, blood draining out of the face, trembling hands, 
talking in whispers, silence, apathy, sealing windows shut, 
suspicion of one’s neighbours, signing up for the hated 
Party membership.”6

A state of social psychosis.

IV.

Historical imagination emerged episodically. Born in 
1911, Czesław Miłosz first saw it among groups of liberal 
students in Vilnius, forming small ‘conspirational’ groups 
and ‘vagabond’ clubs. With time the groups radicalised, 
in synchrony to the whole continent and in reaction to the 

5 Zagajewski, “Three Histories,” in Two Cities, 226.

6 Ibid.

rising confidence of various fascist-sympathising groups on 
the Right. Having joined one such ‘vagabond club’ in the 
1930s, Miłosz saw Marxism change his intimates from social 
democrats to communists. 

One of Miłosz’s first encounters with Marxism was at a 
camping trip. There, he observed a transition of those who 
read “The Book”,  Das Kapital:

“knowing smirks appeared on their faces; a hierarchy 
was established which could be felt in a wink, a sudden 
lowering of eyes, a sentence broken off in the middle. They 
sang revolutionary songs, and an atmosphere of sweetness 
and demonism, which I came to know well later on, was 
created. I felt desperately left-out, sad, betrayed (…). 
What was I, with my liking for St. Augustine doing here? 
What could I talk about when the uninhibited exchange 
of thoughts and impressions had been replaced by the 
certainties of Progress and Revolution? But stronger 
than anything I could articulate was a vague disgust, 
complicated by what is known as bad conscience. Thus 
the agonies and subterfuges of Parisian writers after the 
Second World War were already familiar to me, and I later 
observed them with the malice of one who looks back on a 
phase long outlived.”7

Following his early encounters with historical materialism, 
Miłosz contributed to poetry of “social protest,” a form of 
journalism, he explains, to speak while others expressed their 
discontent in strikes and street protests.

7 Czesław Miłosz, Native Realm. A Search for Self-definition (London; Los 
Angeles: University of California Press, 1981), 119.
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“My theoretical articles sometimes made me out a kind of 
adolescent Zhdanov, but in reality, my fanatical fury left me 
with a feeling of repugnance. I did not have at my disposal 
instruments precise enough to lay open the deeper layer of 
my thought: that the collective imagination is given shape 
through the discipline of form itself, and that poetry is 
political in a totally different sense from the conventional 
use of the term.”8

He describes his work as part of the ‘catastrophist’ school:

 “That my works carried no promise of a bright, happy 
society in the future showed […] that I took from Marxism 
only its criticism of changeable and fluid institutions, but 
stopped at the threshold beyond which one must approve 
the millennium as the fulfilment of all time.”9 

Marxism in Poland of 1930-35 mass unemployment, Hitler’s 
rise to power, and—we also learn—a shortage of imported 
coffee. “All those aroused a violent protest from everyone 
who was not ready to accept the absurd.”10

“My reasoning went like this: thought and word should 
not submit to the pressure of matter since, incapable 
of competing with it, they would have to transform 
themselves into deed, which would mean overarching 
their lawful limits. On the other hand, I quite justifiably 
feared dematerialization, the delusiveness of words and 
thoughts.”11

8 Ibid., 121-122.

9 Ibid., 116.

10 Ibid., 116.

11 Ibid., 124.

In another part of his memoirs, Miłosz describes Marxism as 
tainted by Darwinism, with an overarching analogy between 
the irresistible force of nature and the irresistible force of 
history. But  for him the Revolution of 1917 had had the face 
of Mayakovsky, not of Lenin. 

“[A]nd quite rightly,” Miłosz adds, “because his work 
welded revolutionary theory with the old dream Russians 
had of themselves as a chosen nation, and the two 
messianisms nourished each other: class as redeemer and 
nation as redeemer.”12

Miłosz’s philosophical imaginary posits word and thought 
in the same order, contra matter and deed. Both the fear 
of ‘dematerialization’ of thought and the possibility of it 
transforming, ‘overcoming the limits’ suggests a possibility 
of fluidity of these borders, of moving back and forth. The 
image of revolution as a messianistic enterprise is shared 
with Benjamin’s, as posited in the essay on History. 

V.

“We have become intimate with history, the borders 
between experience and inexperience, between night and 
day, between music and statistics. But I will never agree to 
this; I prefer being mad to being historical, I prefer being 
ridiculous to being common, I prefer knowing nothing to 
understanding everything.”13

Zagajewski’s disfavoured poet leaves the auditorium 
exhausted, the questions remain in the empty seats of the 
room. What did he mean by historical imagination? What 
does it mean to refuse history as one’s master and advocate? 

12 Ibid., 123.

13 Zagajewski, “Historical Imagination,” 244.

In another text, Zagajewski leaves a small hint of what the 
poet might have had in mind. He lists three kinds of history: 
a history of force, a history of beauty, and a history of 
suffering. Only the first two are represented, he writes, in the 
disciplines of ‘history proper’ and history of art, respectively. 
Suffering remains mute. “That is, mute historically. A scream 
does not last long, and there is no note symbol to represent 
it and make it last.”14 Neither historians engaged in political, 
social history nor art historians are interested in Auschwitz, 
he asserts. 

“Mud, barracks, low skies. Fog and four skinny poplars. 
Orpheus does not stroll here. Ophelia doesn’t seem to be 
drawn here.”15 

The disfavoured poet does not say this, however. There is 
nothing further that can be said or discussed: poetry must not 
yield to interrogation of its theses. To infer one must venture 
where poetry rarely does.

VI.

Three strips of birch bark, three ‘pre-alphabetic’ letters. Bark 
that peels off, bark that has been peeled off. Still “pink as 
meat.” Our guide has peeled three strips. With Georges Didi-
Huberman we enter Auschwitz.

We follow him though the blocks, the ‘death wall’ between 
blocks 10 and 11. He is unsettled by conflation of the 
authentic and of the secondary, the place and its scripted 
commentary. ‘No dogs allowed,’ ‘no food,’ ‘move this 
way,’ ‘no access.’ A multitude of signs and yet not a single 

14 Zagajewski, “Three Histories,” 226. Zagajewski’s emphasis.

15 Ibid.
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sign to tell us about the reality: “that walls of Auschwitz 
do not always tell the truth.”16 We are, as it turns out, in a 
largely reconstructed part of the camp and we struggle to tell 
ordinary walls from the witnessing walls. We have only but 
started, and we already feel lost. 

Our guide takes us to blocks 13 and 21. ‘A sad view’—to 
say this here, says much. Each was converted into something 
akin to a national pavilion of trauma: light-boxes and large-
format prints. Curation at work. Venice Biennale. “Here 
walls lie more than elsewhere,” we hear our guide whisper. 
“Entering the block I have no chance to see what the block is. 
It has been ‘decorated’ as an exhibition space.17 The ‘French 
pavilion’ presents an ‘advert’ for Shoah, the film by Claude 
Lanzmann. Much needed, our guide agrees—but out in the 
world! In libraries, museums, cinemas. What does it mean to 
see it here, to see it advertised here, in the origin of the very 
experience that made it indispensable to have it made in the 
first place? We see Auschwitz becoming lost in its fictitious 
self, asking us to imagine Auschwitz in Auschwitz. 

We leave Auschwitz and head for Birkenau, the wood of 
birch. If we were in the museum, now we are about to find 
ourselves on an archaeological site. We enter one of the 
“relatively untouched” barracks. 

“Spacious and limited at once. Now when nobody is 
suffering here, nobody is moaning, dying or surviving, 
the condition is striking. Condition that seems primal to 

16 Georges Didi-Huberman, Kora (Gdańsk: Wydawnictwo w Podwórku, 2013), 
29. 

17 Ibid.

human existence. I mean its crudeness, cruel poverty, a 
logic of a barn. Cement and brick of which the floor is 
made, the latrines, the chimneys, the pipes. The rest made 
of timber: joists, boards, that’s all. Wooden beds. Dark nut 
wood typical for the Polish countryside.”18

The doors catch my attention: twin wooden leaves that open 
to the inside. Unpractical, unsafe—my first thought. During 
a fire they would hinder the escape. I walk around them, no 
longer sure if am bewildered by the door or by the naivete of 
my own bewilderment. 

We are on a plain again, the Auschwitz-museum far behind, 
the birch forest ahead. Not much more. We are in a place 
scalded by the “fire of history,” our guide says.

 “Does this mean there is nothing to imagine here, 
because there is nothing—or almost nothing—to see? 
Surely not. Looking at things from an archaeological 
point of view means comparing what we currently see, 
what has survived, with that about which we know it had 
disappeared.”19

VII.

We have arrived at the ‘little forest’ of Birkenau, Brzezinka, 
behind the ruins of the Fifth Crematorium. We are looking 
at three rectangular stelæ, each with one black-and-white 
image on it—the only photographs known to have been taken 
from around the gas chambers when they were operational, 
the Sonderkommando photographs. There are exactly four of 

18 Ibid., 43-44.

19 Ibid., 49.

these photographs in existence. Here, one is missing from the 
display.

Our guide describes the absent photograph: it looks towards 
the sky, with black trunks of trees like veins in the marble. It 
shows no body, no thing. In the archival index it is known by 
its number, 283.

He then looks at the three remaining photographs. Each is 
cropped, their studium enlarged and rendered more visible. 
In its original registration, the photograph number 281 is 
framed by a dark outline of the interior from which it was 
taken—the gas chamber. Number 282 in its entirety shows a 
forest against the white sky—only in the bottom left corner is 
the drama of women awaiting death registered.

“Because I am familiar with these photographs, I am 
moved by the process they went through to reach the status 
of ‘places of memory’ in these stelæ. I do not wish to speak 
here from the position of a pedantic ‘specialist,’ whom I 
am not. It is just the simplest of questions that came to my 
mind: in order to communicate, does one need to simplify? 
In order to teach, does one need to beautify?

As far as I remember, in the undergrounds of the Memorial 
to the Murdered Jews of Europe in Berlin the documents 
are held most scrupulously: the lists of the deported have 
been photographed, transcribed and translated for the 
visitor who is presented with their entire material truth 
and, at the same time, their emotional charge (these lists 
are most moving and their philological scrupulousness 
does not diminish this charge, quite the opposite). Here, 
on the other hand, similarly to many history books and 
‘museums of memory’ the photographs taken by the 
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Sonderkomanndo were simplified, by which the conditions 
of their coming into existence were defalcate.”20

Even the fourth, absent photograph is an index, a witness of 
something most significant: the mortal danger of the very 
act. Together these four photographs, taken in utter secrecy, 
without the possibility of framing or composition, are 

“a testimony to the fundamental danger of looking at what 
was happening in Birkenau.”21

In this place—a sign to all mankind—its character, its silent 
eloquence stutters in contact with the real. We seem to be 
witnesses to an event, but also (unwillingly) to the history 
of beauty imposing itself onto a specific moment in the 
history of suffering. What conditions must reality meet for 
a testimony to surface in design? The problem of historical 
imagination’s reductivism is a problem of representation and 
it emerges, Georges Didi-Huberman tells us, in ‘places of 
memory.’

a BrIef hIsTory of BeauTy

VIII.

Is it necessary to simplify and beautify in order to 
communicate, to teach history?22 

20 Ibid., 59.

21 Ibid., 61.

22 Ibid., 58.

A discussion of this question precisely we find in 
Gombrowicz, in his diary from years 1953-1956, where he 
discusses the problem of Beauty in Henryk Sienkiewicz, 
a Noble prize winner (1905), author of one of the most 
lasting, canonical imaginary in Polish culture, in Poland 
known simply as The Trilogy. Originally published in series 
in newspapers, then in book form and eventually translated 
into a number of films and a television series, it consists 
of a set of three novels placed in the ‘silver’ age of 17th 
century when the Commonwealth Republic of Poland and 
Lithuania spanned from the Baltic to the Black Sea: large 
and powerful but already shaken by internal power struggles 
and wars that historically lead to its demise a century later. 
Along with other novels from this oeuvre—Quo Vadis, set 
in time of the first Christians’ prosecutions, and The Knights 
of the Cross, about the Teutonic wars—Sienkiewicz’s trilogy 
forms a significant part of school curricula to this day as an 
exemplar of a ‘historic novel.’23 By extrapolation, the mode 
of representation the ‘historic novel’ offers appears to drive 
historic representation beyond literature’s remit.

“What a genius!—there has never been such a first-class 
second-class writer.” (…)  “Why after Sienkiewicz we even 

23 The historicism of the book is defined by a series of three external threats that 
are presented as historically leading to Poland’s collapse as a state. These 
threats are disposed along three geographic axes: from the north (the Swedish 
invasion in The Deluge), east (the Kossak uprising in With Fire and Sword), 
and south (the war against the Turkish empire in Sir Michael). It is against this 
broad ‘continental’ background, that exemplar heroic characters of the books 
engage in both individual duels (against competitors on the battlefield and/or 
in love affairs) and societal-national conflicts (the gentry plotting against each 
other, the King, the Nation etc.). A hypothesis may be attempted that together 
with the Knights of the Cross, presented as the essentially Western arch-enemy 
of the Slavs and their Lithuanian allies, Sienkiewicz’s oeuvre presents a 
thesis of Poland as an encircled, besieged nation. A testing of this hypothesis, 
however, lies beyond the scope of this research.

wrote and published books that were not Sienkiewicz’s 
books?”24 

asks Gombrowicz in his delightfully insightful rant. 

“We say: this is quite bad, and we keep reading. We 
say: what cheap garbage—and we could not bear being 
dragged away from it.”25 

And it is not just him: a ‘masked’ Sienkiewicz, shy and guilty 
of its own existence, spectrally returns throughout Polish 
literature ever since. Readership, press, state honours—the 
nation’s literary imaginary belongs to ‘Sienkiewicz.’ And 
where there is nothing left, a rant, we understand, must do 
the work of critical literature in addressing the nation’s guilty 
pleasures.

“In order to understand our secret affair with Sienkiewicz 
(secret, because compromising), one must touch a drastic 
subject—the problem of ‘production of beauty.’26 (…) 
[T]he weaker the nation, the more threatened, the more 
it feels the need to beautify itself, the need which is a 
challenge for the world: look at me, do not oppress me, 
love me! But  beauty is also necessary in order to fall in 
love with oneself and in one’s own things—and in the name 
of this love stand up to the world. This nations turn to their 
artists to excavate their beauty (…).”27

24 Witold Gombrowicz, “Sienkiewicz,” in Dziennik 1953-1956 (Kraków: 
Wydawnictwo Literackie, 1986), 352. 

25 Ibid. 

26 “Problem wytwarzania urody.”

27 Gombrowicz, “Sienkiewicz,” 353. 
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Gombrowicz’s argument develops as follows. Certain 
behaviours and practices become unacceptable as unsuitable 
for specific kinds of ‘beauty,’ others are quite necessary: 
a juvenile seeking respect must love cigarettes to seem an 
adult, an adult uninterested in responsibility must seek a a 
‘childish’ image. In both examples, the ‘beauty’ defines not 
only one’s internal quality but one’s relationship with the 
outside world.28 To unfold this, Gombrowicz says, we must 
turn to look at history—critically. 

“Take our literature from the 16th and 17th centuries and 
you will notice that almost always it identified beauty 
with virtue. There was no place for beauty born out of life 
itself; quite the contrary, life was shown here saddled by 
morality, and only a virtuous, youthful, pious and kind one 
could be aesthetically canonised in art. (…) [But] virtue 
in itself is uninteresting and known in advance, virtue is 
a ‘job done,’ which is to say—death. The sin is life. (…) 
But to literature of that epoch the thought that Beauty may 
exist outside of Virtue would seem blasphemous.”29

The result was a “petrification of form.”  The ‘Form’ of a 
Pole that literature and art offered, themselves untouched by 
life and sin, was reduced into a “detached formula.” 

“Is it not what is today happening with the the official 
Bolshevik beauty of a youthful, radiant worker with a 
smile on his face, a hammer in his hand and a gaze turned 
towards a bright future,”30 

28 Gombrowicz, “Sienkiewicz,” 353.

29 Ibid. My emphasis.

30 Ibid. 

the author asks. The closest that Polish culture ever got to 
tasting the fruit of life, was in literature of the 18th century: 
the time of spoiled Saxon kings, sclerosis and promiscuity 
visible in the rise of the grotesque that, paradoxically, 
temporarily liberated Form by opening it back onto life. 

How close did we come then!—the author laments—to 
reaching, by means of the grotesque, for “higher forms 
of beauty and reason.”31 But then came Mickiewicz: 
Romanticism and the national phantasms. A precious 
moment of crisis, of chance for a revision of Polish beauty, 
has passed. Romanticism has brought Polish form back to 
square one, Gombrowicz says. 

“[He] softened our pains, taught us a new beauty, which 
for long years became compulsory, and we became content 
with ourselves yet again.”32 

Generous, pious and shy—Mickiewicz would not dare to 
hurt anyone, he could only praise. But his biggest problem 
was his national character. Identified with the nation itself, 
his work could not take an outside view of it; to see Polish 
Form as one among many, simply existing in the world. And 
with the loss of sovereignty in the time of partitions, this 
opened the imaginary to Poland-as-the-Christ-of-Nations—
“turn[ing] our Christian virtue against the wickedness of 
the partitioners (…).”33 In its pain over lost privilege, in the 
bloody suppressions of generations of uprisings (1794, 1831, 

31 Ibid.
 

32 Ibid. 

33 Ibid. 

1863...), the nation could now find meaning—it could suffer 
for the redemption of sinful ways of the world.

Gombrowicz’s critique of Romanticism shows one more 
face: that of maturity. Despite superficial interest in 
youthfullness, Romanticist literature is still a literature of 
the Fathers. Wherever a youth figure appears, Gombrowicz 
posits, it is pressed into a mature role of a “son of defeat.” 
Not yet a man, the youth must be made ready to sacrifice 
his life if need be, to die a beautiful death. And as Polish 
literature stagnated in ‘mature forms,’ the rest of the world 
became interested in other things: “the beauty of shame and 
wickedness, the pagan beauty of sin, the beauty of Goethe 
and the menacing flashes of Shakespeare’s worlds.”34 
Balzac, Baudlaire, Wilde, Ruskin, Poe, Dostoyevsky—we 
read names of Gombrowicz’s literary ancestry. Was there a 
chance to share in these interests? It matters not—armed with 
the repertoire of Romanticist heroism, there came ‘historical 
novel.’ An anaesthetising mixture of Romanticism and 
Positivism.

“Why does the limitless tortures and cruelty, with which 
the Trilogy or Quo Vadis are filled, not raise protest in 
sensitive virgins who faint reading Dostoyevsky? Well, 
because it is clear that the sienkiewiczovian tortures are 
described ‘for pleasure.’ Here even physical pain becomes 
a lolly. [His] world is dangerous, mighty, and has all the 
qualities of a real one, but it has been tagged  with a note 
‘for pleasure’ and thus it has one more advantage—it does 
not terrify.”35  

The world in ‘demo’ version.

34 Ibid., 354. 

35 Ibid., 353. 
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The imaginary of Sienkiewicz’s Romanticist-Positivist 
literature could thus perhaps be seen as frivolous and 
harmless: a mere guilty pleasure, a historical fantasy. And 
it could well be cherished as such, Gombrowicz speculates, 
had it not been for the heritage of Romanticist metaphysics 
where not only the (suffering) Nation was equated with 
the (suffering) God, but God was employed in the Nation’s 
service in constructing a metaphysical community where the 
material one could not develop for political reasons.36  

“[B]oth in Mickiewicz and Sienkiewicz, God was subjected 
to the nation and virtue was for them first and foremost 
an weapon in the struggle for a collective existence. 
This weakness of our individual morality, this stubborn 
flock mentality, had been bound to drive us to the more 
visible sort of secularisation and Sienkiewicz’s virtues 
had already become a clear excuse for beauty; he is like 
a woman who nourishes purity of thought and deed not to 
appeal to God, but becasuse instinct tells her that this is 
what would appeal to men. On the surface only, then, is 
Sienkiewicz a Catholic writer—in reality his pretty virtue 
lies a hundred miles from the true catholic virtue, [which 
is] painful, ungrateful, categorically pushing away charms 
that are too easy. His virtue not only fits with the body but 
even decorates it like a smile. This is why Sienkiewicz’s 
literature may be defined as disregarding of absolute 
values in the name of life, and a proposal for a “facilitated 
life.”37

36 Ibid., 354.

37 Ibid., 354.

IX.

“If we asked Sienkiewicz: why do you beautify history? 
Why do you simplify people? Why do you feed the Poles 
with pieces of naive illusions? Why do you put conscience 
to sleep, mute thought and halt progress? The answer 
would be ready, contained on the very last words of the 
Trilogy: ‘to solace the hearts’ [ku pokrzepieniu serc]. And 
thus the Nation is his final justification.”38

We thus may have come across at least a partial response to 
the question posited by Didi-Huberman.

If history in Poland continues to be represented reductively—
beautifully—it is because it concerns the matters of a 
specifically defined Polish Form that is seen as related to 
raison d’état. After all, if God can be made subject to the 
Nation, then why not history?

If we were to accept, tentatively, Gombrowicz’s argument, 
then we would need to open ourselves to the possibility 
that the aesthetic apparatus in Polish national culture—
including the culture of design representation—is structured 
in response to this culture’s historic fragility. In a museum 
display, or in the way a ‘place of memory’ is designed, we 
may be looking at specific representations, but we would 
also be looking through an apparatus that is ‘unlike’ others, 
constructed from conditions radically different from those 
with which it likes to be compared with, the imperial West. 
The shared denomination of War-time destruction that Poland 
shares with, to follow Didi-Huberman’s example, Germany 
(the Berlin museum), we must look not only at the last World 

38 Ibid. My emphasis.
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War, but at the century-long struggle for transcendence of 
unfavourable material reality during the partitions. We must 
look at the patterns fabricated by Romantic Positivism, where 
a ‘solacing,’ beautified history proved more desirable amidst 
the partitioned nation than those more critical, unsettling 
ones.39 We would need to imagine ourselves in a position 
that, unlike the Western, has not yet worked-out its form.

X.

But is this the lawyer of history speaking, the duo of 
Hitler and Stalin now extended onto Bismarck and the 19th 
century European imperialism? The question that matters 
is whether Polish national culture is interested in revising 
its relationship with others, revising its Form, or is it quite 
content in the current state of affairs, reproducing the 
narrative of a suffering nation. 

39 By critical history of Sienkiewicz’s era I mean specifically works of Stanisław 
Brzozowski (1878-1911), early-modernist Polish Socialist philosopher, essayist 
and novelist. For a review of Brzozowski’s rich oeuvre and life, contextualised 
in regards to the dominant currents of nationalism and ‘infantile’ historicism, 
see: Czesław Miłosz, Człowiek wśród skorpionów (Warszawa: Krytyka 
Polityczna, 2012).

After all, the question of simplification, beautification and 
solacing in representing history remains. If it is present 
on display, today, in an institution charged with telling a 
history of suffering of so many, and if it surfaces in other 
institutions responsible for heritage and history, then one 
imagines it has not found its way there by itself, but through 
curatorial practices of these institutions, their requirements 
as clients of designers, the criteria for selecting the designers 
of their displays, the designers’ work ethic, their knowledge 
of scholarly methodologies, the patterns and priorities in 
education of designers and curators, and so on. It would be 
through critical study of history, then, both the broad national 
history and the specific histories of each of these practices, 
that the question must be continuously addressed, as part of 
more critical forms of representational practice.
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fragmenT 1. TeCTonIC. warsaw’s 
Three ImagInarIes

I.

The First Imaginary is that of Warsaw in years 1936-1939, 
when the city had been a capital of a sovereign Polish state 
for about a generation—inexperienced in that role, ill-
prepared for its new function and struggling for recognition 
in its own eyes. It was at that time when, in an attempt to 
remedy these inadequacies, the Warsaw Mayor presented 
the image of the city’s architectural past, present and future 
in two public exhibitions: Warsaw of the Future [Warszawa 
Przyszłości] in 1936 and Warsaw Yesterday, Today, Tomorrow 
[Warszawa wczoraj, dziś, jutro] in 1938. 

The Second Imaginary is of Warsaw in years 1944-1949, a 
period of another re-institution of the city—this time as a 
socialist capital. The new Warsaw was to be founded on the 
ruins of the old one—both literally, since much of the city 
was destroyed in 1943 and 1944, and ideologically, where 
what was left of the bourgeois, rent- and property-driven 
Warsaw was to disappear under the edifice of historical, 
social justice. At the time this imaginary was presented 
through an impressive publication, the Six-Year Plan for 
Reconstructing Warsaw [Sześcioletni plan odbudowy 
Warszawy], signed by the president of the People’s Republic 
Bolesław Bierut. A copy of this publication can be found as 
part of the thesis exhibition.

The Third Imaginary is that of present-day Warsaw, about a 
generation since the fall of Communism as an official state 
doctrine. It is a city that, in spite of economic development 
and an opening onto the world that brought new residential, 
office or institutional architecture, seems incapable of 
progressing beyond familiar paradigms. 

These three imaginaries are framed by a fourth one—that of 
the exhibition itself. In the space of the Matthew Architecture 
Gallery, the three imaginaries are indexed and represented 
with the help of three corresponding gallery spaces in 
Warsaw. The design of this exhibition brings these spaces 
together, tectonically, as a layered 1:1 architectural drawing 
assembled in-situ from fragments of these three Warsaw 
spaces.

Indexing the first imaginary, is a floorplan fragment of the 
East Wing of the National Museum in Warsaw, where the 
two public exhibitions of 1936 and 1938 were installed. The 
second imaginary is indexed by a floorplan of an exhibition 
pavilion affiliated to the Polish Architectural Association. 
Although designed and built twenty years after the war, its 
purpose and position in the city—amidst an institutional 

urban complex planned since the 1940s—make it highly 
relevant for the imaginary of Warsaw’s reconstruction. The 
third imaginary is present through reference to an art studio 
at 36 Smolna Street, located in a former ruin adapted in 1951 
and located about half-way between the two other galleries. 
The Smolna studio is represented here in two ways: firstly, 
through a selection from architectural survey drawings of 
the studio, and, secondly, through a series of impressions, 
physically pressed against the surfaces of the studio. In 
the space of the Matthew Architecture Gallery these are 
positioned analogically to their original location at 36 
Smolna Studio.

Fig. 01 (previous page), 02—05 (the rest of the document, as numbered)  
Photographs from the Towards Warsaw of the Future thesis exhibition, 
Edinburgh, Matthew Architecture Gallery, 2016. Photographs by the author.

Fig. 02.
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fragmenT 2. on Trans-
generaTIonal ImagInary. 

II.

What would it mean to seriously consider Warsaw as 
imaginary? That we can try to address such a question we 
owe to Romanticism, which brought about the separation 
of imagining from delusion, and produced a language 
with which both the positivists of psychology and the 
phenomenologists could work.1

Freud was no stranger to literature, writes Janion. Both 
ancient tragedies (Sophocles) and contemporary novels 
(Wilhelm Jensen’s Gradiva, Carl Spitteler’s Imago) have 
played significant roles in his theorisations. Without this 
interest in literature the plain-sounding Vaterkomplex would 
likely have to suffice generations of scholars and clinicians.2 
It should be no surprise then that Freud was also familiar 
with German Romanticist literature—though he was born too 
late to contribute. Instead, the author continues, he witnessed 
a “wrathful critique” of Romanticist authors, accused of 
spreading regressive, deranged fantasies. Janion writes:

“Here immediately emerges the duality of Freud’s 
conflicting inspirations: Enlightenment-Positivist and 
Romanticist,”3 

1 Maria Janion, Projekt krytyki fantazmatycznej (Warszawa: PEN, 1991), 160, 
165, 169. Also see: Paul Ricoeur, “Imagination in Discourse and in Action,” in 
Rethinking Imagination: Culture and Creativity, ed. Gillian Robinson and John 
Rundell (Routledge, 1994), 118-120..

2 Janion, Projekt krytyki fantazmatycznej, 163, 180.

3 Ibid., 163.

On the one hand, Freud was most interested in patterns, laws 
and the positivist organisation of knowledge: 

“Putting every emphasis on precision of thought, Freud 
looked for scientific accuracy and acknowledgement of the 
real. When very early in his scientific studies of hysteria 
he came across the Fantasm [Phantasie], the fundamental 
question for him, and the most difficult dilemma, was 
where to locate this phenomenon between the ‘true’ and the 
‘false’, between the ‘real’ and the ‘imaginary’; as well as 
the method of dealing with it.”4 

On the other hand, the inadequacy of the scientific apparatus 
in dealing with subjective human thought was clear to Freud. 
Janion follows here Jaques Laplanche and Jean B. Pontalis 
whose study of Freud’s understanding of the ‘Fantasm’ 
reveals his apprehension: he could not decide whether 
fantasms are marks of actual events or a purely fictitious 
construct. He hypothesised on its structure. Testing the idea 
that a certain structure does exist, a priori, to any act of 
imaging, he developed a hypothesis of Urphantasien, or ‘pre-
fantasms’, that are quite literally inherited, transferred from 
one generation to another as “memory-traces of external 
events”.5 

In Moses and Monotheism, Freud on several occasions 
advocates the idea that neuroses in children cannot be solely 
ascribed to traumatic experiences. He writes:

“When we study the reactions to early traumas, we are 
quite often surprised to find that they are not strictly 

4 Ibid., 164.

5 Ibid., 164. Also: Jacques Derrida and Eric Prenowitz, “Archive Fever: A 
Freudian Impression,” Diacritics 25, no. 2 (1995), 27,  and: Freud, Complete 
Works, Ian Smith ed., 4921.

limited to what the subject himself has really experienced 
but diverge from it in a way which fits in much better with 
the model of a phylogenetic event and, in general, can only 
be explained by such an influence.”6 

As a positivist at heart, however, he is compelled to add that

 “the present attitude of biological science [...] refuses 
to hear of the inheritance of acquired characters by 
succeeding generations.”7  

These reservations did not stop Freud from speculating 
on possible consequences, should a mechanism of trans-
generational transfer of experience be confirmed. One 
of them would be an explanation to the phenomenon of 
instinct—“which allows [animals] to behave from the first in 
a new situation in life as though it were an old and familiar 
one.” The other, is a radical expansion of psychotherapy onto 
groups and even entire cultures: 

“If we assume the survival of these memory-traces in 
the archaic heritage, we have bridged the gulf between 
individual and group psychology: we can deal with peoples 
as we do with an individual neurotic.”8 

After all, Freud adds,“[a] tradition that was based only on 
communication could not lead to the compulsive character 
that attaches to religious phenomena.”9 

6 Freud, Complete Works, 4921.

7 Ibid.,

8 Ibid., 4922.

9 Ibid., 4923.
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II.

The pursuit of ‘pre-fantasms’  infamously marked Freud with 
the stigma of Lamarckism, an early biological theory that, in 
contrast to Darwinism, proposed that certain physiological 
characteristics acquired by organisms during their lifetime 
can be transferred onto their offspring.10 Largely dismissed 
as unscientific already in Freud’s time, it now returns in new 
form as a scientific study of epigenetics. If the genetic script 
with which one is born is generally stable and unmodifiable 
by experience, the access to it can be affected throughout 
one’s life and then transferred onto the following generations 
as a kind of ‘cellular memory’ that works beyond (epi-) 
the genes themselves. Research in this field has shown, for 
example, that experience of malnutrition in human ancestors 
has caused what authors describe as “trans-generational 
responses” in at least two following generations.11

What would this mean for Freud’s project of Urphantasie—a 
kind of trans-generational imaginary? An oblique yet quite 
poignant answer comes from a professional grant writer 
who outlines recent research in epigenetics in a propagatory 
article: 

“This is a field that’s guaranteed to keep generating 
headlines and catching the public’s interest. [...] The 
apparent ability of epigenetics to fill some pretty diverse 
gaps in our understanding of human health and disease, 
and to provide scientific mechanisms for so many of our 

10 Janion, Projekt krytyki fantazmatycznej, 166.

11 Lars Olov Bygren et al., “Change in Paternal Grandmothers’ Early Food 
Supply Influenced Cardiovascular Mortality of the Female Grandchildren.,” 
BMC Genetics 15, no. 1 (2014): 12. Also: Moshe Szyf, “Lamarck Revisited: 
Epigenetic Inheritance of Ancestral Odor Fear Conditioning,” Nature 
Neuroscience 17, no. 1 (2013): 2–4.

lived experiences, makes it very compelling, but we do 
need to be careful not to over-interpret the evidence we’ve 
collected so far. [...]

And we certainly need to be highly sceptical of anyone 
claiming that we can consciously change our epigenomes 
in specific ways through the power of thought.”12

Even if the possibility of existence of Urphantasie remains 
elusive at best, having heard the voice of a professional 
grant writer speaking through the website of a broadsheet 
newspaper title, one may feel confident of this enduring 
‘truth’: outside of science’s interest, over-interpretation 
remains at the heart of the imaginary. Which in turn means 
that even in respect to a singular paragraph the imaginary 
offers infinitely more than the very script, indexing ways in 
which research is funded and the range of social expectations 
placed in science.

fragmenT 3. on The CollaPse of 
CrITICal ImagInaTIon

III.

To return to our initial question: what would it mean to 
seriously consider Warsaw as imaginary? This question is 
tainted with a history of philosophy’s confusion over what 
“imaginary” stands for, a dismissal of it by the empiricist 

12 Cathy Ennis, “Epigenetics 101: a beginner’s guide to explaining everything,” 
(2014), theguardian.com. Available at: https://www.theguardian.com/science/
occams-corner/2014/apr/25/epigenetics-beginners-guide-to-everything. 

epistemology, and a conflation of “imaginary” with “image.” 
In Imagination in Discourse and Action Paul Ricoeur draws 
an axis of criticality of imaginary conditions—if at one 
end is a state of acute awareness and purposefulness of 
one’s actions, at the other is that of hallucinating, of being 
incapable of critically assessing one’s bodily situation. The 
confusion is most visible at its extremities, for example in 
attempts to describe a state where one is incapable of telling 
the real from the imaginary—in hallucination and delusion.13 

I am thinking here of Raskolnikov’s dream in Crime and 
Punishment, analysed in detail by Ronald David Laing: 

 “Raskolnikov had a fearful dream. He dreamt he was back 
in his childhood in the little town of his birth. He was a 
child about seven years old, walking into the country with 
his father on the evening of a holiday. It was a grey and 
heavy day, the country was exactly as he remembered it; 
indeed he recalled it far more vividly in his dream than 
he had done in memory. The little town stood on a level 
flat as bare as the hand, not even a willow near it; only 
in the far distance, a copse lay, a dark blur on the very 
edge of the horizon. A few paces beyond the last market 
garden stood a tavern, a big tavern, which had always 
aroused in him a feeling of aversion, even of fear, when 
he walked by it with his father. There was always a crowd 
there, always shouting, laughter and abuse, hideous hoarse 
singing and often fighting. Drunken and horrible-looking 
figures were hanging about the tavern. He used to cling 
close to his father, trembling all over when he met them. 
Near the tavern the road became a dusty track, the dust of 

13 Ricoeur, “Imagination in Discourse and in Action,” 118–123.
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which was always black. It was a winding road, and about 
a hundred paces further on, it turned to the right to the 
graveyard. In the middle of the graveyard stood a stone 
church with a green cupola where he used to go to mass 
two or three times a year with his father and mother, when 
a service was held in memory of his grandmother, who had 
long been dead, and whom he had never seen. (...)  Near 
his grandmother’s grave, which was marked by a stone, 
was the little grave of his younger brother who had died at 
six months old. He did not remember him at all, but he had 
been told about his little brother, and whenever he visited 
the graveyard he used religiously and reverently to cross 
himself and to bow down and kiss the little grave. And 
now he dreamt that he was walking with his father past 
the tavern on the way to the graveyard; he was holding his 
father’s hand and looking with dread at the tavern.

 Near the entrance of the tavern stood a cart, but a strange 
cart. It was one of those big carts usually drawn by heavy 
cart-horses and laden with casks of wine or other heavy 
goods. (...) But now, strange to say, in the shafts of such a 
cart he saw a thin little sorrel beast, one of those peasants’ 
nags which he had often seen straining their utmost under 
a heavy load of wood or hay, especially when the wheels 
were stuck in the mud or in a rut.”14

The dream unfolds into one of the most moving and difficult 
descriptions that literature knows, in which the ‘old nag,’ 
unable to pull the overloaded cart, is flogged to death by 
her sadistic owner amidst the drunken, mocking crowd. 
The seven-year-old Raskolnikov, dreamt-out by the future 
murderer sleeping in a ditch, runs after the old horse, taking 

14 Fyodor Dostoyevsky, Crime and Punishment, cited in Ronald David Laing, Self 
and Others (London, 1961), 62-64..

whip blows with her, and as she is brought down to the 
ground he clings to her dead body, crying and kissing it (as 
he did with his grandmother’s grave) until his father drags 
him away. 

The intense, vivid imaginary of the dream is still with 
Raskolnikov when he wakes up from his drunken dream in 
a ditch. His first experience, Laing writes, is still that of the 
dreamt situation—his body is still under the influence of the 
dream. Just a moment ago his own cold sweat seemed to 
him the horses’ tears and blood running down his skin. His 
own body, aching from laying uncomfortably on the ground, 
was the old nag’s, flogged and battered. The voice of the evil 
owner of the horse shouting “My property!”, as if in defence 
and a demonstration of power at once, still echoes in his head 
as he opens his eyes.

Laing’s interpretation locates a critical shift taking place in 
the dream; a shift that results in conflation of realities within 
the character. Raskolnikov, as we remember, is about to 
murder an old pawn-broker to whom he owes rent. His motif 
is economic.  As we move through the narrative, however, 
we realise that there is nothing that would ‘push’ him to kill. 
Rather, he refuses help, ignores other options, and seeks to 
justify what he has already decided on: “I want to attempt a 
thing like that”— thinks Raskolnikov on the opening pages 
of the first chapter. “I want to attempt a thing like that and 
I am frightened by these trifles (...). Am I capable of that? 
Is that serious?” Murder, as Derrida reminds us in Archive 
Fever, is born out of the intention to kill, and at the verge of 
Dostoyevsky’s novel the intention is already in place.15

15 Jacques Derrida and Eric Prenowitz, “Archive Fever: A Freudian Impression,” 
43.
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Where exactly the murderous intention is born is more 
difficult to say. We can only read of its effects: Raskolnikov 
wonders if his plan is a “mere fantasy;” questions and doubts 
himself in an act of critical imagining: “Is that serious?” “Am 
I capable of that?” He consciously tests the feasibility of the 
killing. He asks himself, ponders, plays out the morals and 
the pragmatic necessities of the murder which even extends 
onto fashion—“Nobody wears such a hat, it would be noticed 
a mile off, it would be remembered...” “Raskolnikov is 
aware of his dreams and of his intention to murder”—writes 
Laing.16  It is not through dream or fantasy but through 
playing out of his bloody imaginary in critical imagination 
that Raskolnikov marks himself as a murderer.

It is what Raskolnikov is not aware of, and what Laing draws 
out of his character in the analysis that makes an interesting 
point. When Raskolnikov’s imagination sleeps, his fantasy 
brings to fore his unacknowledged sympathy for the future 
victim. Laing writes:

“[Raskolnikov] does not ‘imagine’ himself to be an old 
mare/old woman. On the contrary, ‘in his imagination’ 
he is as far as possible from the situation in his dream 
or his fantasy. In his dream he is a seven-year-old boy 
empathizing with an old nag, while in fantasy his own 
body participates in the death of and old nag and old 
woman. But ‘he,’ we learn later, imagines himself to be 
Napoleon!”17

16 Laing, Self and Others, 65. 

17 Ibid.

IV.

The captivating, difficult beauty of Crime and Punishment 
lies in the tragic discrepancy between what Raskolnikov’s 
imagination proposes and what real actions of the protagonist 
achieve. We see Raskolnikov overwhelmed by the killing—
he forgets the loot. He then makes allusions to the murder 
in ways that could only expose him. Most importantly, for 
the discussion of imaginary he  does not transform into a 
powerful leader. He only becomes a common murderer.

Raskolnikov, writes Laing, 

“is ‘lost’ between his imagination, where he thinks of 
himself as Napoleon, his dream, where he is a little boy, 
and his fantasy, where he is a beaten old mare and an old 
woman he is about to kill.”18

 Waking up in the ditch, Raskolnikov is conscious of the 
dream itself and of his intention to kill the old woman. What 
he is not conscious of is a number of relations: firstly, the 
connection between the drunk horse-owner and himself (he 
will kill the woman in a way similar to the killing of the old 
mare in his dream), secondly, the implication of his ‘actual’ 
feelings for his mother (or grand-mother, through the figure 
of the kissed grave) in the entire situation:

“[h]e is not aware of identifying his mother (or grandmother) 
with a miserly money-lender and with an old nag that is good 
for nothing. Nor is he aware of identifying himself with the 
old nag, his mother, or the money-lender.”19

18 Ibid. 

19 Ibid., 65-66. 

Finally, Raskolnikov is unaware that his body feels for the 
fellow human victim, that he actually identifies with them: 

“[w]hen he finally ‘knows’ that the old woman will be 
murdered tomorrow, he feels himself like a man sentenced 
to death. In the modality of his phantasy, he is the 
victim, whereas ‘in imagination’ and in ‘reality’ he is the 
executioner.”20

V.

Raskolnikov’s fallacy is a product of this kind of imagination 
that cannot or does not seek to fathom the complex social, 
political and situational forces that, combined with individual 
talents, skills of navigating these forces and good dose of 
luck, factually brought a young artillery cadet from Corsica 
to a position where he could crown himself as an emperor 
of France, dictate laws, establish states, and bring armies to 
the gates of Moscow—thus impressing on the Russian social 
imaginary an enviable figure of supreme power that is above 
justice and morality. 

The genius of Dostoyevsky’s literary imaginary was to draw 
out this radical inadequacy and put it under tension that 
would “make [not only] sensitive virgins faint,” to transverse 
Gombrowicz who himself envied Russian literature’s 
ability to unearth the roots of our desire for evil.21 Laing’s 
contribution, in turn, is to help us imagine the condition of a 
radical collapse of critical imagination.

20 Laing, Self and Others, 66. 

21 Witold Gombrowicz, “Sienkiewicz,” in Dziennik 1953-1956 (Kraków: 
Wydawnictwo Literackie, 1986), 352.
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Objekt 9. Archive of 
the Future

Her first trace, a trace in the literal sense, 
is already in place before  
she approaches the Window 

bare foot hesitates—we do not know  
whether she feels 
the absence 
of the house (from which the floor came) 
or  
the floor’s coldness 

We may as well settle: 
Ghosts are sensitive 
to cold  
and  
matter’s 
own 
idiom. 

–Varsovian Gradiva2

2 Poem by the author. After a visit to 36 Smolna Studio.  
Warsaw 2015, Edinburgh 2017.

“There might have been much foolishness in the 
belief that a young Pompeiian girl, destroyed two 
thousand years ago by Vesuvius, could sometimes 
walk around alive again, speak, draw and eat bread, 
but even if the belief brought happiness, it assumed 
everywhere, in the bargain, a considerable amount 
of incomprehensibility; and in consideration of all the 
circumstances, there was incontestably present, in the 
judgment of Norbert Hanold, some mitigating ground 
for his madness in for two days considering Gradiva a 
resurrection.

[...]

“Yes, now I recognize—no, you have not changed at 
all—it is you, Zoë—my good, happy, clever comrade—it 
is most strange—”

“That a person must die to become alive again[?]; but 
for archaeologists that is of course necessary.”

-Wilhem Jensen, Gradiva: A Pompeiian Fancy1

1  Wilhelm Jensen, Gradiva: A Pompeiian Fancy, paragraphs 190-191.



arChIVe: sPeCTres’ address

I.

Why study, why learn history? 

For Leszek Kołakowski, history was a recurring lesson in 
ontology and an existential duty: we learn it not for any 
particular purpose other than to know who we are.3 One’s 
awareness of historicity is a condition of identity, of a 
‘good’ self. At the same time Kołakowski posits that “while 
historical self-understanding has the virtue of giving sense 
to a particular community, it has the vice of dividing the 
human race as a whole.”4 His fear of a “decline of historical 
awareness” is underpinned by fear of the return of history’s 
instrumentalisation for chauvinistic purposes.

One may sense a moral imperative here, surfacing in the 
dialectic of ‘virtue’ and ‘vice’: historical self-understanding, 
it would seem, is as much about who we are as about who 
we ought to be. How are we to know, after all, that ‘we’ take 
history’s lesson ‘inside,’ to learn about ourselves, and not 
‘outside,’ as a guide to power? 

These questions hang on the fragile “we” as that which 
brings individual experience into the social dimension. “We” 
meaning—whom exactly?

3 Leszek Kołakowski, “The Idolatry of Politics,” in Modernity on Endless Trial, 
Trans. S. Czerniawski, W. Freis, A. Kolakowska (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 1997), 158.

4 Ibid., 159.

II.

One may turn here to Paul Ricoeur’s proposition that 
the historical field of experience is cultivated through an 
imaginative, analogical transfer of the self. “Like me,” 
he writes, “my contemporaries, my predecessors, and my 
successors can say ‘I.’ It is in this way that I am historically 
related to all the others”5 The key to this analogical operation 
is subjective, emphatic imagination: “[t]o say that you think 
as I do, that you experience pleasure and pain as I do, is 
to be able to imagine what I should think and experience, 
if I were in your place.”6. In other words, the individual 
and the social experience of history meet in the realm of 
the imaginary that transgresses generations and epochs. To 
say “we learn history” would thus mean to imagine that our 
ancestors and our successors are more than subjects of a 
historic study. It would mean to welcome their own spectral 
subjectivity, to imagine their fears and desires. 

III.

To try to connect with our ancestors and successors means to 
face the obvious fact that the former have passed away, while 
the latter have not yet come. “He will never again respond, 
because it is a ghost, a dead person”7 says Derrida about 
Freud in Archive Fever. A phantom, a ghost does not respond 
but it does often speak through texts and recordings—

5 Paul Ricoeur, “Imagination in Discourse and in Action,” in Rethinking 
Imagination: Culture and Creativity, ed. Gillian Robinson and John Rundell 
(Routledge, 1994), 128.

6 Ibid., 128.

7 Jacques Derrida “Archive Fever: A Freudian Impression.”, Eric Prenowitz 
(trans.), in Diacritics, vol. 25, no. 2 (Summer, 1995), 41.

sometimes literally, as in the eerie situation when one 
happens to call an answering machine of a dead person who 
in this way can instruct and be instructed. The dead speak 
through texts they wrote, drawings they made, photographs 
they took. Scholar’s work, like that of the analyst, is to “let 
[them] speak.”8 

Freud finds his exemplar “ghost” in a novel by Wilhelm 
Jensen which he analyses in Delusion and Dreams. The 
novel tells a story of a young champion of “positivist 
science,” archaeologist Norbert Hanold. Having studied an 
ancient bas-relief of a beautiful woman in one of Rome’s 
museums, the archeologist reasons himself to follow up 
his inquiry into the origin of the woman from the sculpture 
through a long journey that eventually takes him to Pompeii.9 
There, in the ‘field’ of Europe’s iconic archaeological site, he 
sees a ‘ghost’ of the woman from the relief.

Gradiva appears as a ghost.‘Or does she?’, seems to ask 
Freud. Her status appears analogous to that of Gustaw, the 
blasphemous prophet from the Polish Romantic drama The 
Forefathers Eve, whose ontological status keeps literary 
scholars busy.10 We are not sure to which reality Gradiva 

8 Ibid. 

9 The fact that Gradiva is a female seems significant in the context of Derrida’s 
interpretation of Nietzsche, who in another text posits “truth” as a “woman”—
an unattainable, elusive object of desire in classical (patriarchal) modes 
scholarship. While it would be reductive to think of Gradiva merely as “truth,” 
one may think of this interpretation as yet another layer of residue (in this case, 
of Nietzschean thought) in Archive Fever. See: Derrida, Spurs: Nietzsche’s 
Styles, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1981).

10 Maria Janion, Projekt krytyki fantazmatycznej. Szkice o egzystencjach ludzi i 
duchów (Warszawa: Wydawnictwo Polska Encyklopedia Niezależna, 1991), 
161. Also see Obiekt 1.
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belongs: while its seems clear she is not living, we cannot tell 
if she belongs to the main character’s hallucination, or if he 
had been approached by a ‘real’ ghost. Ontology trembles as 
the story turns out to be a play of the imaginary, a surfacing 
of an unconscious, repressed desire.

museum: oBjeCTs and 
oBjeCTIfCaTIons

IV.

If imagination is a necessary condition for any individual 
relationship with history the work of institutions is to 
“objectify” and anonymize this relationship, Ricoeur writes.11 

We may think here of museums and their exhibitions: on the 
one hand, in a ‘traditional’ museum a historic object normally 
cannot be touched. Traces of ancestral gesture inscribed into 
a signature can be viewed at best, thus reducing the sensible 
to the visual. On the other hand, in some recently-opened 
museum exhibitions are designed almost exclusively without 
historic objects on display. The visualisation of history’s 
script is tasked with covering all aspects of representing 
the past, including the role attributed to content: material 
exhibits, manuscripts, photographs, and their descriptions 
and interpretations. 

An example of such institutional strategy is visible in the 
museum of the History of Polish Jews in Warsaw that opened 

11 Ricoeur, “Imagination in Discourse and in Action,” 128.

in 2013 in a building designed by Rainer Mahlamäki. With 
several awards under its belt, the architecture of the museum 
was widely deemed successful.12 The critique, where it 
appeared, focused mostly on the curatorial design of the 
exhibition. 

According to Joanna Krakowska, a scholar from the Institute 
of Art of the Polish Academy of Sciences, the museum’s 
main display ‘hides’ behind abstracted citations that ‘hover’ 
in both conceptual and architectural space. Source texts 
are not in sight. Instead, we see “statements of people most 
likely unknown to the visitors. Voices without reason and 
consequence. Fragments of paragraphs that do not connect 
but rather disperse meanings.”13 Helena Datner, researcher 
from the established Jewish Historical Institute in Warsaw, 
who participated in the production of the exhibition sheds 
some light onto the issue: “We thought that the citations 
are good entry points. We had no idea they are “instead.”14 
Instead of the content, we may add. 

It would appear that a museum of history can exist without 
the original content, its narrative created solely through 
spectacular reproductions, abstracted text and aphoristic 

12 Muzeum Historii Żydów Polskich Polin, (2017). Institution’s official wesbite. 
http://www.polin.pl/pl/budynek Last accessed 22/01/2017.

13 Joanna Krakowska, “Konformy: Cytatchórzostwo,” Dwutygodnik, accessed 
November 10, (2017). http://www.dwutygodnik.com/artykul/5453-konformy-
cytatchorzostwo.html.  Last accessed 22/01/2017.

14 Helena Datner and Kacha Szaniawska, “Żydowski Punkt Widzenia,” Dziennik 
Opinii (2015). http://krytykapolityczna.pl/kultura/historia/datner-zydowski-
punkt-widzenia-rozmowa/.Last accessed 22/01/2017.

citations.15 The shortage of content does not discourage the 
audience, however: queues to the Museum require from the 
visitor a prior registration and a several-hour long wait. “I 
see that the Museum has sucked publicity out of the [Jewish 
Historical] Institute,” says Danter. “Perhaps this is natural, 
because there are attractions, and here—what? There was a 
permanent exhibition, soon there will be a new one—good 
and simple—but the potentials, measured by the number 
of visitors, are completely incomparable.”16 The seeming 
attractiveness of the ‘history spectacle’ has put Warsaw’s 
smaller institution engaged in traditional research and ‘good 
and simple’ methods of representation at risk of obsolescence 
and disappearance. Looking from a broader perspective, the 
Museum of the History of the Polish Jews poses a question 
whether in exhibitions devoid of physical objects bearing 
marks of past use, photographic negatives and positives, 
voice and video recordings, the “I” of the interpersonal 
relation—the emphatic, trans-generational imagining 
“you, just like I,” can still be heard amidst the crowds of a 
narratological spectacle.

15 The Museum is currently subject to a debate about its exposition methodology 
that results in a “history spectacle” and indeed about the very thesis of the 
institution as a “museum of life.” Critical voices, such as Helena Danter cited 
throughout this Objekt, have pointed to the relatively small section of the 
museum (both spatially and narratologically) left to the 20th century history, 
which includes the Holocaust and the rise of modern anti-Semitism.  Among 
those speaking in favour of the Museum, is Shana Penn, Executive director 
of the Taube Foundation for Jewish Life & Culture, one of the Museum’s 
sponsors. For Penn’s article see Dziennik Opinii, 29/10/2014 (last accessed 
15/09/2015).

16 Datner and Szaniawska, “Żydowski Punkt Widzenia.”



V.

Expectations towards representation of history grow in 
different ways. Until she put forth her resignation—in 
protest, ahead of the exhibition’s completion—Danter 
worked on the chronologically most recent section of the 
exhibition, titled the Post-war. Describing here experiences, 
she speaks of a curious conflation of both dispersion and 
unification in the curatorial approach prevalent in the 
production. “There was no central brain, at least at first, 
that would say we should avoid something. (…) Some of us 
even asked, quite naively and directly: ‘how much of anti-
Semitism?’ How important is this thing, to what extent this 
thread should be followed? Or: what are the exceptions that 
we should track? And for these, there was never any answers. 
We did not make one team, each [team] worked on their 
own, to their own responsibility. This was the mechanism of 
creating this museum.”17

When a direction was given later, it came from the very 
top. “The Minister of Culture [...] put it this way: there 
are many points of the [exhibition’s] narrative that are at 
odds with what the Polish state and society expect.”18 The 
curators were to improve the narratives but the ‘expectations’ 
were not listed, Danter adds. They were, after all, visible 
to anyone familiar with the Polish imaginary. The myth of 
Żydokomuna, a derogatory imbrication of anti-Semitism 
with the contempt for the Communist oppression still used 
to discredit either the Jews or the left-leaning liberals, was 
among the issues expected to disappear. “And then […] it 

17 Ibid.

18 Ibid.

became cleat that the point is to keep everything optimistic. 
We bring the Communism down and we’ve got ourselves 
a happy end.”19  History is done with, the lesson has been 
delivered.

for a dIfferenT relaTIon: 
ThoughT and desIre In ‘arChIVe 
feVer’

VI.

We returned to where we started, though with a difference: 
the question ‘why study history?’ seems to connect to 
‘how to show what is to be studied?’ In the context of 
representational practices one may thus ask: how are we to 
represent the past, to design our museums and exhibitions, 
to promote the more ‘ontological’ rather than instrumental 
understanding of history? 

To even begin addressing this question would mean to 
recognise the impossibility of the task at hand: preventing 
history from being instrumentalised through representation 
would involve another form of instrumentalisation, only 
of a higher order. We seem lifted back into metaphysics 
and moral imperatives, such as Kołakowski’s, we return 
to a search for ‘truth,’ (social, historic, literary,  artistic or 
tectonic).

19 Ibid. 

VII.

In Archive Fever Gradiva appears and disappears throughout 
Derrida’s text, appropriately for a ghost. Towards the end the 
author reveals the importance of her role: “Who better than 
Gradiva, I said to myself this time, the Gradiva of Jensen and 
of Freud, could illustrate [...] the mal d’archive? Illustrate 
it where it is no longer proper to Freud and to this concept 
of the archive, where it marks in its very structure [...] the 
formation of every concept, the very history of conception?”20 
The titular ‘archive fever’ is the feverish desire for the 
thought itself, for wrenching it out of the unconscious. It is 
the thirst of satisfaction brought by comprehension.

In the novel the “positivist scientist” who abandons 
his scientific method is an archaeologist, but Derrida’s 
interpretation invites us to extrapolate the narrative to other 
fields. Writing in the advent of the rise of the Internet, 
Derrida proclaims that the archive “move[s] away from 
us at great speed”, deep into the ground, turning classical 
philology into something akin to archaeological practice.21 
Here, “archive” seems to be on the move not just vertically 
but also laterally, in the sense of expanding its own meaning 
to other phenomena: writing after Derrida and Freud, and 
with the post-socialist space in mind, Ewa Rewers suggests 
we may even consider the city, with its materiality of marks 
left by previous generations, as an archive of sorts.22 

20 Derrida and Prenowitz, “Archive Fever,” 61.

21 Derrida and Prenowitz, “Archive Fever,” 18.

22 Ewa Rewers, Post-Polis: wstęp do filozofii ponowoczesnego miasta (Kraków: 
Universitas, 2010).
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If one discipline is given the privilege of metaphoric 
substitution (classical philology as archaeology), could 
we think of studying history or doing architectural design 
in a similar way? What would this entail—to imagine the 
positivist scientist as an architect who, in the advent of 
designing, falls for the ‘site’ of his project, perhaps even falls 
in love for an ‘archive’ of sorts?

When the ‘positivist scholar’ of Jensen’s novel arrives 
at Pompeii, having followed the traces of his reasoning, 
he finally meets Gradiva and addresses her in Latin and 
in Greek. She does not answer. Then, and only then, he 
remembers what has driven him: “[a]nd this knowledge, 
this comprehension, this deciphering of the interior desire 
to decipher [...], all of this comes back to him in an act of 
memory [...]. He recalls that he came to see if he could find 
her traces, the traces of Gradiva’s footsteps […].”23 

The ghost of Gradiva addresses the scholar in his native 
tongue. “It seems that you have reason to be on your guard 
against an excess of imagination”24 A story of a repressed 
desire unfolds. 

VIII. 

The drive, the desire for the Archive—the origins of the 
historic, architectural, literary or psychic ‘truth’—is bound 
to remain unsatisfied. The archive, the original trace “burns 
itself” in advance of exploration; it starts to erase the 
multiple meanings as soon as it starts to represent, to mean 

23 Derrida and Prenowitz, “Archive Fever,” 61.

24 Jensen, Gradiva, paragraph 113.

something.25 ‘Truth’ cannot be claimed or possessed, says 
Derrida—even if institutions can be.

If there is not a unified understanding of throught, of 
imaination, it is not, Derrida adds, because of some deficits 
of epistemological kind on behalf of any discipline, but due 
to the inherent, fragmentary character of thought. We may 
add—due to its imaginary character.  It is what makes the 
thought open to its own paradoxicality of being capable of 
holding while repressing.26

With this in mind—in the unconscious archive of one’s 
thought—we may pose the questions of how to learn, what 
to learn and how to show what is to be learned. Knowing, 
already, in advance, that the questioning must never be 
satisfied.  

25 Derrida and Prenowitz, “Archive Fever,” 14.

26 Ibid., 43.

Fig. 01. Memorial plaque of Gradiva at 116 Kurfürstenstrasse, Berlin, at a site where, according to the plaque at the recto of the memoria, the Jewish Brotherhood of 
Mutual Assistance [jüdischen Brüdervereins gegenseitiger Unterstützung] was located. Here Freud attended his last Psychoanalytic Congress of the International 
Psychoanalytical Association (IPA) in September 1922 before being forced to emigrate in 1938. Photo by OTFW (2012).
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OBIEKT 10. Distracting 
Archive. On Design, 
Research and 
Representation.

CauTIon: sTePs
Work on good prose has three steps: a musical stage when 
it is composed, an architectonic one when it is built, and a 
textile one when it is woven.

aTTesTed audITor of Books

(…)

Now everything indicates that the book in this traditional 
form is nearing its end. (…) 

Printing, having found in the book a refuge in which to lead 
an autonomous existence, is pitilessly dragged out onto 
the street by advertisements and subjected to the brutal 
heteronomies of economic chaos. This is the hard schooling 
of its new form.

TeaChIng aId
Principle of the Weighty Tome, or How to Write Fat Books

I. The whole composition must be permeated with a 
protracted and wordy exposition of the initial plan.

II. Terms are to be included for conceptions that, except in 
this definition, appear nowhere in the whole book.

(…)

V. Everything that is known a priori about an object is to be 
consolidated by an abundance of examples.

VI. Relationships that could be represented graphically must 
be expounded in words. Instead of being represented in a 
genealogical tree, for example, all family relationships are to 
be enumerated and described.

–Walter Benjamin, One-Way Street1

1 Walter Benjamin, One-Way Street, (London: NLB, 1979), 61-63. 
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The anTI-Ideal (1):  hIsTory, desIgn, 
deCeIT.

I.

Walter Benjamin’s On the Concept of History famously 

opens with an image of History as an unusual device: an 

automaton of human posture designed to play chess. Inside 

it, underneath the large chess-table made to look transparent, 

sits a ‘hunchback.’ A master at chess, the hunchback expertly 

directs the moves of the automaton, to the astonishment of 

the unsuspecting human opponent. 

Benjamin’s thought-image is drawn on a historic device 

first presented in the late 18th century in Vienna and later 

famously touring Europe, and eventually the US where 

it inspired E.A. Poe.2 Several engravings of the machine 

made at that time show it both assembled for play and open, 

revealing the complex design of the mechanism that allowed 

the control of the puppet from within. Another system was 

in place to allow for the hidden director of the machine to 

secretly communicate with the presenter.3

In Benjamin’s metaphor, the ‘hunchback’ represents 

“theology,” which in the secularising industrial world was 

2 Michael Löwy, Fire Alarm: Reading Walter Benjamin’s “On the Concept of 
History.” (London: Verso, 2005), 25-26.

3 Ibid.

reduced to a “small and ugly” thing that “has to keep out of 

sight.”4 Intellectually cast-out, theology finds its refuge in 

the workings of historical materialism (the visible part of 

the automaton), animating it with a quasi-religious purpose 

(teleos) of ending all history amidst the inevitable victory of 

the proletariat.5 

Benjamin’s purpose in this essay has been described as an 

attempt to “open-up history,” the “wrentch it out” of the 

hands of ‘vulgar Marxism’ that had instrumentalised and 

bureaucratised it, reducing both the past and the future to a 

series of facing mirrors that restrict the view of the world 

beyond a pre-figured trajectory.6 Much like the design of 

the automaton’s interior that made it inconspicuous to those 

who look superficially, content with the reassurance of the 

presenter (the ‘soothsayers’ of history in the essay).

The deceitful automaton of history was apparently invented 

in Denmark. In 1934 Benjamin played chess with Brecht 

when the playwright, evidently bored with the schematism of 

the game, complained that “the way in which its is now, [it] 

doesn’t develop, it stays the same for too long.”7 

4 Walter Benjamin, On the Concept of History, Thesis I.

5 Löwy, Fire Alarm: Reading Walter Benjamin’s “On the Concept of History,” 
25.

6 Ibid., 107.

7 Benjamin, W. “Conversations with Brecht”, Understanding Brecht, trans. 
A. Bostock (London: NLB, 1977), 108. Cited in: Frederick J. Schwartz, 
“Distraction. Walter Benjamin and the Avant-Garde,” in Blind Spots: Critical 
Theory and the History of Art in Twentieth-Century Germany (New Haven, 
London: Yale University Press, 2005), 100.

Six years later history had grown into a monstrosity that was 

devouring Europe. Benjamin, then already in Paris, fleeing 

from Nazism, temporarily suspends reality and writes the 

‘automaton’ back into his place, into a mobile constellation 

of concepts that Benjamin’s own time “has formed with 

those past” and those to come.8

II.

One may be tempted to consider Benjamin’s choice of the 

metaphor as merely anecdotal, but the image of history’s 

deceitful design is an ancient one. It has its roots in the 

origins of human fabrication, when arts and technology were 

much closer than they have been more recently, under the 

rule of scientific positivism, writes Vilém Flusser.9 

In antiquity, Flusser continues, a man could train in the 

design of buildings and towns, and at the same time in 

constructing machines for destroying them: Vitruvius’ last 

book of ten is entirely devoted to machines. And as far 

as machines are concerned, the ones most significant for 

the mythical imaginary are those that lend themselves to 

deceitful or defying acts: the Trojan Horse, the wax wings 

made by Daedalus, Ariadne’s thread (a tracking device). In 

this ancient genealogy, machines appear as object that defy 

laws of nature. “Mechanics,” writes Flusser, “is a trick of 

8 Walter Benjamin, “On the Concept of History,” Thesis XVIII-A.

9 Vilém Flusser, The Shape of Things: A Philosophy of Design, (London: 
Reaktion Books, 1999), 17.
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fooling heavy bodies,” while the Greek word “mechanos” 

means a trap or an object made to deceive.10 

Architects look for their roots in “tekton” and “techne:” 

the ‘carpenter’ and the the ‘art of giving form’ to formless 

matter. But Plato seemed suspicious of art and technology. 

“For him, artists and technicians were traitors to ideas 

and tricksters because they cunningly seduced people into 

perceiving distorted ideas.”11 Fabrication betrays the ideal, 

states Flusser.

In the Latin world “techne” becomes “ars.” The diminutive 

of “ars” is in turn “articulum,” literally: “little art.” Which 

suggests the possibility of the bodily manipulation, the 

argument continues, still visible in the French expression 

“tour de main;” a certain agility and a way of turning 

something to one’s advantage.12

“Such considerations in themselves constitute a sufficient 
explanation of why the word design occupies the position 
it does in contemporary discourse.” states the author. “The 
words ‘design,’ ‘machine,’ ‘technology,’ ‘ars’ and ‘arte’ are 
closely related to one another, one term being unthinkable 
without the others and they all derive the same existential 
view of the world. However this internal connection has 
been denied for centuries (at least since the Renaissance). 
Modern bourgeois culture made a sharp division between 

10 Ibid., 17.

11 Ibid., 20.

12 Ibid., 18.

Fig. 01 Wolfgang von Kempelen, The Turkish Chess Player (1789), in “Freiherr Joseph Friedrich zu Racknitz, Ueber den 
Schachspieler des Herrn von Kempelen,” (Leipzig and Dresden, 1789).
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the world of arts and that of technology and machines; 
hence culture was split into two mutually exclusive 
branches: one scientific, quantifiable and ‘hard’ and the 
other ‘aesthetic’ evaluative, and ‘soft.’”13 This trajectory 
became irreversible since the late 19th century, at times 
of a broad shift toward mass production. In the wake of a 
growing gap between arts and fabrication design became 
a bridge, as site where both worlds-practices can meet as 
equals. 

This does not feel satisfactory. The mystery of design-as-

deception remains in place: who exactly deceives whom? 

Here the text takes a sharp turn. The author asks: what is the 

design, the trickery of this piece, of this text? Did you think a 

text cannot have a design?

The move, the ‘revealing’ of the design, is to make us 

aware that trickery is all around, lurking in the designs, 

both imaginary (ideological) and sensible (technical-

artistic-textual), behind the products of arts, technology 

and politics. “We are trickers tricked,” answers Flusser, 

“and any involvement with culture is the same thing as self-

deception.”14

13 Flusser, The Shape of Things: A Philosophy of Design, 18.

14 Ibid., 20.

The anTI-Ideal (2).  Metis :  desIgn 
and arChITeCTural researCh. 

Flusser’s thesis may seem unsatisfactory as elusively 
metaphysical or even nihilistic. But to consider it as such, 
would be perhaps to overlook the fundamental premise 
of the text—it speaks of the word “design,” not of design 
practice. We would fall into Flusser’s trap, or, in another 
imaginary, we would have to see words as permanently 
attached to objects. But, if not through Flusser, then through 
Herta Müller we may choose to seek for the gaps between 
words and things; the language’s inherent poetic modality, to 
consider language itself as partial instrument of research.15

III.

In architecture the question of what constitutes research 

seems to return with regularity. “If, fifteen years ago, the 

familiar question was ‘What is architectural theory?’, it is 

now ‘What is architectural research?’” wrote in 2003 Mark 

Dorrian and Adrian Hawker in their notes on architectural 

15 “For Müller, the possibility of poiesis is situated (articulated) in the density 
of places between words, in the gaps between words and things, words and 
thoughts,” writes Ella Chmielewska. “These places of dense contingency, 
of intense listening within the architecture of the text, generate amok, pull 
the reader into a vortext of doubt, vertigo of thought” that constitutes the 
very possibility of further, poetic (re)searching.  Ella Chmielewska “Writing 
with the Photograph: Espacement, Description and an Architectural Text in 
Action,” in A. Dahlgren, D. Petersson, & N. L. Vestberg, eds. Representational 
Machines: Photography and the Production of Space, (Aarhus: Aarhus 
University Press, 2013), 83-105 and esp. 84, 85. For the original fragment 
see Herta Müller “Każdy język ma własne oczy,” in Król kłania się i zabija, 
(Wołowiec: Wydawnictwo Czarne. 2008), 5, 6, 12.

pedagogy, research and practice. Placed between the 

“relatively unproblematic” fields of architectural history 

one the one hand, and of architectural science on the other, 

architectural design research faces numerous expectations, 

write the authors, not just from these neighbouring fields but, 

and perhaps even more so, from the architectural profession 

and its system of accreditation.16 The very distinction 

between teaching, research and practice seems artificial and 

unproductive, they add, serving primarily administrative and 

legal purposes of institutions.17 Dorrian and Hawker propose 

several mechanisms for transgressing these divisions.

IV.

First, they call for overcoming of structures that maintain 

the master-apprentice relationship in teaching: a model that 

seems inadequate in the world of multiple and unstable 

knowledges. 

“[W]e must recognise that the role of the tutor is primarily 
that of a participant in the architectural process: the way 
that s/he operates—through experience, guesswork and 
anticipation—is not different in kind from the way that the 
student works (…).”18 

Difference, in turn, is deposited (and nurtured) in the studio 

brief that the tutor prepares and the student addresses, to 

16 Mark Dorrian and Adrian Hawker, “The Tortoise, the Scorpion and the Horse 
- Partial Notes on Architectural Research/teaching/practice,” The Journal of 
Architecture 8, no. Summer (2003), 181.

17 Ibid., 182.

18 Ibid., 183.
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which both (kinds of) participants refer to test and inquire the 

site and the project itself. Placed under “radical contingency” 

the studio brief is where architectural design can be framed 

as a research project, at the same time contributing to the 

tutor’s own research trajectory and/or design practice. 

A brief may even become a subject of research. In the 

essay Writing with the Photograph Ella Chmielewska  

investigates the role of one specific photographic image in 

one of Dorrian’s studio briefs.19 Looking for elements that 

provoke architectural thought and action, she posits that part 

of provocative agency of the brief comes from “writing with 

the photographic image;” a way of writing that radically 

changes position: from conventional writing about images, 

to writing, as if from within the image, pointing to gaps and 

inadequacies—not of the image itself but that of our (tutors’, 

students’, architecture’s) capacity to address it ‘fully.’20  

What appears is certainly not a certainty, but perhaps a 

‘good chance’ that the project that opened with an example 

of reflexive reading will progress along this trajectory in its 

own way. ‘Good’ brief-writing, Chmielewska posits, depends 

on the skill of “situating chance” for reflexive architectural 

imagining.21

19 Chmielewska, “Writing with the Photograph”, 83-99.

20 Ibid., 99.

21 Ibid.

V.

Second mechanism for overcoming of the boundaries is a 

reconstruction of the concept of ‘research’  along the lines 

of architectural praxis, rather than those of neighbouring 

apparatuses (science, history, philosophy). “There are 

clearly difficulties in bringing this logocentric concept 

into contact with the production of creative disciplines,” 

write Dorrian and Hawker. After all, “the result of an 

architectural project is the project itself, and this is never, in 

a straightforward way, identical to any set of statements that 

might be made about it.”22  The architectural object always 

says “simultaneously much less and much more” than the 

“heteroglotic” discourse around it. It ‘speaks’ differently,  

producing “a much looser, ambiguous, and unquantifiable 

kind of knowledge than that normally presumed to be gained 

through research.”23  Inscribing the ‘loose semiosis’ of an 

architectural object—a drawing, a model—into the tight 

formulae of scientific research would seem wasteful of its 

eloquence, of the interpretative potential of both the gaps 

and the excess that the object presents. Instead, Dorrian 

and Hawker propose that in assessing the design project 

we look for “a sort of canniness, an increased sense of the 

performative and productive possibilities of the approaches 

to architecture.” A ‘good’ architectural project is not one 

22 Dorrian and Hawker, “The Tortoise, the Scorpion and the Horse - Partial Notes 
on Architectural Research/teaching/practice,” 186.

23 Ibid., 187.

that locks down though to a solution, in a Popperian way, 

answering a specific falsifiable question, but rather one that 

skilfully allows the thought to travel further, one that is 

simply “’good to think.’”24 

The exemplar conceptual ‘device’ the authors construct, 

from the armature made by Marcel Detienne and Jean-

Pierre Vernant in their study of Greek culture, is the Greek 

understanding of the word metis, which refers to 

“a kind of craftsmanly knowledge or cunning deployed 
in complex and mobile contexts that are unamenable to 
logic.” (…) “Resolutely anti-ideal,” the authors continue, 
“[metis] claims no transcendental authority: rather it 
draws upon a sort of foresight, a constantly shifting sense 
of possible outcomes and how to grasp them through the 
fluctuating material medium of the world.”25

VI.

The third instrument, the last ‘engine’ of thought posited 

by Metis—now capitalised as the name of Dorrian and 

Hawker’s design duo—is the potential of the “obsessive 

character” of the researcher, both the student and the tutor. 

“[W]hen design is pursued as research it often emerges 

from the preoccupations of an individual: that is, it springs 

from a point of departure that receives limited or even no 

social recognition and that appears to be inordinately and 

24 Ibid.

25 Ibid., 187-188.
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incomprehensibly fixed upon something that it shouldn’t 

be.”26 This should not be reduced to the familiar trope of 

the ‘genius ahead of time,’ however. The associated aspect 

of socially-confirmed superiority that is a-priori present in 

the notion of ‘ingenuity’ and only revealed in the future, is 

absent here. Rather, Metis write, the obsessive researcher is 

constantly “transported” by his own research, “less authoring 

of it than authored by it.” The obsessive is an infectious 

attitude, unsettling one’s own stability and likely to ‘move’ 

onto others. Yet again, this is precisely what makes the studio 

a generative and transforming experience, the outreach of 

which may be of societal proportions.27

26 Dorrian and Hawker, “The Tortoise, the Scorpion and the Horse - Partial Notes 
on Architectural Research/teaching/practice,” 188.

27 Ibid.

VII. 

Imagining an architectural object as research invites the 

questions of, first, where exactly its semiotic ‘excess’ is 

formed and, second, if whatever is formed holds the character 

of a ‘contribution to knowledge,’  notoriously sought for in 

the canonical modes of research as a marker of originality. 

Could it be ‘whatever?’ 

This question appears in Benjamin, although it is not 

mentioned in these exact words, nor does it immediately 

show itself as descriptive of research exegesis in the 

academic-architectural context. It is framed as ‘distraction,’ 

or ‘absent-mindedness’ (in another translation), a state in 

which the modern audience approaches art work, and at 

the same time a state that the modern audience seeks in 

the arts, a distraction from reality that, in turn, demands 

that art becomes entertaininment.28 “Contemplation” of the 

art object amidst the deafening silence of the gallery has 

been dominated by the outburst of “collective laughter” in 

the cinema; the cult of the classical object’s metaphysical 

“aura,” though provisionally finding refuge in the “negative 

theology” of ‘pure’ art, has been replaced with interest in the 

object’s ideological composition. 

It is between and through these phenomena that a new kind 

of audience emerges: broader, more demanding, restless. A 

public audience, we must add. But ‘public,’ in Benjamin’s 

theorization, does not mean ‘unexpertly,’ thus leaving a 

window of reciprocity to consider the expert as a restless 

agent of distraction. 

VIII.

Analysing the influence of art and architecture avant-garde 

on Critical Theory, Frederick Schwartz points out that the 

condition of distraction is perhaps the most significant for the 

discussion of architecture as research. Benjamin of course 

lays down the ground for this, where he states that 

“[a]rchitecture has always offered the prototype of an 
artwork that is received in a state of distraction and 
through the collective.”29 

28 Walter Benjamin and Michael W. Jennings, “The Work of Art in the Age of Its 
Technological Reproducibility [First Version],” Grey Room, 39 (2010), 33–34. 
Thesis 18.

29 Ibid., 34. Thesis 18.

Fig. 03. Scan of pp. 14-15 of “Urban Cartographies.”
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lies amidst Benajmin’s relationship with the work of German 

art and architectural avant-garde, which seemingly interested 

the writer more than the literary one. 

Among it Benjamin knew, for example, László Moholy-

Nagy, El Lissitzky, Theo van Doesburg and Sasha Stone. 

With Stone, a ‘polytechnically trained’ engineer, born in 

Russia and educated in Warsaw, Benjamin was a close friend; 

Stone designed the photomontage for the cover of One-Way 

Street in the original edition of the book. Having failed to 

secure his position in the academia, Benjamin looked up to 

Moholy-Nagy, who from 1923 to 1928 was a professor at 

Gropius’ Bauhaus. He was under the architect’s influence, 

quoting from his 1925 book Painting, Photography, Film, 

with interest in the book’s peculiar manifesto, section titled  

Dynamic of the Metropolis, that resembles a storyboard for a 

film that was never made: 

We should not reduce the Dynamic of the Metropolis to a 

mere reflection, adds Schwartz, nor simply to an ‘expression’ 

of the experience of the fast-paced modern life. Rather, 

the book “represents and explores the conditions in which 

perception and therefore visual communication had come to 

take place;” new conditions that simultaneously “permit and 

require” a new approach to typography and visual design. 30 

As both an exploration of a condition and a presentation of a 

thesis, we may add, the Dynamic of the Metropolis emerges 

here as a prototype of a research-by-design object.

IX.

What Moholy-Nagy did for design, Benjamin took into the 

realm of writing. Stone’s montage can be seen as an index 

to this, locating Benjamin’s book in the same “constellation 

of movement and vision” characteristic for the new urban 

life that can be seen in Moholy Nagy’s work.31 If the 

problem for the designer-architect was the speed of visual 

30 Frederick J. Schwartz, “Distraction. Walter Benjamin and the
 Avant-Garde,” in Blind Spots: Critical Theory and the History of Art in
 Twentieth-Century Germany (New Haven, London: Yale University Press, 

2005), 48.

31 Ibid., 48.

representation, the “TEMPO, TEMPO, TEMPO, TEMPO” 

hammering the script of an imaginary film, then for the 

writer it was about “promptness” of literary language. The 

interest in ‘promptness,’  the favouring of ‘inconspicuous 

forms’ of literary production such as leaflets and brochures 

over lengthy books, is a mark of a broad influence of the 

design world, writes Schwartz. One of Moholy-Nagy’s 

Bauhaus students, Josef Albers, proclaimed the redundancy 

of straight-line text that mimics the ‘running’ speech:  the 

‘epic language,’ the thesis goes, must make space for speed 

and efficiency of the telegraphic code. 

This radical call was further amplified by Benjamin in One-

Way Street: “We must read fast, as we must speak sparely. 

Only the schools still forbid us to speak in incomplete 

sentences, and this is wrong... So we must distance ourselves 

from the book. Printed matter no longer consists of books.”32 

(c. Speed and fragments, stop and go. Designing and writing 

for the distracted. Speed above all.

32 Benjamin, One-Way Street, 65. Cited in Ibid., 49.

Fig. 04. Image of a page fom László Moholy-Nagy’s “Dynamic of the Metropolis,” in Painting, Photography, Film, 1925.
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X.

In the ‘Attested Auditor of Books’ section of the One-Way 

Street Benjamin notes that film and advertisement already 

affected the printed word: they made it alive again. He points 

out advertising conventions at work in Mallarmé’s Un Coup 

des Dés—some of most ‘hermetic’ poetry there is—and 

suggests that advertising becomes a ‘hard school’ for the new 

forms of language.

The design of One-Way Street is exemplary of the 

schooling: ‘no longer classic,’ it is “marked by a heavy 

asymmetric rule, oversize page numbers and subject 

headings in bold sans-serif jobbing type.” (50). Did 

Benjamin take seriously M-Nagy’s thesis that ‘even 

philosophical works’ will be once printed similarly to 

American magazines, Schwartz asks. (50) One-Way 

Street certainly goes after M-Nagy’s Dynamic of the 

Metropolis, but only to overtake it by “exploring new 

conditions of textuality, knowledge and ultimately, if still 

tentatively, politics.” (50) 

It “takes the form of a literary montage of 
observations, short essays, dream 
reports, and lists under the headings of the 

quick, verbal jolts of urban commerce—warning, 

advertisements, labels, and street signs.”  

“There is no satisfaction here for the reader trained in 

the school of book,” adds the author. “There is no plot 
and seldom a developed argument, but merely a 
series of sharply focused fragments, quick images, 
or allegorical shreds with 

no 

‘epic’

claims

to totality or consistency of knowledge. We are 

presented with constantly shifting focuses of attention 

that provide rubrics for observations and explorations 

into the real mysteries and often surreal facts of 

metropolitan life, politics and death.” (51) 

Fig. 05. Image of a book cover of Benjamin’s 1928 edition of One-Way Street [Einbahnstraße] with a photomontage by Sasha Stone.
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It is precisely the fragmentation, however, that allows 

the One-Way Street to seek “a correspondence 
between shocks and discontinuities of urban 
existence and a new form of knowledge for the 

distracted viewer and thinker;” a kind of knowledge that 

emerges between “anonymous urban texts of streets, 

hotels, and newspapers, thoughts contained by, and 

coaxed out of, commodified words.” (51) In such light, 

we may see Benjamin’s book as an experimental study 

interested in the overlooked forms of intellect present in 

the every-day produce of capitalism.33

XI.

From the analysis posited by Schwartz a thesis emerges: 

though experimental architecture often feels indebted to 

critical theory, the debt is in fact reciprocal. For Benjamin 

specifically, to his way of writing and the way he unfolds 

thought, the work of the architectural avant-garde was 

absolutely fundamental. 

In the light of Schwartz’s study, the essay on artwork appears 

not only as a commentary on the most current affairs but 

as a reflection, in which the insight into architecture’s 

inherent liability to be engaged ‘distractingly’ comes from 

Benjamin’s first-hand experience with the design mode of 

work of the avant-garde: the architecture, the publishing, the 

33 The typography and figuration of the text section above indexes this author’s 
method of working with source texts though research notes, that developed 
over the course of this research. Font size reflect here the significance of a 
fragment of a text and coulours at once indicate its origin (here, red means 
source text, black this author’s paraphrasing or commentary), and serve to 
highlight the particularly significant parts. An example of notes made in 
this way are included in the annexe. All page references in brackets are to 
Schwartz, “Distraction. Walter Benjamin and the Avant-Garde.” 

photo-montages, the film-making. All of these, in modern 

capitalism, are guided by the need for speed and promptness 

required to reach the new audiences commercially but also 

ideologically. The One-Way Street thus appears here as a 

revolutionary architectonic object, not merely an ‘expression’ 

of distraction but an epistemological imbrication of it, a “new 

form of knowledge for the distracted viewer and thinker,” 

with “no plot, seldom a developed argument” for structure, 

“real mysteries and surreal facts” for content, a ‘para-book,’ 

really, developed in parallel to the ubiquitous ‘script’ of 

modern urban culture it addresses. 

sPIllIng wITh meanIng. on serIal 
rePresenTaTIon (2010-)

XII.

Another way to think of ‘distraction’ is perhaps through its 

radicalisation: passivity.

“The key idea that simultaneously brings about the special 

in the everyday and the everyday in the special is what I am 

calling the ‘radical passivity’ of everyday experience.”34

(…)

“Radical passivity operates on the following basis. If 

it is accepted that a narrative work, be it in literature, 

architecture or museum, can operate both physically and 

transcendentally, through body and mind, then it is both 

placed and non-placed. The action of moving through place 

34 Dorian Wiszniewski, “City as Museum, Museum as City: Mediating the 
Everyday and Special Narratives of Life,” in Museum Making, ed. Suzanne 
Macleod, Laura Hourston Hanks, and Jonathan Hale (London, New York: 
Routledge, 2012), 127.

and the intelligent action of the reader run in parallel, 

sometimes crossing and interweaving, sometimes running off 

at tangents to each other.”35

(…)

“The theory of radical passivity concerns both how we 

participate in the authored works of architecture and 

museum and how a work may be authored in order to 

encourage the particular type of participation the theory 

holds.”36

Theorizing the possibility of ‘radical passivity’ in 

architectural design Dorian Wiszniewski posits several 

steps to such a theory. First, is to consider both the city and 

the museum as two apparatuses, working analogously at 

different scales to produce both ‘special’ and ‘every-day’ 

narratives. Second, is to see how these narratives are formed 

through ‘readership’ of both the exhibits and the urban 

objects. Eventually, we are invited to imagine stepping 

outside of the (rather worn) metaphor of ‘narrative’ and 

instead consider “the character of narratology” that would 

be appropriate for configuring the materiality of objects of 

different kinds and scales, the buildings and the exhibits. A 

new kind of curatorial practice is proposed, one that nurtures 

heterogenesis, a kind of multitude and seriality of production.

35 Ibid., 128.

36 Ibid., 127.
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Fig. 06.  Image from Wiszniewski’s edited book of projects from the Florence Studio (2008-2010),  
Florence: Curating the City, Representation and Seriality  / Firenze : Curare la Città, Rappresentazione e Serialità,

part of the cityspeculations project, University of Edinburgh, 2010.
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XIII.

The theory of ‘radical passivity’ opens with a reference to 

Jacques Rancière’s The Emancipated Spectator, in which 

we find the following representational premise: there is a 

formula for all critiques of theatre—they all reduce theatre 

to spectacle. The spectator, in turn, is an analogue for 

an ignoramus, “held before an appearance in a state of 

ignorance about the process of production of this appearance 

and about the reality it conceals,” immobile and passive.“To 

be a spectator,” we read, “is to be separated from both 

the capacity to know and to act.” 37 A different theatre can 

thus be imagined: a theatre without ‘spectators,’ where the 

“passive optical relationship implied by the very term is 

subjected to a different relationship—that implied by another 

word, one which refers to what is produced on the stage: 

drama. Drama means action.”38  Theatre, as Rancière sees 

it, is “the place where an action is taken to its conclusion 

by bodies in motion in front of living bodies that are to be 

mobilized.”39  The people ‘learn’ rather than merely let 

themselves be ‘seduced’ by images. 

The possibility of theatre becoming a mobilizing situation 

has its roots in antiquity, writes Rancière, but more recently 

an important contribution is made in the Romanticism: 

37 Jacques Rancière, “The Emancipated Spectator” in The Emancipated Spectator 
(London, New York: Verso, 2009), 2.

38 Ibid., 3.

39 Ibid., My emphasis.

theatre becomes the construction site for the living 

community.40 Rancière does not say this, but we may suspect 

that the construction is by the way of situated, shared acts of 

‘reading’ of the sequence of gestures, actions and situations 

on the scene. In such light, the call for “restoring theatre 

to its essence” can be uderstood as a call to restore the 

community.

To an architect it seems evident that the definite article 

before “place” of action in Rancière’s call may be replaced 

by an indefinite one: as well as to theatre, the thesis can be 

addressed to architecture, which can now be imagined as 

a mobilizing field. It is not only the theatre, then, but also 

architectural and curatorial practices that share interest in 

representing and activating the community. Architecture 

offers here its subversive potential: the ‘passive’ engagement 

does not mean no action. It means a different kind of 

engagement, one bereft of pretence to contemplation, the 

exclusive formality of art-connoisseurship. What is more, 

all communal ‘institutions,’ from the actual ones, such 

as theatres and museums, to the imaginary ones, such as 

architectural design (a diverse practice that, nonetheless, 

acquires institutional character by being mediated and 

regulated by urban and professional policies), “assume a 

40 Though Rancière is thinking here of the German context, we should add 
that this works analogically for Poland, with a good portion of its national 
imaginary (historically) compressed into and at the same time unfolding 
from (contemporarily) a single epic drama, the Forefathers Eve by Adam 
Mickewicz. I speak of Polish Romanticism in Objekt 1.

representational role for their assumed audiences.” A city, 

in other words, seeks to represent itself—as if by itself, but 

specifically by the way of its institutions.

The image that is constantly (re)constructed in this way 

is far from coherent: the city is charged with political and 

ethical differences. In Wiszniewski’s assessment the city’s 

apparatuses “carry entanglements of contemporary and past 

senses of virtue with little consensus either to what now may 

be considered virtuous or how each apparatus may represent 

such virtues.”41 The way the city looks to represent itself, its 

‘official’ imaginary so to speak, is rarely more coherent than 

the conflicting wishes of the diverse and overlapping groups 

that seek to shape it.

XIV.

Describing his pedagogy on the example of Masters in 

Architecture studio Wiszniewski writes about “promoting 

rich processes of recording rich readings of the city,” where 

to record means not merely to ‘collect’ but also to present 

and then re-present in a series of design moves or iterations. 

An architectural object—a drawing, a model, a film or a 

text—is here not a ‘solution’ but rather a device to help 

construct another object. What emerges in this way is a 

multitude of artefacts and between them—a sensible “surplus 

of plenitude.”

41 Wiszniewski, “City as Museum, Museum as City: Mediating the Everyday and 
Special Narratives of Life,” 120.
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“Ranciere’s notion of surplus is a theory that conflates the 

super-abundance of the many aspects of community life 

into images. I conflate the idea of image with architecture 

as artefact and narrative; after all, what is an image if not 

suspended rhetoric?”42

Drawing on Merleau-Ponty, Wiszniewski posits that the 

world precedes rhetoric: the body is already within it 

before it speaks; its linguistic articulation is never an exact 

representation of the world nor of the thought itself.  

“[E]very attempt to close our hand on the thought which 

dwells in the spoken word,” Wiszniewski cites Merleau-

Ponty here, “leav[es] only a bit of verbal material in our 

fingers.”43 In the context of design research, therefore, the 

expectation is that a student-researcher articulates through 

language to the best of his or her ability but, in any case, 

he or she cannot ever say everything that he or she knows 

and experiences. In return—we often say or write (or draw) 

more than we initially intended—our text/drawing/uttering 

is saturated and tends to ‘spill over with meaning’ in least 

expected moments.

Serial curatorship emerges as a way of, at once, structuring 

the ‘spillage’—the fragmentary excess of narratives of the 

author-artist, of the community, of the curator emerging 

42 Ibid, 123.

43 Merleau-Ponty, Signs, ed. J. Wild and J. M. Edie, Evanston, (IL: Northwestern 
University Press, 1998), 96. Cited in Wiszniewski, “City as Museum, Museum 
as City,” 124.

around the object—that at the same time opens up the 

superfluousness of these narratives. 

“When we serially experience architecture, as moving 

images, syncopated and combinatorially visual and haptic,” 

he writes, “we are constantly reading something of what 

we think it is supposed to mean as biography and history of 

something of its surplus that relates to lives utterly unknown 

to the makers of the artefacts, partly our own.”44 (…) 

“[I]n each artefact, monumental or ordinary, we can read 

something between our own and community narratives.” 

Wiszniewski’s city, in this case, is not just any city, however. 

It is Florence, the “museum-city par-excellence,” in which  

museums stand next to architectures-as-museums, both 

orders engaged in constant instituting of the city.45 At last 

we must ask: what does this carry for the study of ‘Post-

Socialist’ spaces that seemingly share none of these qualities? 

44 Dorian Wiszniewski, ed., Florence: Curating the City, Representation and 
Seriality (Edinburgh: The University of Edinburgh, 2010), 124

45 The theorization posited by Wiszniewski in “City as Museum, Museum 
as City...”  has its origins in the Master in Architecture studio programme, 
led by Wiszniewski, and focused on the study of Florence. An abbreviated 
version of the essay partially discussed by me here, titled “Curating the City: 
Representation and Seriality,” closes the publication with the studio projects. 
See: Dorian Wiszniewski, ed., Florence: Curating the City, Representation and 
Seriality (Edinburgh: The University of Edinburgh, 2010).

WrocłaW: museum of 
arChITeCTure (2015)

In 2015, students from Edinburgh were invited, as part of 

a Masters in Architecture programme, to travel to Wrocław 

in Poland. Titled Para-situation Wrocław, and led by 

Dorian Wiszniewski and assisted by this author, the studio 

investigaged a city with an altogether different constellation 

of narratives and conditions than the study of Florence. On 

the one hand, it was defined by the city’s complex ontology 

as German Breslau until 1945, and Polish Wrocław since—

though with Breslau remaining as a spectral imaginary that 

more recently has been partially embodied in the return of 

German nostalgic tourism and capital investment. On the 

other hand, the studio was framed by the theme of ecosophic 

urbanism, developed by Wiszniewski, and thus interested in 

the presence of the ‘natural’ in ‘cultural,’ and both of these 

within the architectural. 

A thorough exposition of the programme and a reflection 

on its exegesis deserves its own study.46 Here, I only seek to 

46 Two other M.Arch programme studios referred to in this Obiekt have produced, 
as part of cityspeculation series, publications that presented student work, the 
framework of authorial pedagogies and reflection or commentaries from invited 
contributors. At the point of writing this thesis, the Wrocław studio has not had 
an analogous publication. There is, however, a dialectical relationship between 
the work of Wrocław studio (and its multiple theses) and the development of 
this thesis, e.g. in curatorial strategies, methodology of archival research and 
design method, questions of heritage preservation, history representation, and 
so on. It is hoped that the few points (‘paragraph-objects’) presented here offer 
a glimpse towards this relationship that the author looks to unfold in future 
work.



posit several points that seem relevant to the exposition of 

‘ancestry’ of curatorial and design strategies that this thesis, 

in its dual corpus of text and exhibiton, has emerged from. 

Firstly, similarly, to the Florence studio, the serial oscillation 

between design as fabrication and design as (re)presentation 

was part of the studio’s composite framing. The students 

were encouraged to re-present the artefacts in series, 

analogically, without asserting their hierarchies in advance. 

Secondly, the museological aspect—museum as an institution 

with the agency to (re)make the community—was also 

visible: while in Wrocław the students and tutors have been 

hosted by the local Museum of Architecture, the only of its 

kind in the country, where they visited the exposition and 

accessed the Museum’s extensive construction drawings’ 

archives.47

Thirdly, Wrocław offers direct connections to the history 

of both German and Polish architectural avant-garde. In 

respect to the former, these are buildings by architects such 

as Ernst May, Hans Scharoun, Max Berg or Hans Poelzig 

present in the city, as well as the experimental modernist 

housing estate Wu-Wa.48 In regards to Polish avant-garde, 

the connection is made through the Museum of Architecture 

47 The decision to found Poland’s only (to this day, as it turned out) museum 
of architecture in a city the German identity of which was ‘uprooted’ seems 
significant and cetainly worthy of its own project. 

48 Werkbundausstellung Wohnung und Werkraum. See: http://www.
deutscherwerkbund-nw.de. Last accessed 28/01/2017.
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archive, where a collection related to the architects Helena 

and Szymon Syrkus is held, along with originals of the 

couple’s correspondence with key figures of the inernational 

movement, Le Corbusier, Laszlo Moholy-Nagy, or the 

British MARS group, of which the Syrkuses were part. 

The Wrocław Studio has thus returned much more than ever 

could be expected: opening an avenue of research onto a 

rich body of unresearched archival material and allowing a 

change of positions in relations to one’s own design project, 

which can now be re-imagined within a broad spectrum of 

architectural design inquiries of various scales and depths.

warsaw: The ImPossIBIlITy 
of resTITuTIng sPaCes (2009). 
QuesTIons for desIgn and 
rePresenTaTIon.

XV.

It is of course incidental that in the Masters in Architecture 

programme the Florence Studio (2008-2010) partially 

overlapped with the Warsaw Studio (2007-2009). Yet in 

architectural pedagogy discussed here—charged with 

artefacts, drawings, material production—the possibility of 

osmosis of representational strategies, interests, materials, 

tectonics, the language of design and the spoken language 

must not be dismissed. Especially, if one considers that the 

City-as-Museum and the Post-Socialist City studios were 

located directly across from each other in the Architecture 

Figs. 07-08.  Scans of letters from László Moholy-Nagy to architects and members 
of CIAM Helena and Szymon Syrkuses in Warsaw. From the archive of the 
Muzeum Architektury, Wrocław. As of 2015 these letters and other material 
related to the international avant-garde (Gropius, Le Corbusier, Giedion and 
others) were only provisionally indexed and most were not paginated.  To 
access these letters one may quote provisional reference “Teczka 15, ‘Szafa-
Strych.’” 
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building. Perhaps for the first and last time, Warsaw and 

Florence found themselves so close.

This Objekt, however, is less concerned with representational 

similarities or discrepancies of studio output, and more with 

the questions that the two studio pedagogies of design-as-

research in the city seem to be interested in. Firstly, how to 

open-up the histories of cities and places under scrutiny and, 

secondly, how to open architecture onto the unexpected.

XVI.

When Wiszniewski and his students went to Florence to start 
their two-year long study in 2008, another Masters’ studio 
was mid-way into its two-year programme. Run by Dr Mark 
Dorrian, it chose Warsaw as a site of investigation, framing 
the programme as the Post-Socialist City and its Material 
Prehistories.49 

The studio opened with a specifically-framed investigative 

project. Before coming to Poland for field-work, the 

students were asked to consider their studio space as a site 

of ‘architectural forensics,’ looking for material marks and 

their disposition in the space. Projects were to open up the 

possibility that, firstly, the materiality of the studio holds a 

‘transmissive’ potential for exegesis of architecture, acting 

as a “second site” (Warsaw being the first), influencing the 

projects.50 This in turn posited a conceit that in a study of 

49 Dorrian, Warszawa: Projects for the Post-Socialist City.

50 Mark Dorrian, “Architectural Forensics: The Studio as Site,” in Resilience: 
Pamphlet Architecture (New York: Princeton Architectural Press, 2012), 15.

the city itself, nothing, regardless of its size, kind or origin, 

should be dismissed in advance. “To assume that the way a 

feather lies upon a floor,” writes Dorrian, “a feather whose 

position and orientation might be disturbed by the sudden 

draft from an opening door, carries the same consequences 

as a column, is to deal in an architecturally expanded 

world of increased sensitivity and responsiveness.”51 The 

study of Warsaw was thus framed as a study of history’s 

fragile material and immaterial traces, its light feathers of 

architecture’s ephemeralia and deep marks of its traumatic 

history.52

The visit to Warsaw opened through a series of structured 

walks or visits to specific Warsaw addresses: the Palace of 

Culture and Science with its backstage and other ‘secretive’ 

spaces, a ‘hip’ club at Chłodna 25, a private apartment at 

15 Zieleniecka Street, and a walk through the make-shift 

marketplace on the site of the Tenth Anniversary Stadium.53 

Among these was also the art studio at 36 Smolna Street, a 

51 Mark Dorrian, ed., Warszawa: Projects for the Post-Socialist City (Edinburgh: 
The University of Edinburgh, 2009), 14.

52 For a nuanced reading (and framing) of Dorrian’s brief-writing and writing 
on image, see Ella Chmielewska’s “Afterword: ‘Postscript as pretext,’” in 
M. Dorrian, Writing on the Image: Architecture, the City and the Politics of 
Representation, (Edinburgh: I.B/ Tauris & Co. Ltd, 2015),186-203, and for a 
specific reading of a thought-image key for the Warsaw brief: Chmielewska, 
“Writing with the Photograph: Espacement, Description and an Architectural 
Text in Action,” in A. Dahlgren, D. Petersson, & N. L. Vestberg, eds. 
Representational Machines: Photography and the Production of Space, 
(Aarhus: Aarhus University Press, 2013), 83-105.

53 Chmielewska, in Dorrian, ed., Warszawa: Projects for the Post-Socialist City, 
22.

place exemplary and indicative, in many ways, of Warsaw’s 

complex condition.54 

XVII. 

Among twenty-five projects developed in Dorrian’s studio 

and presented in Warszawa: Projects for the Post-Socialist 

City, there was one with a specific significance for this thesis 

and the way it seeks to address the questions of ‘opening’ of 

history and architecture: a project by this author. 

Titled compactly Restituted Spaces, it took interest in the 

gesture of destruction that followed the initial, partial phase 

of reconstruction of central Warsaw—the ‘clearing’ of the 

site for the enormous Palace of Culture and Science that 

required extensive demolition of potentially inhabitable (and 

indeed inhabited) spaces.55 In a city that had only emerged 

from an unprecedented catastrophe, this was a violent 

gesture that has continued to affect the city ever since , both 

materially and immaterially.56 

The investigation started with the site then occupied by 

a worn concrete crust covering the mound of the city’s 

largest, historic stadium, built in 1955 and, following the 

fall of Communism, a place of a vast, improvised open-air 

marketplace. By 2007 already fenced off, seemingly for the 

54 Chmielewska describes the studio as a place “where the stone floor indexes its 
previous location in a demolished salon in Marszałkowska, where the plaster 
casts and models point to places of commemoration and trauma scattered 
around Warsaw; where through the studio windows the walls of the ruined city 
peer-in; where the question of the ‘where’ of architecture is palpable in the 
place’s tentative position within the disfigured remnant building. In this place 
we could sense the city’s history revealed in odd and accidental folds, distant 
points on a temporal plane touching as in Michel Serres’ notion of history as a 
crumpled handkerchief.” In ibid.

55 Agnieszka Knyt and Krzysztof Jóźwiak, “Miasto pod Pałac,” Karta, (39), 
(2003), 112–127.

56 See: Mark Dorrian “Falling upon Warsaw: the shadow of the Palace of 
Culture,” in The Journal of Architecture, 15(1), (2010), 87–103, which traces 
the problematic and fascinating cultural history of the Palace and contemporary 
attempts to “drive away” its malign ‘shadow.’ Those interested in the Palace’s 
violent impact on the city and its imaginary might also be interested in Andrzej 
Leder’s essay “Nerwica Miejska,” Res Publica Nowa, (193), (2008), 66–67. 
Other literature on the Palace: an edited volume of papers and a record of 
a panel discussion by Zuzanna Grębowiecka and Jakub Sadowski, Pałac 
Kultury i Nauki. Między ideologią a masową wyobraźnią, (Kraków: Zakład 
Wydawniczy NOMOS, 2007); an socio-anthropological study by Michał 
Murawski, Kompleks Pałacu. Życie społeczne stalinowskiego wieżowca w 
kapitalistycznej Warszawie, (Warszawa: Muzeum Warszawy, 2015); a historic 
reportage by Beata Chomątowska, Pałac. Biografia intymna, (Kraków: 
Wydawnictwo Znak, 2015); a history book by Waldemar Baraniewski, Pałac w 
Warszawie, (Warszawa: Wydawnictwo Raster, 2014).

Fig. 09.  Piotr Leśniak, “Restituted Spaces” (2009). Drawing from the Master of Architecture diploma project made as part of Warszawa: Post-Socialist City and its 
Material Prehistories, studio conveyed by Dr Mark Dorrian (The University of Edinburgh, 2007-2009).   >>>
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Fig. 10.  Scanned page from Mark Dorrian’s edited book of projects from the Warszawa studio (2007-2009), part of the cityspeculations project, University of 
Edinburgh, 2009.
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purpose of the forthcoming construction of a new “National 

Stadium,”57 the site was interesting due to an interesting 

imbrication of past and future it seemed to be part of. While, 

according to the popular imaginary, the earth-mound stalls 

of the stadium held debris of the houses removed from the 

site where the Palace of Culture was built, it was also the 

place from which the height of the Palace was decided by its 

architects.  

The project took-up a map drawing, published in an 1980s 

edited volume of nachlass of the city’s head architect from 

that time, in which the outline of the Palace is imposed onto 

a map of remaining urban fabric.58 The map was re-drawn 

and re-drafted digitally as a vector drawing with outlines 

of individual houses, courtyards and streets, and then 

subsequently ‘manipulated’ (cut, folded, extruded) in the 

virtual space of CAD software. 

What literally emerged through a sequence of these 

operations was a complex structure consisting (conceptually 

and mathematically at least) solely of surfaces, which, 

through light and shadow as much as their own dimensions, 

created a representation of a spatial condition; a kind of 

‘post-urban,’ tectonic.

57 Built for the 2012 European football championship finals and originally named 
as Stadion Narodowy, [The National Stadium] the stadium has since found a 
sponsor, attaching to the nation the name of a state-owned energy giant, Polska 
Grupa Energetyczna and forming PGE Narodowy. 

58 Józef Sigalin, Warszawa 1944–1980. Z archiwum architekta (Warszawa, 1986),   
in three volumes; ammended with a volume of maps as the fourth volume in 
1987. In the Masters project I used a reproduction of one of these maps.

The charge of the project, however, lies not in the technique 

itself, but in the corpus it works through—a representation 

of violence; a representation that indexes not only an 

architectural or morphological destruction of the city; not 

only an ideological destruction of capitalist land economy; 

but also a representation (albeit flattened by the original 

map’s design) of actual loss of life, of what Andrew Herscher 

describes as “objects and spaces for living, spaces for the 

living.”59 An act of spatial violence that has not since been 

systematically addressed.60 In response, the project proposed 

that the lost living space is returned, in a different form. 

Rather than seek to restitute the ‘property’ or ownership of 

specific alotments and dwellings, it posited to return the right 

to use the spaces—to each inhabitant of Warsaw—for one 

year of his or her life.

This radical restructuring of politic in the project was posited 

by Dorrian, in this way inviting the project (and indeed the 

thinking about architecture) to face its own impossibility. 

Even assuming that restitution of property is the ‘right’ 

thing to do, one would inevitablty face a situation  where 

‘social’ or ‘historic’ justice is not possible: the living had 

59 Andrew Herscher, “Warchitectural Theory,” Journal of Architectural 
Education, 61(3), (2008), 42. 

 

60 The concept of “Spatial Violence” was posited in 2014 by Andrew Herscher 
and Anooradha Iyer Siddiqi in a journal issue introduction paper under this 
title. What emerges, in the authors’ theorization, is violence as a constitutive 
force of architecture, “more of a method” than a concept; an inherent part of 
(urban) design methodology and the historiographic methodology concerned 
with it. See: Herscher & Siddiqi, “Spatial Violence,” Architectural Theory 
Review, 19(3), (2014) 271.
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Fig. 11.  Scanned page from Mark Dorrian’s edited book of projects from the Warszawa studio (2007-2009), part of the cityspeculations project, University of 
Edinburgh, 2009. On the far left, photograph of the Polish refugee girl described by Dorrian (by David “Chim” Seymour, 1948).
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passed away or had been killed; and, in the case of the 

Jewish inhabitants who made up much, if not most, of the 

population in this area, ‘lines’ of inheritance would have 

been broken as entire families were murdered. And, as Žižek 

would point out, such restitution of property would also 

restitute the “systemic violence,” as pre-war Warsaw suffered 

from a massive housing problem, of which the architectural 

profession was part.61

XVIII.

Writing about the Resilience of Ruins, in a publication that 

emerged from the Warsaw studio, Mark Dorrian describes 

a 1948 photograph of a Polish girl, a child refugee from 

Warsaw, drawing a whirling series of lines (or is it a single 

line) on a chalkboard as she looks towards the camera, her 

hand still holding the chalk, the chalk still touching the 

drawing surface.  We learn she was asked to draw a picture 

of “home.”

“The image that she makes—if we can call it that—seems a 
cipher of radical disorientation,” writes Dorrian, “What is 
it that she is doing? Is she in fact drawing some location, 
or is it perhaps an explosion, or the trails of aircraft 
overhead? Or might we be more correct if we interpreted 
her drawing in the most raw and material sense of that 
word; that is, to see her action as a grinding-down and 
destruction of the instrument of representation in the face 

61 See: Filip Springer, 13 pięter, (Wołowiec: Wydawnictwo Czarne, 2015), which 
navigates between pre-war sources and contemporary observations to show 
recurring patterns of issues troubling Poland’s and Warsaw’s specifically 
(inadequate) housing policy/ideology. Also see: Tadeusz Barucki, ed., 
Fragmenty Stuletniej Historii: 1899-1999: Relacje, Wspomnienia, Refleksje, 
(Warsaw: Oddział Warszawski SARP, 2000), in which one may find a diverse 
and accessiblly structured selection of texts (memoirs, reflections) spanning  
20th century (1900-2000) that were written specifically by Polish architects.

of its inadequacy to the task of showing what has been? 
(...) In the photograph, the disintegration of the chalk is 
the assertion—in its purest form—of the materiality of the 
signifier, which is to say its point of failure and destruction, 
the point at which representation turns to dust. Chalk may 
be the stuff with which generations of children have been 
schooled in the adult world, but here it is the traumatized 
child who imparts to us a lesson conveyed through this 
material whose muteness has made it newly eloquent.”62

If in the body of this research one finds a trace of interest 

in architecture’s opening onto the impossible—or, in other 

words, onto its own limits, onto limits of architectural 

representation , onto what can and cannot be described 

and what this may mean for the design process—then the 

moments of this interest’s arising rests largely in one specific 

reading of one specific image. At the same time, however, 

and like the image described by Dorrian, the imaginaries of 

this research are part of a broad and mobile constellation of 

thought-images that, as Benjamin writes, continuously form 

relationships with others, those past and those still to come.63

For Dorrian the image of the child refugee from David 

Seymour’s photograph forms a constellation with Benjamin’s 

‘angel of history,’ pushed into the future by the storm of 

progress in Paul Klee’s painting. In both, Dorrian posits, we 

seem witnesses of a witnessing of a catastrophe that may be 

“beyond history.”64

62 Mark Dorrian, “The Resilience of Ruins,” in Stasus, ed. Resilience: Pamphlet 
Architecture, (New York: Princeton Architectural Press, 2012), 5.

63 Benjamin, “On the Concept of History,” Thesis XVIII-A.

64 Dorrian, “Warsaw: Tracking the City. Introduction” in The Journal of 
Architecture,  15(1), (2009), 1. Also see: Chmielewska, “Vectors of Looking,” 
in Mark Dorrian & Frédéric Pousin, eds. Seeing from Above. The Aerial View in 
Visual Culture. (London, New York: I.B. Tauris, 2013), 245.

XIX.

This thesis opens with an image. One quite different from 
both Benjamin’s and Dorrian’s: an image not of a singular 
figure, but of many; an image of ‘figures of power’ in a 
situation that seemingly could not be more different from 
those of the child refugee or of an angel pushed away from 
the Paradise. In the image of the Warsaw of the Future 
exhibition, the catastrophe has not yet happened.

That the catastrophe will have happened in the ‘near future,’ 
becomes only possible by the way of historical imagination. 
In a historical discourse this may well be sufficient to anchor 
the image’s semiosis in a chronology of causalities. 

For the design process, for an architectural sensitivity as 
attempted in this thesis, the image becomes simultaneously 
something much more ‘mute’ and ‘eloquent’ than what 
historical imagination tells us—it offers no stable position, 
no ‘unified theory’ of Warsaw’s fragmentary archive 
to which the photograph is an index. At the same time, 
precisely because of the absence of anchorage, it opens up 
architectural imagination, mobilizes thought, drives the 
search for connections, for ways to describe and exhibit 
them—beyond history as force or spectacle. Perhaps as an 
archive of sorts.



Fig. 12.   Towards Warsaw of the Future exhibition. Photograph by the author, 2016.
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OBIEKT 11. Urban 
Imaginaries, 
Architectural 
Paradigms, Research 
Objects. A Form of 
Concluding.

“Inanimate objects are always in order and, sadly, 
they cannot be reproached for anything. I have never 
seen a chair that trots nervously, nor a bed that rises 
up suddenly. Even tables, when tired, do not dare to 
kneel. I suspect that objects do this out of pedagogical 
motivation, to remind us about our instability.”

–Zbigniew Herbert, Objects1 

“Thought is born in contact with matter, which it forms 
as something supplementary, as a requirement of the 
shape being born: what is at stake is not truth but that 
the artifice works itself out, that it is capable of living.”

–Witold Gombrowicz, Testament2

1 Zbigniew Herbert, “Przedmioty” in in Herbert & Krynicki, eds. 89 wierszy 
(Kraków: Wydawnictwo a5, 2008), 141. My translation.

2 Witold Gombrowicz,  Testament. Rozmowy z Dominique de Roux, (Kraków: 
Wydawnictwo Literackie, 2012), 41.

“Przedmioty martwe są zawsze w porządku i nic im, 
niestety, nie można zarzucić. Nie udało mi się nigdy 
zauważyć krzesła, które przestępuje z nogi na nogę, 
ani łóżka, które staje dęba. Także stoły, nawet kiedy są 
zmęczone, nie odważą się przyklęknąć. Podejrzewam, 
że przedmioty robią to ze względów wychowawczych, 
aby nam wypominać naszą niestałość.”

“Myśl rodzi się w zetknięciu z materią, którą kształtuje, 
jako coś pomocniczego, jako wymóg rodzącego się 
kształtu: idzie o to by dzieło się udało, zdolne było do 
życia, nie zaś o prawdę.”
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a CrITIQue of urBan ImagInarIes. 
maTTer(s) of meanIng

I.

The first Obiekt in this thesis opened with the question 
of ‘Warsaw’s character.’ Posited specifically in relation 
to a city that has been described as ‘post-catastrophic,’ 
a site of ‘trauma’ or even a traumatised city, as Andrzej 
Leder writes on the basis of Freud’s speculation, this is no 
simple question. Warsaw is a city that at one point in the 
past was made openly violent—as the Ghetto—to its own 
inhabitants.3 The very size of the corpus of texts, both literary 
and scholarly, that seek to address and work through this 
question suggests that the question is here to stay, or rather 
to keep the critical discourse about Warsaw open. And if, in 
the light of both the body of literature and this thesis, to say 
that Warsaw’s character is imaginary would be to state the 
obvious, it is also necessary, as such framing unlocks the 
possibility of a more nuanced exposition.

II. 

Between Obiekt 1, 2, 4 and 6, thanks to Maria Janion’s 
project of phantasmatic critique, we may thus track the 
Romantic trajectory of Warsaw’s ‘heroic’ efforts, whether 
in the framing of post-war reconstruction by its architects 
(Ciborowski), or in contemporary quasi-historic projects of 
Warszawa 1935 or Miasto Feniksa. 

The problematic character of the Keret House (Obiekt 
2), exposed by Elżbieta Janicka, can only be drastically 
abbreviated in a modest study such as this one, but several 
crucial moments of Janicka’s study also point to a ‘heroic’ 
ambition at play in both Szczęsny’s design ‘logic,’ and in the 
logos of the institutions supporting it. Are we seriously to 
consider, after all, that an artistic installation pressed into a 

3 Madeline G. Levine, “Bezdomność w literaturze wojennej: typologia 
obrazowania,” in Teksty Drugie, 4 (1999).

former settlement joint between two buildings, can actually 
address—by which we mean an address that in some ways 
feels ‘satisfactory’ to all—the question of the Holocaust in 
the country where it took place and where it left weights of 
material evidence pointing to absence?

Drawing specifically on Obiekt 2, and moving through 
virtually all others, the following hypothesis arises: is Keret 
House an example of a deeper, structural kind of violence 
characteristic for the Polish national imaginarium, something 
we may provisionally call the violence against the matter of 
meaning? 

Since Janicka’s critique addresses specifically the problem 
of symbolic violence towards the remaining evidence of 
Jewish suffering (sites of trauma, documents registering it) 
a question may be raised if it would be of consolation to 
the Jewish that it is not ‘just’ them who seem to be subject 
to a peculiar kind of ‘benign’ violence in Warsaw, but, 
analogically, other seemingly insignificant or absent objects, 
groups and communities. To this, the answer of this thesis 
would be that the question itself does not make sense—the 
project of ‘consolation’ of ‘solacing of the hearts’ is precisely 
the structural support of Warsaw’s problematic, violent 
character, evident in the words and deeds of institutions 
that seek ‘solace’ in things that are beyond any form of 
consolation. 

III.

If we were to accept the possibility that a very uneven 
symbolic-representational conflict ensues in Warsaw between 
the dominant imaginaries and the ‘minor,’ neccessarily 
context- and place-specific forms of semiosis, then we would 

also need to face the fact that architectural exegesis (the 
architect’s ‘design logic’) seems to be right in the middle of 
it all—and, at this moment at least, as the very henchman 
of narratological oppression rather than as its critic or 
negotiator.

Following the hypothesis, we would thus need to turn our 
attention to what might tentatively be called philosemiotic 
violence of architecture and urban planning, where a unique 
place charged with semiosis, offering cultural significance 
of national importance—for one, a site directly linked to the 
traumatic events that had shaped the city and the nation—is 
overlooked by architects and analysts in the very attempt to 
preserve urban heritage from ad-hoc developments.

IV.

Similarly to the intention of the Keret House architect, few 
would doubt the intentions behind the Report on Existing 
Condition that grounded the design of the masterplan for 
the Smolna area (Obiekt 4). But in its framing of cultural 
heritage, reduced to chronological categories that lead to 
‘directives’ that uncritically reproduce a generic imaginary 
of a “diversified programme” and an “intensification” of 
morphology the Report falls short of truly expertly practice.

This is particularly visible in the Report’s disregards for 
the cultural history of the site. While there is no shortage 
of drawings rendering systemic connections (such as 
transportation, parking, infrastructural provisions of gas, 
power, etc.), the few drawings that are concerned with 
cultural value—one that by its very character operates in 
unruly, un-systemic ways—are treated equally schematically 
and reductively as those of infrastructure. 
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may turn out most helpful in removing the obfuscation. The 
conditions for this to happen seem to be both ontological 
(presence with the object of study; a direct experience of the 
analyst) and structural, which means the need for stepping 
out of familiar semantic structures such as those employed in 
imagining the world historically.

PosT-hIsTorICal oBjeCTs. for a 
ParadIgmaTIC kInd of knowledge

In the essay on Paradigm, Giorgio Agamben notes a 
problem with the historical disciplines: they seem to operate 
through the reductive use of metonymy to frame highly 
complex phenomena. Following Daniel S. Milo, Agamben 
gives examples of such frames: “The Eighteenth Century” 
or “Southern France.”6 In the constext of this study we 
may add: “the 1930s”, the “pre-war,” the “post-war”, and 
many others.7 The problem with metonymic disposition of 
knowledge is that 

“a signifier (...) is extended to designate heterogenous 
phenomena by virtue of the same semantic structure; more 
akin to allegory (...)”8 

In other words, representation becomes ‘symbolic.’ It turns 
the eyes of the description away from the object-specific  

6 Giorgio Agamben, “What is a Paradigm?” in The Signature of All Things. On 
Method (New York: Zone Books, 2009), 17. In regards to: Daniel S. Milo, 
Trahir les Temps: Histoire (Paris: Les Belles Lettres, 1991), 236.

7 Tony Judt, Postwar: A History of Europe Since 1945, (New york: Penguin 
Books, 2006).

8 Agamben, “What is a Paradigm?, 18.

Questions abound not only around the (re)presentation of 
the content—there seems to be a radical shortage of content 
itself, at least in regards to ‘cultural value,’ while the criteria 
for selection of the content seem unclear. The Report finds 
it appropriate to include, for example, a design competition 
entry for an adjacent area authored by the same office that 
prepares the masterplan but it also considers it acceptable 
to forgo the bibliography. It would not even need to be an 
extensive one—the textual part that ‘analyses’ the cultural 
history of the area is based on a single source and effectively 
consists of a series of extended paragraphs describing 
chronologies of individual streets in the area.4 The extent of 
‘original research’—perhaps not an excessive requirement, 
given that the Report looks at a part of the city that is prolific 
in archival records—seems to be limited to a matrix of 
reticently-sized (eight on a page) photographs of the area, 
assumingly taken by the authors (credits or captions are not 
there to clarify this).

Turning towards the commissioning body, the Biuro 
Architektury i Planowania, we may also ask what does 
it mean for the merit of the planning process that the 
production of an analytical report and the production of the 
masterplan itself are outsourced from the municipal planning 
office to the same private company—were the questions 
of the structural possibility of a conflict of interest or 
methodological credibility ever raised in the process? 

By failing to recognise the richness of its ‘remit’—the city 
and its cultural history—the Report on Existing Condition 
emerges here as quite helpful in outlining Warsaw’s current 
situation, if not quite in the sense intended by its authors.

4 The one source referenced by the Report is: Eugeniusz Szwankowski, “Ulice i 
place Warszawy” (Warszawa: Wydawnictwo Naukowe PWN, 1963).

V.

Between the Warszawa 1935 film and the Miasto Feniksa 
project we seem to notice a series of resemblances: while 
the former attempts at a ‘reconstruction’ of city and the 
latter seeks to ‘destroy’ it (by inserting imagery of a historic 
conflict, images of ruins among them, into the imagery 
of contemporary Warsaw), both seem to put at risk the 
imaginary of the city’s future (Obiekt 6). Both seem ‘heroic’ 
in their ambitions (a “near-total” digital reconstruction of the 
city, a near-ideal montage of distinct temporalities) and both, 
in the end, turn out to be nostalgic—if in opposite ways (a 
nostalgia for a lost city; a nostalgia after a ‘heroic’ moment).

The structure of unproductive nostalgia and death-drive 
may well be recognisable to critical scholarship but when 
imbricated into the folds of para-historic or para-artistic 
projects it may seem sufficiently innocent (or actually useful) 
to attract the support of municipal and national institutions 
(the Polish Film Institute in the case of Warszawa 1935, and 
the Municipality of Warsaw in the case of Miasto Feniksa). 
With the possibility of such projects being included as 
representational instruments in museums or institutions 
(Warszawa 1935), or directly in urban space (Miasto 
Feniksa), the role of critical design scholarship is to unfold 
their often convoluted trajectories by removing obfuscations 
of cultural or professional familiarity. A historian’s note at 
the last page of a publication, stating that a project (Miasto 
Feniksa) is not to be considered ‘historic,’ may not suffice 
when virtually everything else seems to give it such status. 

VI.

Simple questions, such as “is it necessary to simplify in order 
to communicate?”5 posited by Georges Didi-Huberman, 

5 Georges Didi-Huberman, Kora (Gdańsk: Wydawnictwo w Podwórku, 2013), 
58.
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(con)figuration of a phenomenon and towards a familiar 
system of signs. The problem with reliance on ‘familiarity,’ 
in turn, is that it offers comprehension by means of authority, 
tradition, routine or custom, rather than by curiosity and 
intellectual engagement.

Characteristic for much of the historic discourse, the 
metonymic model was deconstructed by Foucault, who 
according to Agamben, 

“is said to have freed historiography from the exclusive 
domain of metonymic contexts (...) in order to return 
metaphorical contexts to primacy.”9

Looking at the position and action of the panopticon in 
the Discipline and Punish, Agamben notes that what Milo 
describes as ‘metaphorical contexts’ should rather be 
intepreted as a paradigmatic model of representation. His 
logic is not of strictly metaphorical transfer of meaning—the 
panopticon is certainly not a metaphor—but “the analogical 
logic of the example.” He writes:

“[F]or Foucault, the panopticon is both a ‘generalizable 
model of functioning’ namely ‘panopticism,’ that is to say, 
the principle of an ‘ensemble,’ and the ‘panoptic modality 
of power.’ As such, it is a ‘figure of political technology 
that may and must be detached from any specific use;’ it 
is not merely a ‘dream building,’ but ‘the diagram of a 
mechanism of power reduced to its ideal form.’ In short, 
the panotpicon functions as a paradigm in the strict 
sense: it is a singular object that, standing equally for all 
others in the same class, defines the intelligibility of the 

9 Ibid.

group of which it is a part and which, at the same time, it 
constitutes.”10

[...]

“To give an example is thus a ‘complex act,’ where what is 
given is detached from its normal context not in order to be 
moved to another, but to present the canon of its original 
situation.”

As an example, to expose the conception of example, 
Agamben turns towards a pedagogical imaginary, where 
grammatical rules are given in language lessons. Grammar, 
Agamben posits, can only work through “practices of 
paradigmatics”11

“What is essential [in exposing grammar, e.g. in pedagogy] 
is the suspension of reference and normal use.”12 Where 
a teacher gives an example in order to analyses a simple 
semantic structure by uttering “I swear” the utterance must 
not be considered a real oath, or else a confusion—and 
perhaps a comic effect—arises. 

“To be capable of acting as an example, the syntagma must 
be suspended from its normal function, and nevertheless it 
is precisely by virtue of this nonfunctioning and suspension 
that it can show how the syntagma works and can allow 
the rule to be stated.”13

10 Ibid., 17; citing fragments from: Michel Foucault, Discipline and Punish: the 
Birth of the Prison, trans. Alan Sheridan (New York: Vintage Books, 1995), 
200. 

11 Ibid., 24.

12 Ibid.

13 Ibid., 4.

The suspension, we must add, occurs by the virtue of the 
context, on the premises of the “original situation.”

VII.

Agamben posits exactly six theses that characterise  
paradigm/example, as part of his working methodology 
of description (representation). For the unfolding of the 
methodology attempted in this thesis, they could be reframed 
into four statements.

Firstly, in epistemological sense, “a paradigm is a form 
of knowledge that is neither inductive nor deductive but 
analogical. It moves from singularity to singularity.”14   

Secondly, in functional sense, a paradigm or an example 
is formed by simultaneously suspending and exposing 
its “belonging to the group.” [...] “It is never possible to 
separate its exemplarity from its singularity.” 

Thirdly, moving towards ontology, “the paradigmatic 
group is never presupposed by the paradigms; rather, it is 
immanent in them.” There is no overarching category.

 And finally, wherever temporality is to be concerned, 
we should consider the possibility that “the historicity of 
the paradigm” rests on the “crossing of diachrony and 
synchrony,” and that by the same token “every phenomenon 
is the origin, every image archaic.”

On the surface this may seem as an a-historic proposal, but 
Agamben’s theses are far from attempting a by-passing 
of historicity of things or events. This is not a project of 
‘abolishing’ history.  

14 All citations in section VII in: ibid., 31.
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On the contrary,

“the matter of paradigms [is] to make intelligible series of 
phenomena whose kinship has eluded or could elude the 
historian’s gaze.”  

What is at stake is to reposit the residual phenomena that 
may escape the logic of historicisation.

VIII.

The radicalness of Agamben’s thesis rests on the fact that 
it questions the hermeneutic model of interpretation that 
maintains equilibrium by means of multi-dimensional 
structure of a series of dialectics: the whole across from the 
part; the “before” insistently below the “after”; the signifier 
separated from the signified; the subject from the object; and 
the theory from the phenomena.15 

The past (if not history) is rich in examples of similar 
epistemologies. From Paracelsus, Agamben draws a 
theorisation of a paradigmatic relationship between objects 
and their immaterial character:

“The original core of the Paracelsian episteme is the idea 
that all things bear a sign that manifests and reveals their 
invisible qualities”16

Objects of the material world, “‘reveal in their qualities, 
forms and figures [Gestalt] that which is in them,’”17 and, 

15 Ibid., 27.

16 Agamben, “Theory of Signatures” in The Signature of All Things, 33.

17 Paracelsus, “Von den naturlichen Dingen,” in Bücher und Schriften, ed. 
Johannes Huser (1859; Hildesheim-New York: Georg Olms, 1972), vol. 3.7, p. 
133. Cited in Agamben, “Theory of Signatures”, 33.

in accord to the Paracelsian dictum: “‘There is nothing 
exterior that is not an announcement of the interior’”18  The 
connection is not a simple dialectic, however, as it involves 
a series of constellations: the stars in the sky, the “stars of 
the human mind,” and the body with its inherent capacity for 
being (con)figured by the other two. 

“[T]he relation expressed by the signature is [therefore] 
not a causal relation. Rather, it is something more complex, 
something which has a retroactive effect on the signator 
and which needs to be understood”19

warsaw forms and oBjeCTs. 
ThesIs as a ConsTellaTIon of 
hyPoTheses 

An analogous thesis appears in Witold Gombrowicz’s 
theorisation and practising of Form. Having been raised in a 
relatively comfortable and yet formalised context of Polish 
land-gentry, szlachta, Gombrowicz develops an interest 
in formality—a customly, mundane figuration of gestures, 
speech and fashion that populate peripheral world living of 
pre-modern economy, reproducing Sarmatian myths and 
Romantic phantasms—which leads him to nothing short of 
a revolutionising proposal not only for artistic or literary 

18 Paracelsus, “Liber de podagricis,” in Bücher und Schriften, vol. 2.4, p. 259. 
Cited in ibid.

19 Agamben, “Theory of Signatures,” 35.



production but also for politics and philosophy.20 Already in 
his first novel published in 1937

“form is grasped as an event that is entirely immanent to 
life and hence subject to unforseeable contingencies that 
subvert any possible purity or transcendence.”21

[...]

“[T]here is neither pure form nor any transcendent realm 
in which it could operate.”22

What is at stake, as Michael Goddard puts it, is a “subversion 
of representational form,” whereby the author is “consumed” 
by the process of his experimentation with the Form; a 
situation where the creator

“[is] creating oneself through the creation of form.”23

In other words, Form is no longer static or ‘objective’—it 
becomes inter-subjective; it forms a relationship between 
the author, the object, and the world at large. This radical 
shift, we learn, is a product of the very situation in which the 
auhtor-creator was formed:

“I was a Pole. I was in Poland. What is Poland? It is a 
country between East and West, where Europe ‘finishes 
itself,’ a transitory state where the East and the West 
weaken each other. A state of weakened form.”24

20 Michael Goddard, Gombrowicz, Polish Modernism and the Subversion of 
Form, (West Lafayette: Purdue University Press, 2010), 106-108, 141.

21 Ibid., 32.

22 Ibid.

23 Ibid. Also: Gombrowicz,  Testament, 39-41. 

24 Gombrowicz,  Testament, 34.

IX.

The twelve objects posited in the book part of the thesis are 
here to “make intelligible” the formation of an alternative, 
paradigmatic representation of the “complex phenomeonon” 
that Warsaw is. They are developed as, in Agamben’s 
sense, ‘paradigms’ or ‘examples,’ which in turn means that 
whatever intelligibility of the city emerges in them, and in-
between them, may seem unfit for the format of a ‘thesis,’ at 
least in the understanding of “thesis” as a ‘strong’ discursive 
form. However, we could speculate that Gombrowicz might 
agree here that a study of ‘weak’ or ‘fragmented’ forms—
must precisely be a study attempted through ‘weaker’ kinds 
of Form.

Such methodology would not be far from a (post-)
psychoanalytical approach, where—to bring forth Derrida’s 
words—the role of the analyst is to “let [...] speak.”25 And 
the break signified by the gap “[...]” is open for all kinds 
of scripture. “Stones talk!,” Derrida cites Freud where the 
analyst uses the metaphor of archaeology to illustrate his 
practice; and where stones talk, they neccesarily do so in the 
context of the present.26 

X.

What further lessons, what hypotheses, are to be drawn from 
a ‘subversive’ character of representation, from the ‘weaker 
forms’ posited by Gombrowicz; from the paradigmatic 
character of representation, the very ‘indelible’ character of 

25 Jacques Derrida “Archive Fever: A Freudian Impression.”, Eric Prenowitz 
(trans.), in Diacritics, vol. 25, no. 2 (Summer, 1995), 58.

26 Ibid., 58.

the signature—a kind of sacramental mark— described by 
Agamben. What of Derridean reading (a deconstruction) 
of Freud’s epistemological ‘archive,’ torn, as Maria Janion 
reminds us, between the feverish drive to find structures 
or rules, and a sensation that what is studied is inherently 
unruly? What then may be the significance of Ronald D. 
Laing’s study of taxonomy of the imaginary (from critical 
imagination to hallucination) in literature? 

What of it all—whether for Warsaw or, more broadly, for 
architectural representation?

In the introduction to this thesis I refer to Vilém Flusser’s 
opening that precludes a reading of Kafka in another 
language. That opening thought germane here, in the closure, 
in relation to language of representation:

“Kafka had German thoughts, and everything he thought 
was structured a priori by the grammar of this language. 
When they are translated into other languages, Kafka’s 
thoughts are structurally distorted.”27

This insight allows Flusser to address the character of 
Kafka’s language.28 In the context of this thesis, this 
allows us to turn, briefly, to a certain polysemy that seems 
to structure Polish language specifically in regards to 
architectural thinking. 

27 Vilém Flusser, “Waiting for Kafka” in Writings (Minneapolis, London: 
Minnesota University Press, 2002), 150.

28 Flusser describes Kafka’s language as a Prague-specific kind of “High 
German” of “intellectuals and pseudointellectuals” that is largely isolated from 
the Slavic world.
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The preface to the 1936 Warszawa Przyszłości exhibition 
opens with a metaphor of the city as a “reflection of history,” 
which in turns opens the imaginary of a city remade to reflect 
a desired image. On the very fringe of this metaphor we 
may find a semantic structure that—when put in the light of 
what has been said in this Obiekt—emerges as somewhat 
revelatory. The thesis begins with the sentence: 

“Rozwój miasta, jego założenia urbanistyczne, jego szata 
architektoniczna są odzwierciedleniem historji.”29

Which could be translated as:

“The development of the city, its urban designs, its 
architectural apparel are a reflection of history.”

The systemic metaphor of architecture as an ‘apparel’ may 
seem unremarkable. However, the specific semantic structure 
of założenia urbanistyczne (and its limiting translation as 
“urban design”) offers an interesting relationship between 
the material and the immaterial, and between design-
as-process and design-as-object, right in the middle of 
architectural language, by which I mean both language of 
design practice and of writing about architecture. 

The connection rests on the polysemy of the word założenie, 
which in lay speech points at the same time to:

—an act of “settling,” and

—a “hypothesis” or a “premise.”

Specifically in the context of urban, architectural and 

29 Stefan Starzyński, preface to Warszawa Przyszłości, (Warszawa: Wydawnictwo 
Komitetu Wystawy ‘Warszawa Przyszłości,’ 1936), 5.

landscape design the compound założenie urbanistyczne, 
is often interchangable with projekt urbanistyczny. Thus, 
wherever there might be a hesitation as to which phrase to 
use in a description of a project or its conceptual framing, 
the architect or the planner is likely to decide on the basis of 
context. 

In the movement between the structures of Polish 
and English semantics, design becomes conceptually 
interchangable with hypothesis, unsettling the seemingly 
causal relationship between the two. A tension appears, 
“seemingly out of nothing,” from an “architectural 
interword” exposed by a movement into another medium.30 

XI.

To what extent the destabilising potential of this polysemy 
may be helpful for design practice is one matter, but in the 
context of this study it may turn the reader’s attention to the 

30 “Napięcia wywoływane są pozornie z ‘niczego’, z ‘międzysłowia’ 
architektonicznego, przez co istota [...] architektury wymyka się opisowi.” 
[Tensions are created out of ‘nothing’ out of an architectural ‘interword’, by 
means of which architecture [...] escapes description.” ] This sentence, used by 
the architect and scholar Maria Dybczyńska-Bułyszko refers to a concept of 
międzysłowie, coined by the Polish avant-garde poet and essaist Julian Przyboś 
(1901-1970). Translated here as “interword,” the concept points to hidden 
meanings in poetic composition. Dybczyńska-Bułyszko uses it in an original 
way, to describe an urban design for the Cathedral Square in Vilnius, which 
operated with a ‘minimal’ use of desing vocabulary. See: Anna Dybczyńska-
Bułyszko, “Architektura Warszawy II Rzeczpospolitej,” (Warsaw: Oficyna 
Wydawnicza Politechniki Warszawskiej, 2010), 271. Also: Marek Król, 
GrzegorzKrupiński, Henryk Sułek, Słownik terminów literackich, Henryk 
Sułek (ed.) (Kraków: Zielona Sowa, 2005). For a discussion of a related notion 
of espacement, the space between characters in text as a “poetic opening” in 
architectural writing see: Ella Chmielewska “Writing with the Photograph: 
Espacement, Description and an Architectural Text in Action,” in A. Dahlgren, 
D. Petersson, & N. L. Vestberg, eds. Representational Machines: Photography 
and the Production of Space, (Aarhus: Aarhus University Press, 2013), 83-105 
and esp. 84, 94. 

character of this thesis: developed between the linguistic 
and conceptual structures of Polish and English sources but 
also—or more so—through movement between writing and 
designing (two complementary languages) in a methodology 
of simultaneously constructing a thetic triade of text, 
exhibition and archive. A situation where the concept of 
“stability” or “order” was rarely descriptive of the work’s 
condition, and where instead concepts of “distraction” or 
“fever” brought forth from two of the many intellectual 
signators of this thesis seem more appropriate.  

If in the reading one notes a presence of ‘constellatory’ 
relations in the thesis, that is a condition where the discrete 
objects can be con-figured differently to offer different focus 
on meaning, perhaps even letting the “surplus of Warsaw’s 
plenitude” to spill-over the reading, then the ambition of 
this thesis will be fulfilled. There are, however, numerous 
moments in this thesis where disfigurement and discontinuity 
prevails: the character of the thesis seems to be related—not 
dialectically, but rather analogically—to the character of 
Warsaw and its development, where architectural and urban 
exegesis appear fragmentary and discontinuous, conflating 
meanings across temporalities, causalities, and imaginaries. 

A city where it is possible, even neccessary, to think of 
“artifices of imagination,” of the city itself as an imaginary, 
and of the possibility of such city being “capable of living” 
as a Form that continuously shapes us all. 

-- 
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  VII.

Thus the theory of description matters most.

It is the theory of the word for those

For whom the word is the making of the world

The buzzing world and lisping firmament.

[…]

It matters, because everything we say

Of the past is description without place, a cast

Of the imagination, made in sound;

And because what we say of the future must portend,

Be alive with its own seemings, seemings to be

Like rubies reddened by rubies reddening.

     –Wallace Stevens, Description Without Place

A brief epilogue

Closing his essay on Paradigm, Agamben responds to the possibility of 
asking about the location of the “paradigmatic character,” by which he 
means the question whether it belongs to the subject (the inquirer, scholar, 
interpreter), or to the (research) object. To this Agamben answers that the 
question itself makes no sense:

“The intelligibility in question in the paradigm has an ontological 
character. It refers not to the cognitive relation between subject and 
object but to being. There is, then, a paradigmatic ontology.”

The exposition of Paradigm then ends with a poem by Wallace Stevens 
titled “Description Without Place.” Agamben notes only first four lines and 
this selection seems to work most imaginatively for a closure of a study of 
example and paradigm. 

Here, closing a very different thesis, a very different selection from the 
same poem might be appropriate:

I.

It is possible that to seem—it is to be,

As the sun is something seeming and it is.

The sun is an example. What is seems

It is and in such seeming all things are.

[...]

The future is description without place

The categorical predicate, the arc.

[…]

  VI.

Description is revelation. It is not

The thing described, nor false facsimile.

[…] 



OBIEKT 12. A Constellation
Photographic survey of text research material assembled to frame the thesis. Matthew 

Architecture Gallery, November 2016.
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oBIekT 1.

Fig. 01 Photograph from the opening day of the Warsaw of the Future exhibition [Warszawa Przyszłości], Warsaw, the National Museum [Muzeum Narodowe],
28 March 1936. Author unknown. From the collection of the National Digital Archive [Narodowe Archiwum Cyfrowe]. 1-U-8484-2. 

Fig. 02.  Photograph from the Warsaw of the Future exhibition [Warszawa Przyszłości] in a serial (multiple) display at a public exhibition Towards Warsaw of the Future. Matthew Architecture 
Gallery, Edinburgh, September 2016. The exhibition was designed and curated by this author as part of the research by design methodology. Photograph by Piotr Leśniak.

Fig. 03. Fragment of the photograph from the Warsaw of the Future exhibition.

Fig. 04.  Photograph from the Warsaw of the Future exhibition [Warszawa Przyszłości] at the Towards Warsaw of the Future exhibition. Photograph by Piotr Leśniak (2016).

Fig. 05.  Collage made after a site section drawing from a draft design for the National Exposition [Powszechna Wystawa Krajowa] planned to take place in Warsaw in 1944. In a different form, the design was presented 
at the 1936 Warsaw of the Future exhibition. Original section drawings by architect Juliusz Nagórski (dated May 1938); original title Szkicowy Projekt Terenów Wystawowych w Warszawie; original scale 1:1000. 
From the National Museum, collection of Polish Drawing [Zespół Rysunku Polskiego], Rys. Pol. 18940.  Collages by the author.

Fig. 07.  Photograph of a sheet with calculations and diagrams from the assessment of the amount of rubble left at a damaged building at  
Marszałkowska 63 in Warsaw, later demolished to make space for the monumental housing district MDM opened in 1955. Document dated 
25 May 1946. Author’s signature illegible to the author of this thesis. The drawing was revised and approved (red marks and stamps) by a site 
manager [kierownik robót] W. Rudomina, possibly a female as suggested by the surname ending with an “a”. From the Warsaw State Archive 
[Archiwum Państwowe w Warszawie], collection of the Warsaw Reconstruction Office [Biuro Odbudowy Stolicy], 4327, p. 15.

Fig. 06.  Photograph of central Warsaw, Edmund Kupiecki (1947).

Fig. 08. Photograph from the viewing terrace of the Palace of Culture and Science, looking West along Złota Street. Photograph by Mr Wałkowski (early 1960s). 
From Mr Wałkowski’s personal collection.

Fig. 09. Scanned page from a book by Elżbieta Janicka Festung Warschau (2011). The photograph in the top right corner captioned: “the whole length of former 
Umschlag-platz [a site in the former Ghetto where the Jewish awaited—and died waiting—their turn to be transported to the death camps], looking North-East. 
A cavelery regiment of the Polish Army returns from a parade at the Piłsudski square on the Day of Polish Cavalery [cała długość d. Umschlag-platzu, widok 
w kierunku północno-wschodnim—Szwadron Kawalerii Wojska Polskiego wraca z parady a Placu Piłsudskiego w dniu Święta Kawalerii Polskiej]. Dated 2 
September 2011. 

Fig. 10.  Photograph of the entrance to the Towards Warsaw of the Future exhibition at the Matthew Architecture Gallery, Edinburgh. Photograph by Piotr Leśniak (2016).
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oBIekT 2.

Fig. 01.  Scanned cover of the catalogue to the Warsaw of the Future [Warszawa Przyszłości] exhibition. Cover design by Jerzy Hryniewiecki and Stefan Osiecki (1936) Warsaw. 

Fig. 02.  Scanned page of the catalogue  to the Warsaw of the Future [Warszawa Przyszłości] exhibition.

Fig. 03.  Scanned page of the catalogue  to the Warsaw of the Future [Warszawa Przyszłości] exhibition.

Fig. 04.  Photograph of Warsaw’s “Historic Centre” from the UNESCO website. Photograph by the Institute of National Heritage [Instytut Dziedzictwa Narodowego].

Fig. 05.  Photograph of Warsaw’s “Historic Centre” from the UNESCO website. Photograph by the Institute of National Heritage [Instytut Dziedzictwa Narodowego].

Fig. 06.  Photograph of Warsaw’s “Historic Centre” from the UNESCO website. Photograph by the Institute of National Heritage [Instytut Dziedzictwa Narodowego].

Fig. 07.  Photograph of Warsaw’s “Historic Centre” from the UNESCO website. Photograph by the Institute of National Heritage [Instytut Dziedzictwa Narodowego].

Fig. 08.  Scanned page from Elżbieta Janicka’s book Festung Warschau. To the left, Janicka’s photographs of a sign indexing the Umschlag-platz (historic site of Jewish trauma) and the Monument to the Fallen and Murdered in the East. To the right images of 
postcards with the Monument to the Fallen and Murdered in the East to which the right-hand of the street sign points. 

Fig. 09.  Scanned page from Janicka’s Festung Warschau. A fence near the Umschlag-platz.

Fig. 10-1—10-16.   Video stills from a trailer of the Warszawa 1935 film. Producers Tomasz Gomoła and Ernest Rogalski, Newborn Studio, Warsaw (2013).

Fig. 11. Screenshot of author’s online image search results under the phrase “Keret House.”

Fig. 12. Jakub Szczęsny, Keter House. The Logic (2012). From centrala.net.pl.
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oBIekT 3.

Fig. 04.  Photograph scanned from a page of Helena Syrkus’ book Ku idei osiedla społecznego 1925-1975, p. 138. Taken aboard the Patris II ship during the fourth congress of the CIAM. 

Fig. 03.  Scanned fragment of the title page from Chmielewski’s and Syrkus’s, Warszawa funkcjonalna: przyczynek do urbanizacji regjonu Warszawskiego, 1935 edition.

Fig. 01.  Scanned cover (01) and title page (02) from of the first issue of Praesens, journal of the Polish avant-garde. Dated June 1925. From the archival collection of the Museum of Art in Łódź [Muzeum Sztuki w Łodzi].

Fig. 02.  Scanned title page from of the first issue of Praesens, Museum of Art in Łódź [Muzeum Sztuki w Łodzi].

Fig. 05—08.  Scanned pages from Warszawa funkcjonalna: przyczynek do urbanizacji regjonu Warszawskiego, 1935 edition, showing the progression of scales for consideration in planning, from continental to urban. 

Fig. 10.  Scanned page from a preface to Warszawa funkcjonalna: przyczynek do urbanizacji regjonu Warszawskiego, 2013 edition, with a reproduction of one of the boards presented at the fourth congress of CIAM in Athens. The board shows an analysis of primary 
“functions” (work, living, leisure and transport) in the Warsaw region.  

Fig. 09.  Fragment of a scanned page from Warszawa funkcjonalna: przyczynek do urbanizacji regjonu Warszawskiego, 1935 edition, showing distribution of “centres [ośrodki] ripe for construction development.”

Fig. 11—12.  Scanned recto [12] and verso [11] of Kennkarte [Personal ID issued by the Nazi apparatus in occupied Poland] of Helena Syrkus. Note that the documents hides Jewish family surname Eliasberg, and posits Helena’s alias from before the war, 
Niemirowska, as well as fabricating the place of birth (Helena was born in Warsaw). The choice of Grodno, a town in the Eastern part of Poland occupied by the USSR since 1939, was not accidental— it made it more difficult for the Nazi occupiers to access 
birth certificates that could reveal the true identity of a person. Muzeum Sztuki w Łodzi, the Syrkus’ collection, Folder no. 60. 

Fig. 13.  Scanned certificate confirming Polish citizenship, dated 7/05/1953, presenting Helena Syrkus’ true place of birth and Jewish origin. Muzeum Sztuki w Łodzi, the Syrkus’ collection, Folder no. 60.

Fig. 14—15.  Scanned recto [14] and verso [15] of the Ausweis [a form of ID] of Szymon Syrkus from his time in Germany after the liberation. From the archive of Muzeum Sztuki w Łodzi, the Syrkus’ collection, Folder no. 60.

Fig. 16—18.  Scanned pages of architectural curriculum vitate of Szymon [16] and Helena [17 and 18]  

Fig. 19.  Scanned cover  of the Warszawa Przyszłości exhibition catalogue. From the library of the Warsaw School of Architecture [Biblioteka Wydziału Architektury Politechniki Warszawskiej]

Fig. 20.  Scanned title page of the Warszawa Przyszłości catalogue. From the library of the Warsaw School of Architecture [Biblioteka Wydziału Architektury Politechniki Warszawskiej]

Fig. 21—22.  Scanned title pages of the of the Warszawa Przyszłości exhibition catalogue.

Fig. 23.  Czesław Olszewski (1936), photograph of the boards of Warszawa Funkcjonalna at the Warszawa Przyszłości exhibition. Reproduced from the preface to the 2013 edition of Warszawa Funkcjonalna, pp. 48-49.  Original at the Instytytut Sztuki PAN.
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oBIekT 4.

Fig. 01.  Photograph of the Smolna Studio vestibule. On the wall a graphic of one of the memorial tablets designed by the Studio founder, Karol Tchorek. This and the following photographs, unless otherwise stated, are by the author, 2016.

Fig. 01.  Map of Warsaw’s Urban Imaginaries, 1:7500.

Fig. 02—03.  Photographs of the Smolna Studio. 

Fig. 04.  Long section of the looking East; 1:50 at A3. This and the following drawings by the author, unless otherwise stated.

Fig. 05—06.  Scans of author’s sketchbooks from a survey in the Studio, 2016.

Fig. 07.  Photograph of the Studio.

Fig. 08—09.  Photograph of the Studio taken during the festival Otwarte mieszkania: Warszawa Filmowa (2016). 

Fig. 10.  Ground floor survey plan of the studio, 1:50 at A3. North to the left of the drawing.

Fig. 11—12.  Scanned planning drawings for the construction of the studio in the ruined annexe. From Karol Tchorekt archive, courtesy of Katherine Bentall.

Fig. 13.  Photograph of the Studio’s exterior showing the balcony above a former window. 

Fig. 14.  Scanned sketchbook from the survey. 

Fig. 15—17.  Photograph of the Studio’s exterior.

Fig. 18—19.  Photographs of the Studio’s north-facing window.

Fig. 20.  Site section through the studio and the planned development (red hue) as suggested by the Local Plan of Spatial Economy. 

Fig. 21.  A visualisation of the Local Plan designed by DAWOS planning office for the Biuro Architektury i Planowania in Warsaw. The proposed construction above the Studio marked in red.

Fig. 22.  Reproduction of the drawing no. 55 with the Analof the Local Plan designed by DAWOS planning office for the Biuro Architektury i Planowania in Warsaw. The proposed construction above the Studio marked in red.

Fig. 23. Photograph from a display of a Local Plan to the public in Warsaw Planning office at the Palace of Culture and Science, 2013. Since the time of taking this photograph, the Office has moved to a different location.

oBIekT 5.
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oBIekT 6.

Fig. 01.  Scanned title page of Robert Heinlein’s novel Farnham’s Freehold (first edition).

Fig. 02.  Image by Maciej Kościelniak and Piotr Margas. In Miasto Feniksa. 

Fig. 03.  Walker Walker Evans, Kitchen Wall, Alabama Farmstead (1936). Williams College Museum of Art.

Fig. 04—05.  Scanned pages from Miasto Feniksa.

Fig. 06.  Screenshot of author’s computer browser showing search results for the varsaviana author Jerzy S. Majewski. 

Fig. 07.  Scanned cover of Elżbieta Janicka’s Festung Warschau.

Fig. 08.  Screenshot of Miasto Feniksa presentation on Warsaw Municipal Office’s website.

Fig. 09—10.  Scanned pages from Adolf Ciborowski’s Warsaw: A City Destroyed and Rebuilt. 

Fig. 11.  Scanned pages from Janicka’s Festung Warschau with photographs of the statue of the Litte Insurgent.

Fig. 12.  Scanned pages Miasto Feniksa.

Fig. 13. Screenshot of Miasto Feniska on street display. From Urząd M.st. Warszawy. August 2008. http://www.um.warszawa.pl/node/15052.

Fig. 14. Photograph by Graziaw [sic], Warszawa nocą - Pomnik Powstania Warszawskiego [Memorial to the Warsaw Uprising] (2011). http://www.garnek.pl/graziaw/16474068/warszawa-noca-pomnik-powstania

oBIekT 7.

Fig. 01.  Scanned cover of Stanisław Kopf’s history album Lata Okupacji.
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oBIekT 8.

Fig. 01—05.  Photographs from the Towards Warsaw of the Future thesis exhibition, Edinburgh, Matthew Architecture Gallery, 2016. Photographs by the author.

oBIekT 9.

Fig. 01. Memorial plaque of Gradiva at 116 Kurfürstenstrasse, Berlin, at a site where, according to the plaque at the recto of the memoria, the Jewish Brotherhood of Mutual Assistance [jüdischen Brüdervereins gegenseitiger Unterstützung] was located. 
Here Freud attended his last Psychoanalytic Congress of the International Psychoanalytical Association (IPA) in September 1922 before being forced to emigrate in 1938. Photo by OTFW (2012).
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Fig. 01.  Wolfgang von Kempelen, The Turkish Chess Player (1789), in “Freiherr Joseph Friedrich zu Racknitz, Ueber den Schachspieler des Herrn von Kempelen,” (Leipzig and Dresden, 1789).

Fig. 01.  Photographic survey of text research material assembled to frame the thesis. Matthew Architecture Gallery, November 2016.

oBIekT 10.

oBIekT 12.

Fig. 02.  Scan of the title page of the Metis book “Urban Cartographies” (London: Black Dog Publishing, 2002).

Fig. 04.  Image of a page fom László Moholy-Nagy’s “Dynamic of the Metropolis,” in Painting, Photography, Film, 1925.

Fig. 05.  Image of a book cover of Benjamin’s 1928 edition of One-Way Street [Einbahnstraße] with a photomontage by Sasha Stone.

Fig. 06.  Image from Wiszniewski’s edited book of projects from the Florence Studio (2008-2010), Florence: Curating the City, Representation and Seriality  / Firenze : Curare la Città, Rappresentazione e Serialità, part of the cityspeculations project, University of Edinburgh, 2010.

Figs. 07—08.  Scans of letters from László Moholy-Nagy to architects and members of CIAM Helena and Szymon Syrkuses in Warsaw. From the archive of the Muzeum Architektury, Wrocław. As of 2015 these letters and other material related to the international avant-garde (Gropius, Le Corbusier, Giedion and 
others) were only provisionally indexed and most were not paginated.  To access these letters one may quote provisional reference “Teczka 15, ‘Szafa-Strych.’” 

Fig. 03.  Scan of pp. 14-15 of “Urban Cartographies.”

Fig. 09.  Piotr Leśniak, “Restituted Spaces” (2009). Drawing from the Master of Architecture diploma project made as part of Warszawa: Post-Socialist City and its Material Prehistories, studio conveyed by Dr Mark Dorrian (The University of Edinburgh, 2007-2009).

Fig. 10.  Scanned page from Mark Dorrian’s edited book of projects from the Warszawa studio (2007-2009), part of the cityspeculations project, University of Edinburgh, 2009.

Fig. 11.  Scanned page from Mark Dorrian’s edited book of projects from the Warszawa studio (2007-2009), part of the cityspeculations project, University of Edinburgh, 2009. On the far left, photograph of the Polish refugee girl described by Dorrian (by David “Chim” Seymour, 1948).

Fig. 12.  Towards Warsaw of the Future exhibition. Photograph by the author, 2016.
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InTerlude. exhIBITIon as ImagInary arChIVe

InTroduCTIon To The exhIBITIon

fIrsT ImagInary. naTIonal museum In warsaw

lIsT of fIgures (Volume Two):

Fig. 01—04.  Photographs from the Towards Warsaw of the Future thesis exhibition, Edinburgh, Matthew Architecture Gallery, March 2017. Photographs by the author.

Fig. 05.  Screenshot image of a fragment of Abraham Thomas’s initial blog entry for the 1:1 Architects Build Small Spaces exhibition (2010). From the V&A Museum blog.

Fig. 06.  Photograph from of the the Fujimori Beetle’s House at the 1:1 Architects Build Small Spaces exhibition (2010). From the V&A Museum blog.

Fig. 07—08.  Screenshots of Kingsajz (1987), a film by Juliusz Machulski.

Fig. 09.  Photograph from the Towards Warsaw of the Future thesis exhibition, Edinburgh, Matthew Architecture Gallery, March 2017. Photograph by the author.

Fig 01. Towards Warsaw of the Future exhibition plan with tectonic Objects [Obiekty] marked in situ. 1:50 [drawn at 1:20]

Fig. 01. Photograph from the opening day of the Warsaw of the Future exhibition at the National Museum, 28 March 1936. Author unknown. NAC-1-U-8484-2.

Fig. 02. Plan of the National Museum gallery imposed onto the plan of the Matthew Gallery. 1:200 [drawn at 1:100]

Fig. 03. Plan of the National Museum gallery imposed onto the plan of the Matthew Gallery. 1:50 [drawn at 1:20]

Fig. 04—05. Plan and section of Obiekt 17 in the Matthew Gallery. 1:50 [drawn at 1:20]

Fig. 06—07. Plan and section of Obiekt 18 in the Matthew Gallery. 1:50 [drawn at 1:20]
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Fig 01. Towards Warsaw of the Future exhibition plan with tectonic Objects [Obiekty] marked in situ. 1:50 [drawn at 1:20]

seCond ImagInary. The sarP exhIBITIon PaVIlIon

ThIrd ImagInary. 36 smolna sTudIo

Fig. 01. Exterior photograph of the SARP Exhibition Pavilion. Photograph by Stowarzyszenie Architektów Polskich.

Fig. 02. Plan of the SARP Exhibition Pavilion imposed onto the plan of the Matthew Gallery. 1:100 (insert at 1:1000) [drawn at 1:50 and 1:500].

Fig. 03. Plan of the SARP Exhibition Pavilion imposed onto the plan of the Matthew Gallery. 1:50 [drawn at 1:20]

Fig. 04—05. Plan and section of Obiekt 13 in the Matthew Gallery. 1:50 [drawn at 1:20]

Fig. 06—08. Plan and sections of Obiekt 19 in the Matthew Gallery. 1:50 [drawn at 1:20]

Fig. 09—10. Plan and section of Obiekt 21 in the Matthew Gallery. 1:50 [drawn at 1:20]

Fig. 11—12. Plan and section of Obiekt 23 in the Matthew Gallery. 1:50 [drawn at 1:20]

Fig. 13—14. Plan and section of Obiekt 25 in the Matthew Gallery. 1:50 [drawn at 1:20]

Fig. 15—16. Plan and section of Obiekt 26 in the Matthew Gallery. 1:50 [drawn at 1:20]

Fig. 01. Photograph of the Smolna Studio, with the north-facing window to the right of the image.

Fig. 02. Plan of the Smolna Studio imposed onto the plan of the Matthew Gallery. 1:50 [drawn at 1:20]

Fig. 03. Long section through the Smolna Studio. 1:50 [drawn at 1:20]

Fig. 04—12. Details of the Smolna Studio. 1:20 [drawn at 1:10]

Fig. 13—14. Plan and section of Obiekt 15 in the Matthew Gallery. 1:50 [drawn at 1:20]

Fig. 15—16. Plan and section of Obiekt 16 in the Matthew Gallery. 1:50 [drawn at 1:20]

Fig. 17—18. Plan and section of Obiekt 20 in the Matthew Gallery. 1:50 [drawn at 1:20]

Fig. 19—20. Plan and section of Obiekt 22 in the Matthew Gallery. 1:50 [drawn at 1:20]

Fig. 21—22. Plan and section of Obiekt 24 in the Matthew Gallery. 1:50 [drawn at 1:20]
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fourTh ImagInary. exhIBITIon as a ThesIs, ThesIs as exhIBITIng

arChIVe (1) exhIBITIon ConsTruCTIon drawIngs

arChIVe (2) smolna sTudIo surVey drawIngs

arChIVe (3) drawIng In The arChIVes 

Fig. 01.  Towards Warsaw of the Future, 2016. Photograph by the author.

Fig. 02. Plan of Obiekt 14 (Thesis Vol. 2) in the Matthew Gallery. 1:50 [drawn at 1:20]

Fig. 03. Plan and section of Obiekt 27 (Thesis Vol. 1) in the Matthew Gallery. 1:50 [drawn at 1:20]

Fig. 04. Design visualisation of the exhibition in the Matthew Gallery. Elevated perspective view.

Fig. 05—08. Design visualisations of the exhibition in the Matthew Gallery. Perspective views.

Fig. 01—11  . Assemblages of construction drawings for the Towards Warsaw of the Future exhibition.

Fig. 01—03  .  Survey drawings of the Smolna Studio (with Richard Collins).

Fig. 01—04. Fragments of an archival survey drawing developed as a notation tool during fieldwork in 2011 .
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arChIVe (4) annoTaTed Index of seleCT arChIVal maTerIal

Fig. 01—04. Archival photographs of the Warszawa Przyszłości 1936 exhibition. National Digital Archives (signatures by images)

Fig. 05—07. Archival material related to designs for the 1944 National Exposition in Warsaw. National Museum.

Fig. 08—09. Archival material related to the 1938 exhibition Warszawa wczoraj, dziś, jutro. National Museum.

Fig. 10. Fragment of a design drawing (elevation) for the 1938 exhibition Warszawa wczoraj, dziś, jutro. National Museum.

Fig. 11. Birthday card for Helena Syrkus, made by her colleagues from PAU during Szymon’s imprisonment in Auschwitz. Dated 1943. Helena and Szymon Syrkus archive, Muzeum Architektury Wrocław. 

Fig. 12. Location study drawing for the Palace of Culture and Science in Warsaw: location option in Port Praski. Dated 1951. BOS Archive.

Fig. 13. Location study drawing for the Palace of Culture and Science in Warsaw: location option in central Warsaw. Dated 1951. BOS Archive.

Fig. 14. Location study drawing for the Palace of Culture and Science in Warsaw: location option in central Warsaw. Aerial perspective. Dated 1951. BOS Archive (signature above)

Fig. 15. Section study drawing for the Palace of Culture and Scinece in Warsaw. Dated 1951. BOS Archive (signature above)

Fig. 16—31. Screenshots of 3D models of the Smolna Studio impressions (by Richard Collins) 
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